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Foreword
War Is in the Land

Paul s. sutter

In November of 1986, a happy discovery was made on the northeastern edge 
of Denver, Colorado: a communal roost of bald eagles. The bald eagle is the 
national bird of the United States, and today it is thriving. In the 1980s, how-
ever, it was an endangered species whose population had been decimated by 
the spraying of DDT, which biomagnified through the food chain, making 
eagles’ eggs brittle and inhibiting their capacity to reproduce. The postwar 
age of chemical wonders had brought America’s national symbol to the brink 
of extinction. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) banned DDT 
for use in the United States in 1972, but bald eagles were still relatively rare 
in the 1980s. The discovery of these roosts in a stand of mature cottonwood 
trees was thus an important indicator of slow but steady bald eagle recovery. 
But there was something unusual, even deeply ironic, about where these 
eagles had landed. A US Army contractor discovered them within the bounds 
of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, long the chief manufacturing facility for 
chemical weapons and other military chemicals in the United States and, by 
the 1980s, one of the most desperately polluted places on earth.

The Rocky Mountain Arsenal was a central place in the global history of 
American military chemicals and their human and environmental impacts. 
Its existence dates to World War II, when, in the wake of the Pearl Harbor 
attack, the US Army sought out a site in the inland West to manufacture 
chemical weapons. In May of 1942, the army selected thirty square miles of 
land in Adams County, Colorado, just northeast of Denver, removed the farm 
families who had occupied the site, and rapidly built a facility that produced 
mustard gas, chlorine agent, lewisite, and napalm. Only the napalm was used 
during World War II, most notably in the fire-bombing of Japanese cities. At 
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the end of the war, the arsenal was put on standby status, but Cold War reali-
ties soon brought it back into service, this time for the production of the 
powerful nerve agent sarin. During the immediate postwar years, the liquid 
wastes from chemical manufacturing processes were dumped into unlined 
holding ponds, where concentrated toxics leached into and spread through 
the soils and waters of the site. By the late 1950s, signs of contamination were 
already evident, but chemical production continued. In 1959, after the Soviet 
Union’s successful launch of Sputnik, the US Army added a rocket fuel blend-
ing facility, and with the lunar program of the 1960s, chemical rocket pro-
pellants became a major production priority. The Shell Chemical Company 
was also producing pesticides and herbicides on the arsenal grounds from 
1952 to 1982. During the 1960s the army shifted to deep-well injection as a 
purportedly safer method of waste disposal. Then, in 1968, even as napalm 
and other military chemicals were being used in unprecedented quantities 
during the Vietnam War, President Lyndon Johnson ordered the destruction 
of obsolete chemical stockpiles. The Rocky Mountain Arsenal became the 
place to “demilitarize” national supplies of mustard gas and sarin, a program—
named, believe it or not, Project Eagle—that would come to define the arse-
nal’s 1970s career. By the end of the 1970s, the arsenal had constructed its first 
groundwater treatment system to contain and mitigate decades of toxic waste 
dumping. All chemical production and destruction ceased on the site by the 
early 1980s, and in 1987, a year after that army contractor discovered those 
roosting bald eagles, the Rocky Mountain Arsenal joined the EPA’s list of 
Superfund sites.

One can learn all about this history of chemical production and contami-
nation by touring the sparkling new visitor center at the Rocky Mountain 
Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge. That’s right: this place of extraordinary 
chemical contamination is now a federally protected refuge for wildlife. 
The 1986 discovery of roosting bald eagles prompted the involvement of the 
US Fish and Wildlife Service, whose scientists came to recognize that the 
restricted and contaminated site had allowed wildlife to flourish there. In 
1992 President George H. W. Bush signed into law a bill protecting the site as 
a wildlife refuge, and by 2004, after the EPA certified its cleanup, the army 
transferred five thousand acres to the Fish and Wildlife Service to formally 
establish the refuge. In 2010, as a result of continuing cleanup activities, the 
refuge reached its current size of approximately fifteen thousand acres, com-
plete with a small bison herd, mule deer, burrowing owls, and lots of eagles. 
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The army still owns a core portion of the property to maintain its waste 
consolidation areas and operate its groundwater treatment facilities, but most 
of the refuge is now open to hiking and wildlife viewing.

Over the last several decades, as environmental historians have studied 
the historical impacts of warfare on the natural world, they have noted that 
many such sites of intense militarization, from US bases that protect large 
natural landscapes from development to places such as the Korean Demili-
tarized Zone, have served unintended but important conservation func-
tions. The Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge is one of those 
sites, and it is tempting to render its story as a redemptive one, a tale of a 
once-toxic place reverting to its original pristine character. The moral of this 
particular interpretation is that humans and their bellicosity sinned against 
the land, but wild animals and other natural processes reclaimed the area 
in a show of nature’s resilience. That’s a happy story, but it’s not the whole 
story, for the legacies of war still haunt this place. Alternatively, we might see 
the arsenal’s current status as a wildlife refuge less as a wiping away of the 
landscape’s military legacy than as a reluctant acceptance of its long-term 
toxicity, for the former Rocky Mountain Arsenal remains too polluted to 
accommodate human habitation or other intensive forms of human land use. 
Because of its military past, it will remain a mostly empty space, even as the 
real estate value of the land around it skyrockets. In that sense, maintaining 
the site as a wildlife refuge is an inexpensive way of dealing with the ongoing 
toxic legacies of war. In this reading, the return of wild nature to the site does 
not erase the footprints of war; it becomes one of them.

Half a world away, in Vietnam, the environmental legacies of war and 
militarization also remain, sometimes in similarly empty or underdeveloped 
spaces. This is the story that David Biggs tells in Footprints of War, his innova-
tive and visually arresting history of militarized landscapes in central Viet-
nam. Fans of the Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books series will know Biggs 
from his first book, the award-winning Quagmire, an environmental history 
of the Mekong River Delta that made that landscape’s ecological and deep 
historical complexity central to the story of American failure in Vietnam. In 
Footprints of War, Biggs shifts his gaze to central Vietnam, the region around 
the city of Huế, which was home to several American airbases and other 
military installations—including Phú Bài and, yes, Camp Eagle—during the 
American War in Vietnam. As Biggs explains, one of the triggers for this 
book was a fascinating applied environmental history project that he 
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undertook, using US archival records, to help Vietnamese government offi-
cials locate potential chemical hotspots that remain throughout central Viet-
nam. Chemical compounds such as napalm, Agent Orange, and tear gas 
were central to American military strategy during the Vietnam War, and 
they were concentrated on American air bases, where they were stored and 
then loaded onto American airplanes and helicopters for military use. In the 
search for buried caches of abandoned chemicals or potential toxic plumes 
in soil and groundwater, Biggs recognized the power of American records, 
including aerial photographs and satellite imagery, to reveal where such 
chemicals might be still lurking today. More than that, though, Biggs noticed 
curious patterns and began asking deeper questions about how war and mili-
tarization had repeatedly inscribed and overwritten the landscapes of central 
Vietnam.

In the United States we often talk about Vietnam as a war rather than as 
a place. We pay little attention to what came before the American War and 
even less to what came after. When American forces entered Vietnam, they 
tended to conceptualize the country as a blank slate and to regard its envi-
ronment as hostile and impenetrable. The whole place needed to be opened 
up to the American gaze. That, after all, was what most of those chemicals were 
for. But what Biggs came to realize was that the American military presence 
had followed particular historical cues in how it occupied the region, often 
placing its bases atop formerly militarized spaces or spaces left undeveloped 
for other historical and cultural reasons. He also observed in his travels that 
the American withdrawal and abandonment of its occupied spaces left lasting 
patterns of redevelopment across the landscape, particularly as the creative 
destruction of modern capitalism has claimed the region in recent decades. 
Finally, it dawned on him that the very tools he was using to locate sites of 
potential chemical contamination were also evidence of novel ways of seeing 
that had been central to the American conduct of war in Vietnam. The ruins 
and toxic legacies of the United States’ involvement in Vietnam constituted 
only one layer in a complex historical stratigraphy that had shaped the Ameri-
can War in consequential ways and that still shapes the landscape and Viet-
namese perceptions of it today.

Footprints of War is not what you might expect from an environmental 
history of war and militarization, and that is what makes it such an important 
book. While the environmental impacts of war are always central to Biggs’s 
analysis, this is not at its core a book about the war’s impact upon Vietnamese 
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nature. Nor is it a simple history of how the nature of Vietnam—the jungles, 
the rain, the mud—shaped the American War, at least of the sort we are used to 
reading. This is a story, or really a series of layered stories, about landscapes, 
geographies, and terrains, spatial categories in which the natural or non-
human environment is ever present but never exists or acts alone. It is a book 
in which the environment itself is a historical archive that Biggs, a historian 
of Vietnam first and foremost, sifts through and interprets masterfully. It is 
a history without fixed baselines for measuring environmental impacts, a 
history that contextualizes the American War as but one chapter in a long 
saga of construction, destruction, and ruination. It is, in short, a primer on 
historical landscape literacy in central Vietnam.

In Biggs’s telling, the footprints of war create paths that others follow. 
They figuratively compact the soil in ways that affect what grows where after 
war gives way to peace. Sometimes these footprints become fossilized, disap-
pearing below ground as new layers of history cover their presence without 
quite erasing them. For Biggs, war is not merely a momentary paroxysm; it is 
also a haunting. When American marines landed in central Vietnam in 1965, 
they were yet another in a long line of invading forces. They followed in the 
martial footsteps not only of the French colonialists through their several 
occupations but also the Japanese occupation during World War II and the 
Việt Minh occupation in the wake of the French defeat in 1954. Those previ-
ous occupations were in turn shaped by a conflict zone that had been held 
and contested by Việt, Cham, and Chinese peoples for millenia. As American 
forces moved into the lowlands of central Vietnam, they sought to build 
homogenous and placeless military enclaves, but the particularities of previ-
ous occupations kept intruding. In the conduct of war, the Americans also 
had to contend with a gradient that linked the coastal plains to the midlands 
and highlands to the west and with a traditional elevational logic that had 
long shaped occupation and resistance in the region. Fighting the war on all 
sides of the conflict became a process of creating networked spaces linked 
together by various infrastructures—roads, trails, air bases, landing zones—
and technologies of viewing and communicating across space. The American 
War became one of trying to see and not be seen.

Unlike the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the legacy landscapes of war and 
militarization in central Vietnam have not become wildlife refuges. The Viet-
namese cannot afford to remediate them as Americans have, and they do not 
have the luxury of leaving these strategic sites to entirely noneconomic uses. 
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These landscapes have mostly morphed into industrial parks or ecologically 
sterile timber plantations, though in some cases they have remained military 
properties. But the important point is that these legacy landscapes have 
shaped Vietnam’s rapidly industrializing present both by providing open 
spaces for development and limiting the kinds of development that can occur 
there. An important lesson of Footprints of War, then, is that the historical 
and environmental legacies of militarization check capitalism’s creative 
destruction in the present. Landscapes, like people, hold memories of war 
that persist even as the obvious physical markers fade from view.

Military historians are fond of talking about certain regions as “grave-
yards” of empire, places where successive invading forces become repeat 
casualties of a common historical, cultural, geographical, and environmental 
myopia. A similar lesson might be drawn for central Vietnam, with its aban-
doned bases and ruins of war. But that is not the main point of Footprints of 
War. Instead, David Biggs is intent on drawing our attention to the literal and 
metaphorical graveyards of the Vietnamese people themselves and how they 
sit in layers and landscape mosaics with these graveyards of empire. Camp 
Eagle, like other US military bases in central Vietnam, was built amid a 
traditional Vietnamese burial ground, and today the local people who remain 
must be actively discouraged from burying their deceased family members 
there for fear that they will encounter subterranean toxicity. Here is the cen-
tral metaphor of the book: the American War, like those invasions and occu-
pations that came before it, has left lasting landscape legacies, some of them 
poisonous, and yet the Vietnamese people insist on reclaiming these grounds 
the best that they can, rooting themselves in places of deep historical and 
cultural significance to them. Such are the footprints of war.
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introduCtion

in feBruary 1972 , Working in the PerPetual Drizzle that 
shrouds the central coast of Vietnam each winter, soldiers from the Army 
of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) produced a photographic inventory of 
two bases newly acquired from the Americans. Just a few weeks before, some 
thirty thousand US Army and Marine Corps troops removed themselves with 
thousands of tons of equipment from Phú Bài Combat Base and Camp Eagle. 
In the peak of fighting during what Vietnamese call the American War, these 
two bases were round-the-clock military cities. Networks of pipelines sup-
plied diesel and aviation fuel from a makeshift port to the airfield, helipads, 
power plants, and fuel depots. The helipads supported a fleet of flying UH-1 
“Huey” gunships, CH-47 Chinook cargo helicopters, and CH-54 Skycranes 
that ferried troops and heavy guns to distant firebases near the Laos border. 
Radio centers near Phú Bài linked the bases with US ships offshore, with 
top-secret planes carrying radio-listening equipment above, and with com-
manders in the field. Night and day, the air around these bases buzzed with 
radio chatter and the whomp-whomp of rotor blades. In December 1971, just 
before the American troops left, comedian Bob Hope and other entertainers 
gave a final concert to an audience of more than ten thousand at Camp Eagle’s 
amphitheater, the Eagle Bowl. Two weeks later, the troops were gone; even 
the stage was gone. Only skeletal frames of lumber and scaffolding remained.

While American media followed this latest wave in Vietnam base closures 
as a positive end to a tragic war now being overshadowed by Nixon’s trip to 
China, South Vietnam’s leaders attempted to retain the attention of the 
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world’s media attention on these ruined bases. The ARVN produced a visual 
inventory, noting the missing, vital equipment (figure I.1). ARVN command-
ers in Huế were furious that the Americans had left these high-tech base 
cities, operating at full capacity a few months earlier, in tatters. American 
contractors removed the systems that provided electricity, clean water, and 
perimeter lighting while fire trucks, communications centers, and air condi-
tioners moved to the few American bases still in operation. The commander 
of the ARVN’s First Division held a press conference, showing reporters these 
base ruins and the bill that the Americans issued South Vietnam for the 
remaining buildings, powerlines, and roads. The cost for these “improve-
ments” to the land topped US$4 million, and at the time nobody paid atten-
tion to the hastily covered landfills.1

The American pullout from Vietnam in 1972–73 revealed many social and 
environmental scars from one of history’s most destructive wars. These 

figure i.1. Demolished troop billets at Phú Bài Combat Base, February 11, 1972. 
Source: Box 3, RVNAF Base Turnover Inspections, MACV Inspector General 
Records, Record Group 472, US National Archives and Records Administration, 
College Park.

[[fig I.01]]
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extended far beyond ruined bases and bombed-out hills to ruptures in family 
life and local rites too. Figure 1.2 shows a common though less-remarked 
feature of many bases that they were frequently sited on village cemeteries. 
The main subject in the photo is a canteen-like building with concrete picnic 
tables, an officers’ club. Visible just behind the tables is the headstone and 
lotus-topped pillars of a family tomb. The tomb had been there long before 
the club or the base. American engineers first bulldozed these tombs when 
building bases, but local uproar caused them to build around them. Space 
here on Highway 1 in the narrow central region of Vietnam was limited, so 
the marines set to work in the village graveyard.

This unfortunate juxtaposition of troops camping in a graveyard is a fit-
ting symbol for the deeply troubling ways that landscapes—military, physical 
and cultural—figured into the larger struggles of war in Vietnam. Families 
wishing to tend to these ancestral tombs risked detention at base entries, and 

figure i.2. Noncommissioned officers’ club, Phú Bài Combat Base, February 10, 
1972. Source: Box 3, RVNAF Base Turnover Inspections, Military Assistance 
Command Vietnam Inspector General Records, Record Group 472, US National 
Archives and Records Administration, College Park.

[[fig I.02]]
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those visiting tombs outside base perimeters risked being shot. American 
troops, traumatized by combat, returned to their bases to sleep amid these 
tombs. Many websites produced by American veterans feature shots of sol-
diers standing in or around these old tombs. Some recalled how the concrete 
walls often provided lifesaving cover from rockets and sniper fire.2 The 
marines at Phú Bài even named one landing zone LZ Tombstone, working 
the graveyard into their gallows humor and operational jargon.

These two images (figures I.1 and I.2) highlight the very different ways that 
military processes became embedded in the multiple histories of the war, of 
communities, and of individuals. While the eye is typically drawn in these 
images to the military ruins, the historical backstory to them reveals new 
layers that point to the land’s deeper, layered past and its multiple meanings. 
This problem, understanding how military processes become embedded and 
woven into these multiple landscapes, the footprints of war, is the focus of 
this book. In places such as Phú Bài, the American military aimed to rewire 
these landscapes in physical and social terms to achieve the goals of nation 
building and containment of communist troops. However, the Americans 
were not the first to attempt to meet these goals here nor were they alone as 
state-builders in 1965. Communist and noncommunist Vietnamese forces 
built their own networks in the mountains and here on the coast too. They 
relied on clandestine hideouts and storage caches to mobilize an under-
ground railroad stretching from coastal villages like Phù Bài to mountain 
bases. In their propaganda, they highlighted how these ancient village land-
scapes had long suffered past military occupations, and they linked their 
revolutionary struggle to ancient Vietnamese resistance movements against 
such invaders as the Mongols, the Ming, the French, and the Japanese. The 
removal of the Americans in 1972 revealed the limits of one military’s state-
building infrastructure in this place and the resiliency of another.

As this environmental history of war in Vietnam is written by an Ameri-
can, my process in choosing Huế, Phú Bài and the mountain valleys of Thừa 
Thiên–Huế Province as the focus for this story deserves explanation at the 
outset. Like many children born in the 1970s, I grew up in the shadow of the 
Vietnam War. My father was not a combat veteran but a nuclear engineer who 
graduated from the US Naval Academy; before he retired from the military in 
the mass demobilization of 1973, I lived on military bases. As a civilian kid, I 
visited military museums and caught pieces of stories from my parents’ mili-
tary friends. In college I became an environmental activist and marched in 
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protest of the 1991 Gulf War. After college I traveled to Vietnam and taught 
English as a volunteer. In graduate school I studied environmental history and 
specialized in Vietnamese studies, learning the language and doing research 
in Vietnamese archives. I found Huế (or maybe it found me) in 2006 while I 
was leading a student tour on Highway 1, the coastal highway running from 
Hà Nội south to Sài Gòn. Near Huê’s Phú Bài International Airport I noticed 
dozens of sprawling, empty lots with broken pavement and no houses in an 
otherwise crowded strip of villages and new factories. When I asked our guide 
about these spaces, he responded in Vietnamese but then rattled off English 
place-names—Camp Evans, Camp Hochmuth, and Camp Eagle. The tour 
guide was, like me, a child of the war. His father was a South Vietnamese 
soldier, and he grew up on the edge of these bases, but he was quick to note 
that many older people still remember these names. I was fascinated by this 
and these spaces. Why were they still empty? What would happen to them 
now that Vietnam was going through an economic and real estate boom?

That initiated my interest, but the research for this book and the local 
support necessary for it followed one summer later with a different student 
program at a July 4 reception hosted by the local chapter of the US-Vietnam 
Friendship Society in Huế. After the ceremony, I explained to the society’s 
vice chairman, an environmental scientist, that I was an environmental his-
torian and interested in the legacies of the war. Usually, explaining (and 
defending) environmental history as a serious discipline is a conversation 
ender, but in this case he listened attentively. He asked if I thought that US 
military records of old bases might be used to help pinpoint historical waste 
sites. A geologist with a PhD who had completed his doctorate in the Soviet 
Union studying at the Baku oil fields in Azerbaijan, he was at that time direc-
tor of the province’s Department of Science and Technology and responsible 
for toxic waste cleanups in the province, including one involving US military 
waste near Phù Bài Village. Workers in the village had drained an upstream 
reservoir to clean it. While scraping away the mud, they uncovered a cache 
of rusted steel drums. With pickaxes they punctured the drums releasing a 
powdered concentrate of 2-chlorobenzalmalononitrile, better known as CS 
or tear gas. The concentrated powder mixed with water and mud, causing 
skin burns, and some of those who inhaled airborne particles went to the 
hospital with respiratory injuries and lesions. This find was not uncommon 
in the province, nor was it the most toxic discovery, but it especially troubled 
my host (I learned much later) because of the financial and legal conflicts it 
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caused when the military forensics team came from Hà Nội to excavate the 
drums. Because CS was a war chemical, the Ministry of Defense ran the 
cleanup but charged the province more than US$75,000.3 My host hoped to 
use my environmental history skills to locate other hotspots to avoid future 
accidents.

This applied environmental history project provided me the opportunity 
to explore former base sites and surrounding villages with approval from the 
province, and it led me to deeper questions about the longer-term effects of 
military conflicts. In American military records, I found a trove of maps, 
photographs, and detailed textual records that I shared with local officials. 
The Records of US Forces in Southeast Asia, Record Group 472 (RG472), 
constitute one of the most detailed public archives of any military occupation 
in world history. Just the text records of RG472 take up hundreds of mobile 
shelves, covering an area equivalent to a few football fields. Within this col-
lection I found detailed records of chemical activities at these bases, including 
operations using tactical herbicides such as Agent Orange and bulk drops of 
fifty-five-gallon drums containing powdered CS. US records included detailed 
chemical inventories, flight mission data, and payload information. Air pho-
tos and maps from the United States provided an essential visual survey of 
land features circa 1972. I digitized and georeferenced the historic imagery 
and maps of Camp Eagle and Phú Bài, then with help from a remote sensing 
specialist in Huế compared the historic layers with more recent satellite imag-
ery. We produced historic maps showing long-term features, especially bare 
surfaces around these former chemical sites.4 We presented our findings and 
copies of all historical records, and the project concluded.

This work, however, opened a slew of broader questions about history, 
militarization, and landscape that form the basis for this book. When histo-
rians characterize a polluted site, they look for historical and environmental 
baselines to compare prepollution or premilitary conditions with specific 
environmental or military events. At Phú Bài I quickly learned that this layer 
of American military activity was just one of many (figure I.3). Readings at 
the province library and discussions with village historians yielded a much 
longer-term view of military occupation and conflict there.

As an example, the Phú Bài airfield was not just a base area for US Marines 
in 1965 but also a site for many early modern and modern military occupants. 
Vietnamese and Cham troops fought a Ming dynasty military occupation 
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there in the early 1400s. In the late 1600s, the area was an industrial waste zone 
for iron smelting. Phù Bài Village and its slag fields—the future site of the Phú 
Bài airfield and bases, had for centuries been a sort of military-industrial vil-
lage. Its hilly area cut by creeks leaching rust-red soils (Vùng Phèn) contained 
rich deposits of iron ore, and iron production continued until 1800. Iron smelt-
ing left large piles of waste slag and deforested hills.5 The French colonial 
government built Huế’s airfield in this “abandoned land” in 1924 and opened 
a leper colony in a valley at the foot of Vùng Phèn (figure I.3). When the Japa-
nese Imperial Army arrived in 1941, it expanded the airfield and closed the 
leper colony. The Japanese added airplane hangars, a radio tower, and a fuel 
depot, and they located a camp (possibly for prisoners of war) near the former 
leper colony. Việt Minh soldiers took the area in August 1945, seizing Japanese 
weapons and ammunition from bunkers built into Vùng Phèn. The Việt Minh 
then operated an officer training facility near the former camp until 1947, 
when French infantry units, mainly Senegalese recruits, invaded and set up a 
Camp Oasis on the ruins of the Việt Minh training camp. Two years later Việt 
Minh artillery strikes and nighttime raids forced them out. In 1954 South 
Vietnamese army units took over the area and, with American assistance, 
expanded runways at the airfield and erected new facilities around former 
Camp Oasis. US Marines arrived in 1965, and American base construction 
accelerated after the Tết Offensive in 1968. The ARVN took over the bases in 

figure i.3. Base areas and villages, Thừa Thiên–Huế Province. Source: VMAP0, 
ESRI Inc. and Open Street Map. Map by author.

[[fig I.03]]
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1972 and the People’s Army of Vietnam (PAVN) took over the area in 1975. It 
ceded much of the land to the province in 2000, but PAVN and local forces 
(similar to a national guard) still occupy some areas.

These discoveries during my search for premilitary baselines led to a fun-
damental shift in my approach to studying the relationship of war to land-
scape. Instead of following the environmental impacts of one military 
organization in this dynamic historical landscape, I instead chose to focus 
on the longer history of this long-militarized landscape through multiple 
layers of military construction and destruction. This longer historical 
approach to the militarized landscape is important for placing the American 
War in a deeper, multilayered historical and environmental context. Even 
since my initial queries in 2006, the concrete ruins and empty lots of the old 
bases have rapidly disappeared as new layers of industrial concrete or green 
carpets of forest plantations spread. The Phú Bài Combat Base was reborn in 
2000 as Phú Bài Industrial Park, and now television assembly plants and 
logistics facilities occupy the footprints of US Army truck depots and infan-
try barracks. Even firebases and battlegrounds in the hills, especially near 
the former demilitarized zone (DMZ), are regreening, fading into thousands 
of hectares of acacia and new urban nodes sprouting along new highways 
running west to Laos and connecting to Thailand. New power lines and water 
pipes have finally replaced the gutted grids of infrastructure abandoned in 
1972. In today’s industrial park, women from rural areas live communally 
after long days on the assembly line. They rest in dorms located just steps 
from where barracks in the late 1960s housed young Americans resting from 
missions in the hills. Today’s industrial parks are in many ways like the old 
bases running in reverse. People and raw materials travel from the hills to 
the industrial zones and exports cross the Pacific to ports such as Long Beach, 
California. These long-abandoned, abiotic landscapes have revived their 
industrial ecosystems.

Written from this vantage point of Vietnam’s early twenty-first-century 
economic boom, this history follows the central region’s deep history of con-
flict, its footprints of war, to consider how repeat instances of military conflict 
shaped the everyday fabric of life and memories in these lands. Its use of the 
term footprint as a metaphor is deliberate as footprints are deceptively com-
plex as physical traces of past disruptions. While the term commonly suggests 
an impression or impact on something, a footprint is very much contingent 
on the relative resistance of the land or surface receiving the event, and the 
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duration of a footprint’s trace depends on many post-incident factors. Finally, 
footprints require visual perspectives to record them. They are innately spa-
tial; and in cases like the empty former base areas along Highway 1 they 
continue to figure into present-day, development debates. 

While the postwar transition from bases to industrial parks in Vietnam 
is relatively new, the challenges of postwar economic development are not. 
The base-to-industrial-park transition in Vietnam may suggest an ironic 
reversal of Karl Liebknecht’s famous quote, “capitalism is war,” but military 
theorists have long considered military occupation as a means of opening 
new markets and capital-intensive opportunities.6 Base closures and property 
transfers after the Cold War are but the latest example of postconflict transi-
tions to new urban and industrial landscapes. This transition from bases to 
cities has been a central feature of urbanization in world history for centuries. 
The Romans under Emperor Claudius (41–54 ce) invaded Britain and built 
the empire’s largest base in the islands around a bridge crossing the mudflats 
of the Thames River. Walls followed the bridge, and the medieval city of 
London spread from those walls along what is now London Bridge.7 In Viet-
nam, the ancient capital Hà Nội and its bustling mercantile streets grew up 
around the Chinese Tang dynasty’s walled garrison at Đại La (791 ce).8

Philosophers of war from Sun Tzu to Carl von Clausewitz and even the 
Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter have long argued that military 
actions produce a kind of creative destruction, empty footprints that permit 
new spaces for development. Military occupation, they argued, cleared the 
surface so that new industries and social relations might form. Today Schum-
peter is widely cited for coining the phrase creative destruction with respect 
to business cycles and the future of capitalism, but the idea was popular 
decades earlier. Schumpeter writes about business cycles, not war, but he 
arrives at the same conclusion that “creative destruction is an essential fact 
about capitalism.”9 Schumpeter actually borrowed the term from an earlier 
generation of German historians and economists writing in Prussia before 
and after the Great War. Economic historian Werner Sombart in War and 
Capitalism (1913) noted how the devastating religious wars in seventeenth-
century Europe decimated forests yet enabled a new energy regime, built on 
coal, and new industries, built on coke and iron. He developed his view of 
creative destruction in turn from philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, who drew 
from Hindu scripture in the Bhagavad Gita, focusing on the often violent 
processes through which culture is renewed and regenerated.10 Even after the 
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atomic bombings and the Vietnam War, this idea continues to figure into 
wars in the present. Advisers of President George W. Bush argued in 2003 for 
a “shock doctrine” that would obliterate Iraq’s existing economy and permit 
construction of a new free market economy in the wake of “shock and awe.”11

Debates over these transitions from spaces of war to postwar ruins and 
postwar renewal form a central theme in this book, and the environmental 
history of these debates points to the troubling ecological limits of such an 
idea as creative destruction. Since the detonation of the first atomic bombs 
in 1945, when physicist Robert Oppenheimer also famously alluded to the 
Bhagavad Gita, the creative destruction optimists met a new form of envi-
ronmentalist resistance. What happens when destruction is incomplete and 
hazards from war ruins persist for many years after conflicts end?12 The half-
life of uranium-235 isotopes released in nuclear explosions tops seven hun-
dred million years, and many of the chemicals used in warfare in the 1960s 
are persistent pollutants with severe ecological and human health impacts. 
As local and state governments grapple with the implications of building on 
former military sites potentially contaminated with these types of toxic waste, 
the logic of creative destruction breaks down. Bulldozers may scrape clear 
the rubble on the surface, but who is legally and ethically responsible for 
cleaning up what may still lie invisible below?13

militarization anD lanDscaPe

Because this book proposes a deeper historical treatment of military conflict 
and landscapes, the terms militarization and landscape require some unpack-
ing. I use militarization in the broadest sense to describe not only acts of 
military-directed violence, construction, destruction, and land appropriation 
but also broader social processes where military organizations and demands 
reconfigured everyday life.14 Militarized landscapes likewise refer to lands 
that are not just physically connected to military processes but also tied in 
cultural and political ways—for example, the communities growing up 
around a base. Resource frontiers such as Vùng Phèn and even rice fields 
were touched by demands of military requisitioning just as village sons were 
conscripted into various armies. Militarization is a deliberately broad term 
intended to spur readers to broaden their perspective on the reach of military 
activity beyond bases and camps into village life and cultural practices.
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This book’s use of the term landscape, too, is a choice intended to identify 
places defined broadly by a mix of ecological and social factors. As a concept 
born out of the European Enlightenment, the term is a nexus for views of land 
that describe physical, cultural, and historical elements in time.15 Landscapes 
are often measurable, physical spaces, depicted in paintings, photographs, 
and maps, but they can also be cultural spaces where natural and built fea-
tures take on social meaning. By virtue of its visibility (the scape in landscape), 
a landscape can simultaneously exist in physical, cultural, and representa-
tional terms. It comprises physical elements such as buildings, soils, plants, 
and trees, but it also contains many cultural elements: the trails, monuments, 
and named features that American writer J. B. Jackson called the “vernacular 
landscape.”16 Despite the best efforts of military engineers to construct glob-
ally homogenous spaces, bases protected by minefields and barbed wire, the 
bases inevitably became entangled in these living, vernacular places—con-
sider the marines’ bar in the cemetery.

Where most histories of war in Vietnam use the territory of the state as a 
relatively empty spatial frame for events, this book begins with a set of densely 
layered landscapes in Thừa Thiên–Huế Province to examine how a succession 
of state-builders and military forces attempted to fold these spaces into their 
competing programs. These landscapes can be roughly divided into three 
elevational zones: the narrow strip of coastal plains, a wider belt of hills (10–
200 m), and an interior region of highlands (200–2,000 m) that form the 
mountainous border with Laos. The history of militarization from the 1400s 
to today roughly follows this direction of expansion from the coast into the 
mountains. This elevational logic is not my own invention but rather follows 
a traditional perspective used in Vietnam and many lowland societies in 
Southeast Asia. In central Vietnam, these basic ecopolitical boundaries are 
divided into lowland (hạ), midland (trung), and highland (thượng) domains. 
This book excavates this layered history of militarization in each of these 
elevational domains, beginning at coastal villages in the lowlands and on the 
streets of Huế before moving to key tactical zones in the hills, then following 
resistance fighters and foreign soldiers to the headwaters of the Perfume River 
and the mountainous A Sầu Valley (see figure I.3). It uses spaces in all three 
of these elevational domains as focal points to examine how different military 
actors constructed militarized landscapes and how those landscapes figured 
into broader visions of competing states.
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As a history of competing state visions, it also relies heavily on visual 
media, considering how competing military organizations used aerial and 
cartographic technologies, including maps, airplanes, cameras, radio, and 
geomantic notions of mountain ridges and rivers, to tie these spaces into 
larger political networks. Guerrilla forces worked especially hard to “rewire” 
colonial spaces of roads and outposts into a new revolutionary territory 
defined by trails, rivers, mountain ridges, hidden radio transmitters, and 
kilometers of wire and plastic pipelines designed to avoid detection from 
above. Counterinsurgency experts likewise tried to tap into village life and 
traditions to modernize rural communities and bring them into a global 
system of commerce and ideas. The landscape-centered perspective permits 
a more multifaceted reflection on the natures and visions of these different 
military occupants.17

Finally, with respect to theories of landscape and space, this book considers 
the generative role that ancient conflict zones and former militarized places 
played on successive military conflicts. Spaces of past wars, from industrial 
waste zones to deforested hills and abandoned military camps, often guided 
new military developments.18 Environmental factors (food, shelter, vegetation, 
historic landmarks) and persistent spatial politics (abandoned lands, disputed 
territories) shaped successive military experiences. American military engi-
neers did not have a blank check to site bases anywhere. They moved into 
abandoned French camps, into contested “wastelands” covered in tombs, and 
even into the evacuated camps of Việt Minh soldiers in the mountains. Even 
the most powerful military in the world in 1965 had to follow some basic rules 
conforming to the spatial history and logic of this landscape.

My choice of the former imperial capital Huế to center this study is not 
just due to  fortuitous meetings with officials but also an acknowledgment 
of the especially rich historical, literary, and cultural traditions of this 
region. During the war and even after, Huế has symbolized the hybrid heart 
of Vietnam for its blending of northern and southern influences and its 
legendarily stubborn, antimodern vibe. The region’s heritage as an imperial 
capital and its importance in the twentieth century as a scene of some of 
the most intense battles is important; however, the contemporary attention 
to war’s legacies in rituals, art, and literature is equally important. Beyond 
the tombs, cemeteries, and war monuments are many spaces in between, 
sublayers of ancient remains, a “wilderness” haunted not only by traces of 
chemicals or munitions but also of ghosts from these contested pasts. Many 
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people even today in Huế pay attention to this ethereal wilderness of “wan-
dering souls” (linh hồn lang thang) and the more lethal wilderness of buried 
waste and munitions. Digging below the top few meters of soil, whether in 
the city or the countryside, one takes on a number of risks—being maimed 
by unexploded ordnance, finding human remains, or perhaps being exposed 
to toxic residues. Vietnamese popular culture is filled with stories of these 
material and ghostly “hauntings,” and virtually everyone knows a family 
in which someone has been touched by one form of these encounters.19 In 
villages near the bases and especially on the streets of Huế, on every full 
moon (ngày rằm) people set up altars in their front yards or sidewalks with 
incense and plates of food to feed and placate wandering souls. This happens 
once a year across much of East Asia during the ghost festival, which takes 
place on the full moon of the seventh lunar month, but in Huế it happens 
every month.

A narrow strip of coastline that divided Vietnam into separate, warring 
regimes, the Huế area is in some ways unique as a cultural contact zone too. 
As a borderland, it fostered decades of reflections by local residents and for-
eigners on the “two Vietnams.” War correspondent and political scientist 
Bernard Fall described French failures to expand control there in 1953–54 in 
his book Street without Joy. The title took its name from what French troops 
called Highway 1, just north of Huế, for its frequent ambushes: la rue sans 
joie.20 During the Second Indochina War, Huế and its embattled hills 
attracted scores of journalistic and literary works. 

Although many focused on particular battle sites, some examined rural 
life and insurgent life in the mountain bases. North Vietnamese war corre-
spondent Trần Mai Nam’s The Narrow Strip of Land, published in English in 
1969, provides a communist partisan’s perspective on the area as he journeyed 
along the Hồ Chí Minh Trail through the treacherous bombed-out hills to 
villages on the coast.21 The 1968 Tết Offensive devastated Huế and by many 
accounts turned the tide of the Second Indochina War. South Vietnamese 
artists such as Nhã Ca and the singer-poet Trịnh Công Sơn attempted to put 
into stories and songs what was too horrible to account for in numbers and 
news reports.22 Proximity to Huế, even in the last years of the conflict, 
afforded such American social scientists as anthropologist James Trullinger 
rare opportunities to conduct interviews in villages. His book Village at War 
offers a fascinating perspective into villager responses to military bases, 
multiple episodes of violence, and political change.23 This collection of 
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Vietnamese and foreign artistic and scholarly works around Huế provides a 
rich backdrop for the comparisons and reflections used in this book. Besides 
this literature, I also draw on years of travel to historic military sites and 
formal and informal interviews in villages such as Phù Bài (Thủy Châu Com-
mune) and Dạ Lê (Thủy Phương Commune). Given the extremely limited 
access to post-1975 government records, my visits to the Thừa Thiên–Huế 
Province Library were essential for turning up local village histories and 
stories about postwar recovery.

Archives, especially military archives, form an essential part of this 
research, and in some senses they, too, are like landscapes in that they are 
often devilishly layered with their own spatial and historical logics. French 
military records from the Nord Annam–Huế Secteur are meticulously orga-
nized and documented at the Chateau de Vincennes near Paris, and they 
include a rich array of textual, visual, and cartographic sources. Outside Paris 
in nineteenth-century “caves” extending under the brick walls of Fort de l’Est, 
the French air force keeps equally pristine collections of aerial photography 
shot over Indochina from 1947 to 1954. American military records on Viet-
nam, housed for the most part in the National Archives at College Park, are 
comparatively sprawling. The vastness of these collections is both a blessing 
and a curse. It invites in-depth particularistic studies of individual units or 
battles, but it discourages cross-sectional thematic studies, which would be 
complicated by the sheer volume of records. There are also large online collec-
tions of digitized American records, including the Vietnam Archives at Texas 
Tech University; the CIA’s CREST database featuring declassified documents; 
and George Washington University’s National Security Archive.24

Compared with this relative abundance of foreign records, a relative 
absence of communist and People’s Army records presents a major challenge 
for comparative analyses. Primary records of Vietnamese forces, including 
the People’s Army, various noncommunist armies, and the National Libera-
tion Front (NLF), are practically nonexistent for public researchers. My 
research approach here has been to mine the rather formulaic sets of published 
regiment histories, district party committee histories, and province-level his-
tories. Such histories for the most part deny researchers a fine-grained view, 
but they nonetheless yield some checks on American and French records with 
respect to accounts of key battles as well as background on unit histories. 
Foreign military archives also include caches of captured documents, so with 
careful sifting and some luck, one can locate valuable nuggets.
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Civilian records are invaluable, too, in characterizing state responses (and 
conflicts) with militaries. Given the many regimes that governed Huế from 
the 1800s to the 1970s, these records are scattered at repositories across Viet-
nam and beyond. The colonial records of the Résident Supérieur de l’Annam 
and the 1949–54 Central Vietnam Governing Committee (Phủ Thủ Hiến 
Trung Việt) are located in the mountain town Đà Lạt at the Vietnamese 
National Archives Center No. 4. They provide a localized view of affairs close 
to Huế before the division of Vietnam in 1954. Republic of Vietnam (RVN) 
state records, located at the Vietnamese National Archives Center No. 2 in 
Hồ Chí Minh City, provide a post-1954 view of deep regional tensions that 
festered between Huế and Sài Gòn and erupted with Buddhist- and student-
led protests in the 1960s. Finally, American civilian agency records, especially 
those of the US State Department, offer insights into the ways that the RVN’s 
most powerful ally viewed and framed “the Vietnam situation” as protests 
and later the Tết Offensive put central Vietnam in the spotlight.

militarizeD lanDscaPes on PaPer,  
celluloiD, anD screens

Considering the visual element that is fundamental to the study of landscape, 
the many maps, aerial photographs, and satellite images produced during the 
modern conflicts in Vietnam have resulted in a largely untapped visual and 
cartographic resource for historians. The timeframe for the Indochina wars 
in Vietnam, 1945–75, fits perfectly in an incredible arc of technological inno-
vations that included the development of aerial photography (1918–40), high-
altitude photography (1940–75), satellite photography (1959–72) and 
satellite-based, multiband scanning (1972–). The visual products of military 
geoint—geospatial intelligence—in Vietnam remained largely classified until 
the early 2000s, but now most are public. As with any set of state or military 
records, photographic records also follow unique logics (and politics) of orga-
nization and pose unique material and interpretive challenges. In the case 
of US military photos over Vietnam, researchers must locate specific rolls of 
film using indexes and then wait for the film to be delivered from a privately 
operated cold-storage facility located in former salt mines near Saint Louis, 
Missouri. Almost daily, a plane delivers requested historical film, secret and 
public, to the Washington area. Once the film is at the National Archives in 
College Park, Maryland, researchers must use 1960s-era photo interpreter 
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machines and either scan or rephotograph the images (figure I.4). That 
researchers from anywhere in the world can come to College Park and handle 
original negatives from 1940s to 1960s military air photography is remark-
able. The bird’s-eye view in figure I.4, depicting a US Special Forces base in 
the mountainous A Sầu Valley, suggests the aesthetic richness of these 
views while also providing clues on past land use and the work of military 
photographers.

Incorporating these high-altitude views into a study also invites new 
modes of critical analysis into how these aerial views were constructed and 
how they may have shaped the perceptions of military actors, especially for-
eign ones, who did not venture out much on the ground. From the introduc-
tion of air photography in the 1930s to intense American use of aerial images 
in the 1960s, the aerial view was fundamental to state-centered ideas of fron-
tiers and American understandings of insurgency.25 This aerial platform and 
its bird’s-eye logic was of course repeatedly challenged, especially by insur-
gent groups. Communist forces in central Vietnam may not have flown 
airplanes and helicopters before 1975, but they developed and maintained 

figure i.4. Frame 07, A Shau Special Forces Base, 1961, with original negative film 
can. Source: Mission J5921, Defense Mapping Agency, Record Group 373, US 
National Archives and Records Administration, College Park.

[[fig I.04]]
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their own networks of radio communications and countered aerial surveil-
lance and bombing with camouflage. They read maps, too, but they deliber-
ately used alternative methods of knowing landscapes—especially travel by 
landmarks—to avoid detection. This ground-based platform, designed to 
evade aerial surveillance, was equally important.

Finally, this book draws from the initial applied environmental history 
project by not only reflecting on these visual sources but also digitizing them 
into a historical GIS to produce visual studies and comparisons at specific 
places discussed in the book. Selections of map overlays and air photographs 
figure centrally in the later chapters, and one set of color plates contains fig-
ures produced from multiple map layers designed to answer questions about 
land use, the extent of military-related actions, and the historical persistence 
of many military features. A companion website featuring products of this 
historical GIS work allows readers to explore these layers in detail.26

a history in layers anD Wars

The following chapters are organized chronologically beginning with the 
early modern Vietnamese settlement of the coast in the 1400s and continuing 
through the years of French colonization (1884–1945) before turning to focus 
on the modern wars. The first chapter, “Subterrains,” is, at the risk of offend-
ing historians of early modern Vietnam and those more interested in modern 
warfare, a sketch that is necessary for identifying key military and environ-
mental elements of the coast’s longue durée history. It is inspired in some 
ways by historian Fernand Braudel’s studies of the Mediterranean, in par-
ticular his attention to elevation and views shaped by a sojourn teaching in 
Algeria in the 1920s that helped him see how the terrains from Algiers to the 
Atlas Mountains linked Algerian and French histories in a common Mediter-
ranean framework.27 This chapter doesn’t go so far, but it does attempt to 
rough out a longer environmental history to better explain Vietnamese atti-
tudes toward hills, mountainous interiors, and periods of unrest that usually 
began with seaborne invasions. Chapter 2, “Terraforming,” follows colonial 
military and political rule around Huế from 1885 to 1945. It begins with the 
invasion of colonial troops in 1885 and examines colonial debates about 
degraded lands as well as the birth of anticolonial movements in the 1930s. 
Like the previous chapter, chapter 2 is not explicitly focused on military con-
flict; rather it considers how distant events from the two world wars and the 
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Russian and Chinese revolutions influenced a new generation of nationalists 
and militants living in the central coast, including many future leaders of 
Vietnam’s communist and noncommunist governments. It follows Vietnam-
ese radicals and French reformers and their visions to “terraform” an impov-
erished rural landscape to achieve various postdepression, postcolonial, and 
postwar visions.

The last four chapters of this book turn from these earlier layers to a 
thirty-year period that includes some of the most intense episodes of military 
destruction in world history. Chapter 3, “Resistance,” begins with the postwar 
moment of summer 1945, focusing on the development of Việt Minh military 
logics to rewire the historic landscapes and build new national networks 
through the hills and mountains. It follows the development of three military 
occupations that grew out of the ruins of colonial rule: the Việt Minh insur-
gency, the French military invasion, and a noncommunist Vietnamese army 
formation. Chapter 4, “Ruins,” explores the challenges—environmental and 
political—left in the aftermath of the 1954 Geneva Accords. Thousands of Việt 
Minh soldiers evacuated large areas of territory while a noncommunist Viet-
namese National Army struggled to extend sovereign claims to the former 
insurgent zones. This chapter also traces the escalation of American support 
for counterinsurgency, especially its construction of base facilities and deploy-
ment of special forces into the former Việt Minh zones. Chapter 5, “Creative 
Destruction,” is a long chapter that examines the arc of American military 
involvement from 1964 to 1973. Chapter 6, “Postwar” is a postconflict epilogue 
comprised of a series of stories generated from personal interviews and site 
visits.
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subterrains

When americans anD other foreign visitors to vietnam Dis- 
cuss vestiges of the wars there, they are generally concerned with a relatively 
thin layer of modern artifacts near the surface: concrete ruins, rusted metal 
debris, human remains, dog tags, unexploded ordnance, perhaps chemicals. 
Most Vietnamese war experts, too, focus on deciphering meaning from this 
near-surface layer.1 However, for many people living on the central coast 
today, there is a sense that today’s communities sit directly on top of more 
ancient layers, too, like so many European towns built on Roman ruins. 
Beneath the surface of many villages along Highway 1 is a subterrain of ruins 
dating back several centuries, if not even further to the pre-Việt past. Village 
communal houses (đình), temples, family shrines (lăng họ), and museums 
frequently incorporate elements derived from pre-Vietnamese layers. In some 
cases, modern excavations even lead to monumental discoveries. In 2001, for 
example, workers excavating sand along the coast unearthed a triad of Cham 
brick towers dated to the eighth century (figure 1.1). While the find of the 
towers was a surprise to researchers, it was not particularly shocking to many 
local residents. Local knowledge of Cham sacred sites and Cham occupants 
is frequently cited in histories of families, villages, and religious sites. This 
ancient cultural layer continues to inform the rich cultural life around Huế 
today. This pre-Việt history continues to figure into many of the region’s most 
famous tourist sites. One of the most photographed sites, Thiên Mụ (Heavenly 
Lady) Pagoda (c. 1601), was deliberately sited on the ruins of a popular Cham 
temple at a geomantic hotspot, a high point of land at a fork between two 
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rivers. The Vietnamese government at the time did this to shore up ethnic 
Cham support. The Nguyễn ruler reputedly ordered construction of the 
pagoda after a dream in which he was visited by the Cham deity Pô Nagar.2 
Even the spatial logic of the region’s roads and the layout of its villages is tied 
in some senses to this pre-Việt past. Many villages that have been recognized 
in Vietnamese decrees since the late 1300s were built on or near Cham settle-
ments. Village histories frequently note local Cham ruins, too, and archeo-
logical digs continue to turn up such ancient and prehistoric artifacts as 
Đông Sơn jewelry, Chinese porcelain, and Sa Huỳnh burial jars under exist-
ing villages.

While the main focus of this book concerns modern militarization in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, a brief exploration of the region’s ancient 
and early modern past serves to dispel presentist notions that the landscapes 
of the central coast were especially peaceful or pristine before such baseline 
dates as 1960 or even 1800 ce. Military conflict in this region over centuries 
produced deeply inscribed pathways into the region’s narrow coastal spaces, 
which are divided by mountain passes and rivers. As modern armies begin-
ning with colonial troops introduced more severe levels of ecological 

figure 1.1. Eighth-century ruins of Phú Diên Tower. This tower, built in the  
style of Cham temples at Mỹ Sơn, was discovered inside a sand dune about fifteen 
kilometers from Huế in 2001. Photo by author, 2014.
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destruction, they also navigated historical subterrains of ancient trade routes, 
village shrines, and family tombs built to resist the destructive effects of 
military occupation. As village histories and the tombs attest, many inhabit-
ants in the region traced their history to ancestors who migrated to the area 
to flee wars elsewhere or who claimed land there as a reward for military 
service. This chapter takes a deeper historical view of warfare on the central 
coast and considers how repeat conflicts shaped local physical and cultural 
landscapes. The slow-changing facts of the region’s geology and multiple 
experiences of war and military governance produced patterns of settlement 
and communities in which military service and a military economy became 
embedded in village work and family life.

the ancient conflict zone

The geologic facts of the central coast and larger patterns in global trade 
produced a zone prone to conflict as ancient Việt, Chinese, and Cham peoples 
repeatedly crossed the area. Its narrow coastal plains are backed by steep, 
forested mountains, and its coast is easily penetrated via lagoons and navi-
gable rivers leading to shipping lanes just offshore. The forested highland 
interior in the Southeast Asian massif once formed a kind of terrestrial sea, 
too, a highlands trading zone of dense forests and swidden plateaus populated 
by various ethnolinguistic groups.3 One can appreciate that for people occu-
pying the coastal zone, there were rewards and hazards for those who ven-
tured too far into either of these “seas.” For those who went uphill, benefits 
from trade in forest products included the highly prized eaglewood (Aquilaria 
spp.), as well as elephant ivory and metal ore. Enrichment required transport-
ing these goods via rivers to traders on the coast, so villages in between often 
played a vital mediating role.4 There were obvious risks for those going sea-
ward too. Wealth in coastal villages attracted raids from naval marauders. 
Survival often required protective walls, military patrols, or in the worst 
cases, retreat into the hills.

These hill-to-sea and north-south exchanges shaped the communities on 
this narrow coastal strip over several millenia. Prehistoric archeological sites 
near Huế in present-day Hương Xuân Commune show ancient layers with 
mixed artifacts derived from cultural centers north and south. It is one of the 
northernmost jar-burial sites associated with the pre-Cham Sa Huỳnh cul-
ture. Besides over two hundred burial jars and jade and shell ornaments 
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associated with Sa Huỳnh culture, the site also includes metallic rings associ-
ated with the bronze workshops of the Đông Sơn culture centered in the Việt 
ancestral homeland of the Red River delta. The presence of Đông Sơn objects 
in graves at a Sa Huỳnh site indicates an active north-south trade.5 Sites like 
this on the coastal plain also include objects associated with the interior trade 
for forest products. Local historians draw upon linguistic evidence to suggest 
that prehistoric inhabitants in this area may have first been Katuic speakers 
who, according to some legends, moved upriver to headwaters as Cham settle-
ments expanded.6

After the Han Empire conquered the Red River Delta in 111 Bce, the 
 central coast entered Chinese historical accounts as a frontier zone beyond 
the Sino-Việt domains. Three mountain passes, Ngang, Lao Bảo, and Hải 
Vân, formed natural gateways that separated this zone from the Sino-Việt 
territories to the north and from Cham polities to the south (figure 1.2). Peo-
ple living in this coastal zone negotiated alliances and trade relations with a 
mix of Việt, Chinese, and Cham figures.7 The mountain pass to the northwest 
of Huế, Lao Bảo, marked another key barrier separating the coastal region 
from early kingdoms in the Mekong Valley.8

In this regionally isolated strip protected by mountains on three sides, 
several rebellions in what Chinese historians called Rinan (Nhật Nam) were 
recorded in 39, 100, and 137 ce.9 The people leading these rebellions were elite 
children of mixed Chinese and Việt or Cham ancestry.10 Historic records 
identify one such elite, Khu Liên (Kalinga), who destroyed a Chinese outpost 
near present-day Huế in 190 ce and then proclaimed himself king of the 
coast, calling it Lâm Ấp (Lin-yi), with a center near Huế.11 Over the next 
several centuries, the territory of Lâm Ấp experienced more raids and rebel-
lions. The coastal area from Ngang Pass to Hải Vân Pass, including Thừa 
Thiên–Huế, was frequently invaded by Chinese ships, and inhabitants were 
captured as soldiers, servants, laborers, and prisoners.12 Only near the end 
of this long era of Chinese imperial occupation (circa eighth century) did 
Cham rulers further south near present-day Hội An manage to establish more 
permanent infrastructure and monuments. The Cham brick towers discov-
ered in the dunes in 2001 (figure 1.1) reflected these closer cultural and trade 
links between the Huế area and Cham sites near present-day Đà Nẵng and 
the pilgrimage site Mỹ Sơn.

In mainland Southeast Asia, the end of the Tang dynasty in China in the 
tenth century corresponds with the start of a golden age for the three 

[[fig 1.02]]
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independent kingdoms of Đại Việt, Champa, and Angkor. During this early 
independent era, however, the central coast remained a contested frontier 
zone dividing the three kingdoms beyond the mountain passes. Việt and 
Cham rulers made repeated claims to the territory lying beyond their core 
areas. Communities on the central coast from the tenth to fourteenth centu-
ries thus developed as culturally mixed spaces. They were rest stops for Cham 
fleets heading north and Đại Việt fleets heading south. Vietnamese sources 
identify one peace-making effort in 1306 ce that became a basis for successive 
royal claims to the Huế region. The Cham king at the time (Chế Mân, Jaya 
Simhavarman III) ceded his territorial claims to the Vietnamese emperor 
(Trần Anh Tông) as a wedding present for Tông’s daughter Princess Huyền 
Trân (Parameswari).13 This rare matrimonial union was recorded in chron-
icles as a decisive effort to resolve ancient differences after Việt and Cham 

figure 1.2. Ancient sites and frontiers. Source: Map information derived from  
Jean Boisselier, La statuaire du Champa: Recherches sur les cultes et l’iconographie 
(Paris: l’École Française d’Extrême-Orient, 1963). Base maps courtesy of ESRI Inc. 
Map by author.
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armies had fought together to repel repeat Mongol invasions. However, the 
peace deal crumbled only one year later when the Cham king died and the 
princess refused to die with him.

early moDern military colonies

The Vietnamese military’s more permanent presence south of Ngang Pass 
developed in the 1400s largely as a result of Đại Việt’s adoption of Ming 
dynasty military technology, especially firearms and cannons. During the 
early years of the Ming dynasty (1368–1400), it appeared as though Cham 
navies might defeat the Việts in the Red River delta and once and for all take 
control of the coast. Then in 1400 the Trần dynasty fell to a modernizing 
usurper (Hồ Quý Ly), and the Ming dynasty invaded Đại Việt in response. 
The Ming army occupied Thăng Long (Hà Nội) and the central coast for 
twenty years before a rebellion led by a commoner living near Ngang Pass 
reunited the kingdom and inaugurated the Lê dynasty in 1427. Historian Sun 
Lai Chen notes that this occupation by Ming riflemen and the guerilla-style 
rebellion helped produce the first Southeast Asian army capable of large-scale 
manufacture and use of firearms. After defeating Chinese forces on the bat-
tlefield, the Lê dynasty military turned its ship-based cannons and firearm-
yielding infantrymen southward to wage war on Champa.14 In 1470–71 the 
Vietnamese fleet sailed to Vijaya and sacked it. This decisive victory moved 
the Việt border south to the Hải Vân Pass.

Even though the central coast was freed from its long history of Việt-
Cham wars, the region was governed as a quasi-military state from the late 
1400s until the early 1700s. The Việt lords who ruled this coastal realm built 
a regional variant of Vietnamese society that at times was at odds with the 
ancient capital in Thăng Long. Similar in some ways to Braudel’s longue durée 
view of landscape and history on the Algerian coast, this region’s long history 
of conflict shaped its politics in this early modern era too. Those who gov-
erned it spent much of their time on the water for commerce and defense. 
The Nguyễn lords who ruled it blended aspects of the older, Cham-influenced 
mercantile lifestyle with military rule.15 Historians of Nguyễn Cochinchina, 
this southern domain recognized by the Lê emperor in 1558 with its center 
near Huế, suggest that Vietnamese and their descendants who settled here 
blended older, non-Việt customs and produced a distinctly regional language, 
economy, and martial culture. Naval power remained key to the Nguyễn 
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family. (The name Thừa Thiên–Huế used today is derived in part from the 
military fighting units organized into boats [thuyền] in this period.)16

The author of Ô Châu Cận Lục (1555), one of the first Vietnamese geogra-
phies dedicated to the central coast, remarks derisively on this mixed culture. 
In one coastal village north of present-day Đồng Hới, he found, people who 
still spoke Cham, while in another village near Huế he described girls dress-
ing in Cham silk rather than Vietnamese tunics. People followed many Cham 
religious rites and adopted Cham artistic traditions too.17 Historian Hồ 
Trung Tú’s social history of the lands around Đà Nẵng suggests a similarly 
complex interweaving of Cham customs and political alliances south of Hải 
Vân Pass. As the Nguyễn navy expanded further south into Cham territory 
in the 1500s, people frequently rebelled. At Ba Đồn (near present-day Quy 
Nhơn), a rival Vietnamese clan banned together with Cham communities to 
oust the Nguyễn governor and declare independence. A Nguyễn general put 
down the insurrection and declared martial rule, his troops operating check-
points to limit Cham movement in and out of the former Cham capital.18

The Nguyễn lords’ expansion of trade along the coast from 1558 coincided 
with large investments in military fortifications to protect trade and local 
military governors. The family’s roughly two-hundred-year rule to 1775 coin-
cided with a boom in sea-based trade at the Nguyễn seaport Hội An (formerly 
Indrapura) and a persistent emphasis on military readiness. Following the 
revolution in gunpowder technology in the 1400s, the Nguyễn lords con-
tinued to push for the latest advances in cannons and firearms. They traded 
Ming-era know-how for Portuguese in the 1600s.19 They employed these 
weapons in a fifty-year civil war with a Vietnamese clan in the north, the 
Trịnh lords. Ngang Pass again was a frontier dividing the warring factions.

Even after the Nguyễn-Trịnh war ended in 1673, villages on the central 
coast retained their martial customs and resisted efforts by the devoutly Bud-
dhist Nguyễn lords to spread their preferred state religion. The region retained 
its reputation as the Ô Châu Terrible Lands (Ô Châu ác địa).20 The founder 
of the clan, Nguyễn Hoàng, had begun the family’s preference for Mahayana 
Buddhism as the state religion when he commissioned the Heavenly Lady 
Pagoda in 1601. Building it on the ruins of a much older temple to the Cham 
goddess Pô Nagar, this benevolent gesture was also a strategic attempt to win 
over Cham-heritage residents. The Nguyễn lords even gave official recogni-
tion for the Cham deity, renaming her Thiên-Y-A-Na while opening Buddhist 
monasteries and temples in the vicinity.21 
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However, this wave of temple constructions and measures to pacify Cham 
peoples did little to “civilize” villagers in the “terrible lands.” Lord Nguyễn 
Phúc Chu even brought in a celebrity, Zen Buddhist monk Thích Đại Sán 
(Thạch Liêm, 釋大汕) from Jiangxi Province (China), to help him reform the 
local sangha (Buddhist clergy). Not unlike Jesuit travelers of his day, Thích 
Đại Sán traveled the roads and waterways of Ô Châu keeping notes from his 
encounters in a travel diary. He often remarked on the people he met in the 
coastal villages, people he found wholly unfit for a civilizing mission but 
unparalleled in guerrilla warfare:

In some remote lands due to the isolation of high mountains and unfathom-
able seas, the greatest king could not send his troops to wipe out local con-
flicts. Also, his rites and rules could not be announced here; residents 
gathered naturally, they formed their own martial groups together, accus-
tomed to uncivilized and old-fashioned habits. They did not know anything 
about the greatest king’s rites. They only know using power to conquer other 
groups; therefore, they were in wars frequently, but in war stratagems, it was 
necessary to use miraculous craftiness to gain the victory. As a result, resi-
dents were interested in discussion of martial-military matters, and they 
ignored moral-cultural values.22

The Zen master returned to China after one year, disappointed by the lack of 
political and religious will to reform in Ô Châu.

Portuguese trade with the Nguyễn lords in the 1600s played a key role in 
spurring Nguyễn military readiness too. The Portuguese trade in weapons 
flourished in Southeast Asia through the 1600s, and it was vital to the 
Nguyễn during their civil war with the Trịnh. Christoforo Borri, a Jesuit 
priest and scientist who resided in the ports Hội An and Quy Nhơn from 
1617 to 1624, described the Nguyễn lords’ hundred-galley navy and their 
imposing coastal batteries featuring hundreds of cannons. In his letters to 
Rome, he noted how Nguyễn troops became so expert in shore-based can-
nons that they excelled beyond the assault capacities of European ships. In 
one instance, a Portuguese ship fired a warning shot at the shore to test the 
defenses. Việt gunners responded by walking a series of cannon shots in a 
line ending just before the hull of the ship and then passing over it. This 
strong military presence in the ports protected trade with Portugal as well 
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as with Japan and China. It kept hard currency and especially weapons 
circulating on the central coast. Japanese merchants brought finely crafted 
steel swords that, like Portuguese cannons, served as models for local 
smiths.23 The Nguyễn army in the 1600s was one of the strongest in South-
east Asia, but this constant military readiness took a heavy toll on the central 
coast’s villages and landscapes.

militarization anD village life on the inner roaD

The process of Vietnamese settlement along the central coast from the 1400s 
onward involved not only responding to calls for military service or indus-
trial materials but also a more personal ambition, staking a family’s claim 
to land that was already settled. The fertile village lands where Vietnamese 
troops landed were a beachhead not only for Đại Việt but also for Vietnam-
ese families.24 These families facilitated the state’s territorial expansion as 
well as the creation of a new genealogical foothold in the frontier lands. Over 
several generations, these individuals and their descendants turned home-
steads and farms into a kind of family-centered sacred land often marked 
by tombs and shrines. Genealogical histories even today pay special defer-
ence to these founding ancestors (thủy tổ) and founding sites where old 
family shrines continue to serve as focal points for annual gatherings of 
descendants. A geneaology website dedicated to Võ-Vũ Descendants, for 
example, documents the family’s origins with a Vũ Hồn who migrated from 
China to establish the family at Mộ Trạch Village in Hải Dương Province 
near the Red River delta.25 Members of the Võ family then moved south to 
Thần Phù Village near Huế in the late 1300s (figure 1.3). They settled on a 
spit of land extending into the lagoon with a tidal estuary ideal for rice cul-
tivation. The family website features a recent video segment produced by 
Thừa Thiên–Huế TV documenting the annual return of descendants for a 
village festival.26

While official and family records in Thần Phù are not clear on the exact 
date of this village’s formation or whether the Võ family founder was a soldier, 
records in nearby Thanh Thủy Thượng Village are more precise (figure 1.3). 
Records from an ancestral shrine and accompanying genealogy of the 
 Cham-heritage Phạm family note that the founding ancestor, Phạm Bá Tùng 
(b. 1399), joined Lê Lợi’s army in 1418 to fight the Ming occupation and then 
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participated in southern campaigns against Cham armies around Thuận Hóa 
(Huế) as a commander (chỉ huy sứ). A website organized by his descendants 
suggests that after a final campaign in 1446, he retired from military service 
and established his family’s presence in the village before his death in 1470.27 
Perhaps it was deliberate on the part of the emperor or simply practical, but 
grants to found villages were extended to multiple families at a time. At Thần 
Phù, the Võ founders were accompanied by two other families, the Hồ and 
Lê. Three more families staked further claims sanctioned by the Nguyễn 
government in the 1600s.28 Phạm Bá Tùng was the seventh of thirteen found-
ing ancestors in Thanh Thủy Thượng. Service to the state often continued in 
successive generations, too, and it not only applied to men but sometimes 
to women. Phạm Bá Tùng’s daughter, Ngọc Chân, at age eighteen became a 
consort of Emperor Lê Thánh Tông in 1471. The family celebrates her at a 
shrine beside that of her father.29

This beachhead pattern of Vietnamese settlement and land titling on the 
central coast produced distinctive village groupings along an inside coastline 
that became the economic backbone of the Nguyễn domain (figure 1.4). Pro-
tected by shallow lagoons and backed by mountains, it was sufficiently pro-
tected that commerce and communications could thrive. This narrow strip 
of plains corresponds with the path of present-day Highway 1, and it gave 
the region its common name, Đàng Trong (Inner Road).30 While many his-
torians have detailed the Vietnamese southward expansion (nam tiến) along 
this road, eastern and western expansions from these founding settlements 
were just as important. Descendants from these villages often pioneered new 
lower (hạ) satellites in the estuaries or upper (thượng) hamlets in the hills 
(figure 1.4). As scholars of ancient Champa and Sa Huỳnh culture have long 
suggested, this upland-lowland, east-west relationship was likely not a Viet-
namese invention but rather followed older Cham (or Cham-Katuic) patterns 
connecting a rice-based estuarine economy with cottage industries in the 
hills and valuable forest products in the highlands.31

In the twenty-first century, most of these founder-satellite relationships 
have been forgotten as village names have changed; however, many commune 
boundaries and a few of the old names retaining hạ and thượng suffixes sur-
vive. The first colonial topographic map series published circa 1909 recorded 
many of the old names, showing more of these historic relationships. Fig-
ure 1.3 is a composite of three maps that show the 1909 topographic map with 
a selection of village names and family shrines highlighted. The dark gray 

[[fig 1.03]]
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shaded areas indicate elevations from sea level to three meters above sea level, 
and the light gray areas show elevations from three meters to fifty meters. 
Areas in white depict hills above fifty meters. The third layer shows modern 
commune boundaries that in many cases retain the hills-to-estuary orienta-
tion. Key sites in these founding villages such as communal houses (đình), 
family shrines (lăng họ, and even rest stops (such as Eastern Wood, or Đông 
Lâm) were most densely clustered along this isocline at about three meters 
above sea level. The Inner Road followed this isocline, too, with its north-
south paths bisecting the original village domains.

figure 1.3. Founding villages on the inner coast. Source: Topographic map, Société 
Géographique d’Indochine, 1909, republished 1943; elevation data and commune 
bound aries provided by Thừa Thiên–Huế Province, 2011. Map by author.
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Descendants of the founding families and new arrivals expanded vil lage 
domains outward, but the Nguyễn government pressed for publicly con-
trolled land ownership to ensure continued loyalty, army conscripts, and 
revenues. As these villages expanded in the 1600s, the central government 
remained deeply resistant to recognizing privately held land. A rare set of 
documents from Dạ Lê Village suggests that public fields (công điền) made 
up the overwheming majority of village land. It notes the village’s founding 
in 1460, its split into four separate villages in 1515, and a petition in 1671 for 
new land concessions in the hilly upland section. Nguyễn Đình Nghị, descen-
dant of a founder, petitioned the Nguyễn government for permission to open 
up 862 acres (mẫu) of new rice paddy and 245 acres of fields in the upper 
section. This award was an especially large grant for a single individual, per-
haps reflecting a high official status with the court. The state awarded him the 
land, but it required that he keep 90 percent of it as public field. These com-
mon properties were not heriditary. Instead, the state, via the village council 
at Dạ Lê Communal House, determined future tenants. If Mr. Nghi left the 
village, died, or fell behind in his taxes, the council could reassign these lands 
to others. This arrangement was, especially in the 1600s and 1700s, a highly 
effective tool for ensuring continued civil and military service while it pre-
vented families from establishing private estates.

There is a popular proverb in Vietnam that “royal edicts submit to village 
custom” (phép vua thua lệ làng); however, this proverb should not be mis-
construed to mean that village life existed separate from the state. Especially 
around the Nguyễn capital at Phú Xuân (Huế), the government and its mili-
tary were deeply integrated into village life. The state depended on taxes, 
especially in-kind payments of rice and other materials for the army. Village 
lands formed a critical intermediary landscape for state-village negotiations. 
Processes of field maintenance, improvement, and abandonment depended 
on the willingness of cultivators to meet state requirements for rents or taxes. 
As the ranks of military and civil officers expanded in the late 1600s, the need 
for resources and land to reward loyal soldiers became more acute. During 
times of war, many people fled, died in military service, or took shelter in 
abandoned lands. After each regime change, one of the first campaigns of the 
new emperor was to resurvey village lands. Military service enabled access 
to one category of public land specific to veterans’ families, called salary fields 
(lương điền). Drawn from a village’s stock of public fields, these constituted 
a type of payment for military service or welfare for families who had lost 
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men in wars. Typically wives and ineligible relatives tended these fields. Thus 
the concentration of public lands was closely tied to military recruitment and 
social welfare for war widows.32

Besides this public-private rice economy, most villages developed a single 
village-wide industry, such as boat building or tool making, that figured into 
tax obligations and military preparedness. A few villages paid all of their 
taxes in such essential industrial materials as iron and enjoyed exemptions 
from military service. Phù Bài Village,33 by virtue of iron ore deposits in its 
upland hills, became one of the most important industrial villages on the 
central coast. Men, women, and children there worked in five family guilds 
that controlled the iron-making process from stripping ore in the hills to 
producing charcoal and running the furnaces.Family genealogies tracked 
with guild identities. Each guild possessed its own communal house, too, 
thus partitioning land management and cultural affairs by work. Phù Bài 
Village possessed a relatively large area of rice fields in its lower domain, but 
it paid most of its taxes in iron.34

Iron smelting and associated village industries were ecologically con-
sumptive. Mining was dangerous work, stripping hills with deep pits that 
filled with rain and frequently collapsed. The village’s smelting kilns ran 
continuously, especially during rainy winter months. By the early 1700s, Phù 
Bài produced on average thirty metric tons of iron per year for its tax obliga-
tion and roughly equivalent amounts for private trade.35 This produced in 
turn many hundreds of tons of waste slag annually and consumed thousands 
of tons of wood for the charcoal fuels. Even in villages without such indus-
tries, upland areas were important for supporting an informal economy tied 
to grazing and wood collection. Geographer Nguyễn Đình Đầu notes that 
approximately 43  percent of the territory in Dạ Lê District by 1806 was 
recorded as “hilly, fallow,” meaning it was deforested and not farmed.36 These 
lands were nonetheless important for such communal activities as burials. 
For these communal lands, the government required fixed amounts of goods 
produced from them such as bamboo matting (tấm nạp), wooden furniture, 
and wooden boats. Despite the general trend of deforestation in this period, 
some villages maintained small areas of woods. Thần Phù Village kept several 
hills forested as a rest stop for travelers called the Eastern Wood. Royal offi-
cials, merchants, and others stopped here on the journey from the capital. The 
last independent Vietnamese monarch, Emperor Tự Đức, reputedly com-
posed poems celebrating it.37
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ecological Poverty anD War, 1750–1802

This era of early modern industrial activity, expansion, and relative peace on 
the central coast ended abruptly in a devastating civil war, the Tây Sơn Rebel-
lion (1771–1802), that exposed the ecological and political limits of Nguyễn 
authority. The rebellion drew widespread support especially from those living 
in upland settlements who chafed at the taxes they considered onerous given 
the ecological poverty in deforested lands. In the estuary fields, too, villages 
had expanded to the limit, forming a continuous patchwork of fields and 
canals across the estuaries. Trade and expansion south to the Mekong delta 
helped keep the capital’s growing population supplied with food. By 1773 in 
Thừa Thiên–Huế, the population topped 128,000 people while just 158,181 
acres of land (approximately 0.6 hectare per person) were in cultivation. The 
hills at this time were mostly bare of trees, so imported rice and timber were 
essential to the capital region’s economy.38

When a tax rebellion in the southern territories cut off the regime’s access 
to imports, the central coast fell into a panic. Famine set in and land taxes 
rose as the Nguyễn government struggled to survive.39 The rebellion quickly 
drew supporters and overthrew Nguyễn governors, especially in the former 
Cham ports. Famines broke out along the Inner Road, and hungry villagers 
gleaned the hills, leaving vistas of scrub and eroded ravines in their wake. 
Many villagers voted with their feet, resettling elsewhere or joining the rebels. 
The Tây Sơn army established its base of operations near a former Cham 
center, Quy Nhơn. As the Nguyễn government fell apart, their northern rivals 
from Thăng Long invaded in 1775, throwing the old land and tax systems into 
chaos.40

The thirty-year period of devastating warfare and famine that ensued 
along the Inner Road played a pivotal role in emptying surrounding hillsides 
and ravaging village life. Outbreaks of famine from the mid-1760s led to the 
abandonment of thousands of acres of unsustainable farms, especially upland 
plots. Fewer fields in production meant less tax revenue, and fewer people in 
rural communities meant fewer military recruits.41 Nguyễn demands for 
military conscripts in the first years of fighting sapped essential labor from 
the fields. By 1773 villagers had abandoned more than 112,000 acres of fields 
in Thuận Hóa.42 In 1775 the year of the Trịnh army’s march into Phú Xuân, 
a military observer described terrible scenes of corpses stacked along streets 
and recounted tales of families eating one another to survive. A French 
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missionary in the area noted that during the worst years, rice was more valu-
able than gold.43 The military victors in Huế inherited this responsibility for 
feeding people, restoring infrastructure, and winning wars.44 However, with 
farm laborers conscripted in the army and the same degraded environment, 
little changed. In 1786 the rebel Tây Sơn troops invaded Huế and engaged in 
a scorched-earth policy that destroyed many cultural landmarks. They razed 
churches and pagodas, melting bronze bells and statues for cannons.45

national survival, moving inlanD

This early modern era came to a violent close when a new military force, a 
Vietnamese navy featuring several French warships, launched a seaborne 
assault on Huế on June 12, 1801. This victory ushered in a new phase of Viet-
namese rule with European military advisers. Loyalists of the old Nguyễn 
government, led by the surviving heir Nguyễn Ánh, incorporated European 
weapons, tactics, and cartographic practices in their years-long effort to 
defeat the Tây Sơn. As with earlier adoptions of Ming firearms and Portu-
guese weapons, their adoption of European warcraft helped the Nguyễn forces 
develop a new imperial government that finally stretched from the northern 
border with China to the southern tip of the Mekong delta. However, the 
Nguyễn dynasty (r. 1802–1945) continued to face the same environmental and 
land-based political challenges as had the regimes before them. Gradually, 
and especially under the reign of the second emperor Minh Mạng (r. 1820–41), 
this new government produced something of a neotraditional system that 
blended modern elements of military architecture and maps with Chinese as 
the language of the court and Confucianism as the state religion. On the 
central coast, this government’s rule effectively ended in 1883 when a French 
naval fleet invaded, sacking the same coastal defenses that had fallen in 1801 
to the Nguyễns.

A closer inspection of the Nguyễn dynasty’s military government and 
struggles over demilitarization and land policies in the 1830s is instructive 
for foreshadowing the deep tensions that divided Vietnamese elites and com-
moners over land use and militarism in the twentieth century. The first era 
of Nguyễn imperial rule was one in which military officers managed much 
of the government’s administration. This era began on the central coast in 
1801 with naval assaults that brought French military officers into key posi-
tions of the new government. These assaults bear some description for they 
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indicate the scale of destruction accompanying these battles. A Frenchman, 
twenty-four-year-old Laurent Barisy, accompanied the Nguyễn fleet as an 
arms dealer and described them in his letters.46 In the siege of the Tây Sơn 
port at Quy Nhơn, the Nguyễn fleet destroyed ninety Tây Sơn vessels and 
allegedly killed fifty thousand sailors and people on shore. Nguyễn Ánh lost 
four thousand of his own soldiers in the attack.47 The fleet then sailed north 
and attacked Đà Nẵng before preparing its invasion of Huế. On June 12, 1801, 
the fleet reached the inlet to the Perfume River at Thuận An, a coastal defense 
about fifteen kilometers from Huế. The Nguyễn flotilla attacked the coastal 
forts and the Tây Sơn fleet guarding the inlet. They broke through the 
defenses, and three days later, after heavy bloodshed, Nguyễn Ánh and his 
officers (including three French captains) walked the palace grounds that his 
parents had fled. In the ensuing days, he and the Vietnamese commanders 
commenced sentencing enemy commanders while simultaneously raising 
recruits for one final assault on the northern capital at Thăng Long.48 After 
that assault, Nguyễn Ánh returned to Phú Xuân in 1802 and was crowned 
Emperor Gia Long.

While many royal armies in Southeast Asia had employed European 
weapons and mercenaries since the 1500s, this Nguyễn campaign was one of 
the first to feature European officers commanding European ships under a 
Vietnamese flag. It marked a critical turn in naval technologies as European 
vessels expanded in size and replaced Chinese and Southeast Asian ships in 
much of the region’s long-haul trade. The French naval officers each com-
manded a thirty-six-cannon frigate with three hundred sailors. In the naval 
assault on Quy Nhơn in 1801, the French officers served as Nguyễn Ánh’s 
naval escort and supported the Vietnamese generals who led the landings. 
Once on the throne, Emperor Gia Long reorganized his military—and in 
some ways his government—along European military lines. He rewarded the 
French officers who served him, giving them official titles with salaries, grand 
houses, and security details, and he turned to his Việt generals to insure 
domestic security, appointing them as military governors. He also followed 
in the tradition of his ancestors by insisting on military rule. In Huế, French 
officer Jean-Baptiste Chaigneau served as a chief diplomat, receiving delega-
tions of European visitors there.49 At the northern and southern regional 
commands (present-day Hà Nội and Sài Gòn), Vietnamese generals governed 
as viceroys in French-style military fortresses. Sài Gòn’s rice granaries and 
port remained vital to the kingdom, so Emperor Gia Long named his most 
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trusted general, Lê Văn Duyệt, to govern there. Duyệt in turn pursued further 
military expansions into Khmer territory, establishing a garrison near the 
Khmer court at Phnom Penh.

Despite the creation of a new imperial government and its European-
influenced military, the ecological poverty that had worsened during the Tây 
Sơn Rebellion continued. On the central coast, provincial military govern-
ments faced droughts, typhoons, infrastructure collapse, and more rebel-
lions. Governors continued to complain about abandoned land, and the 
imperial government resumed high taxes and conscription demands.50 At a 
former Cham port, Quảng Ngãi, local protests coalesced into a series of full-
scale battles where non-Việt, ostensibly highlander groups fought the Nguyễn 
forces, taking over some strongholds for a time. They had started this resis-
tance in the 1750s and resumed it in 1803. These rebellions simmered into the 
1850s. One estimate of this highlander army in 1844 figured several thousand 
soldiers manning a perimeter of hilltop forts around Quảng Ngãi.51 While 
military campaigns in the kingdom’s mountainous and southern frontiers 
may have advanced state aims to cultivate (giáo hóa) non-Việt peoples, the 
old troubles of abandoned fields and low productivity undermined the appeal 
of integration into a modern Vietnamese state.

Even in relatively wealthy villages such as Phù Bài, decades of war and 
environmental degradation left the old, guild-centered life in ruins. The sur-
rounding coastal hills remained deforested and eroded with upland fields 
and mining areas largely untended. Without essential charcoal, iron produc-
tion at Phù Bài ceased. The district administration even revoked the village’s 
two-hundred-year exemption from military service. In 1808 Gia Long 
requested five hundred soldiers from the village, sapping essential laborers 
from iron working and agriculture.52 When the government completed new 
land registers of the village, they described the majority of formerly titled 
public fields in the hills as “idle wasteland” (hoang nhàn, thổ phụ).53

Beside the political problems associated with abandoned fields, the spread 
of cholera in coastal communities added a new, frightening challenge from 
the sea. As European ships circulating between India and China made port 
calls in Vietnam, they unwittingly spread the bacteria (Vibrio cholerae) in 
their bilge water and via sick sailors who went (and often died) ashore. Chol-
era outbreaks ravaged Việt ports during each of the global pandemics. Popula-
tions near stagnant water were especially vulnerable; this may help to explain 
why the Vietnamese government restricted foreigners to the seaport in Đà 
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Nẵng and prevented most from traveling the road to Huế. In just one year 
(1820), over two hundred thousand people in the kingdom died from the 
disease. An outbreak in 1849–50 killed almost six hundred thousand people, 
and more outbreaks followed in the 1850s and 1860s.54 This terrifying disease 
was an imperial one, spreading from seaports along shipping lanes to people 
living on the water’s edge.

Considering the growth of European and American navies in the 1800s 
and troubles emanating from the sea, the decision of the second Nguyễn 
emperor, Minh Mạng (r. 1820–41), to abruptly cut ties with France and demil-
itarize his government signaled an important shift in tactics.55 Minh Mạng 
attempted to move away from his father’s system of military government 
while directly addressing the persistent problem of abandoned lands through 
an agressive new land policy. These moves triggered a devastating insurrec-
tion in Sài Gòn and brought foreign condemnation for the execution of 
Catholic priests, but at least in landscape terms, Emperor Minh Mạng 
attempted to remedy the social causes of poor lands and to integrate the 
highland frontiers.56 In the growing capital at Huế, no work of architecture 
better symbolized this emperor’s neotraditional transition than did the new 
palace. Construction of Huế’s fortifications started under his father in 1804; 
and the influence of famed military architect Sébastien Vauban is highly 
evident in the ramparts and walls. Inside the walls, however, Minh Mạng 
constructed a royal palace that followed a deliberately chosen model: the 
Ming dynasty’s Forbidden City in Beijing. One of the most ornate elements 
in the palace, the Noon Gate, was completed in 1833. Its tiled roofs, attention 
to feng shui, and many figurative elements signaled an intention to reorient 
the nation’s political culture along more traditionally Confucian lines.

As the palace was completed, Minh Mạng initiated one of the most ambi-
tious land reform campaigns in the history of the kingdom. He ordered a 
comprehensive national land survey that would limit the size of private land 
holdings and reapportion excess lands through reclassification as public 
lands. This nineteenth-century land-to-the-tiller program and an accompa-
nying mapping initiative triggered a three-year rebellion in the south that left 
the southern fortress at Gia Định (Sài Gòn) in ruins. A central cause for the 
rebellion was Minh Mạng’s accompanying cultivation policy. The emperor 
not only sought to boost agricultural cultivation but he also ordered Chinese 
and Catholic schools closed and aimed to “cultivate” the many non-Việt ethnic 
groups to a Confucian and Vietnamese standard.57
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Maps figured centrally in both of the emperor’s reforms, indicating non-
Việt places as well as lands open for new tenants. While the kingdom strug-
gled with local resistance in many centers of Khmer, Cham, Chinese, and 
highlander populations, the mapmaking effort over the years produced a 
valuable spatial record of the kingdom’s natural and cultural geography. The 
maps progressively expanded Vietnamese territorial claims deeper into the 
highlands too. Published from 1830 to 1882, these atlases and gazetteers 
offered a spatial platform for cultivation policies.58 On the central coast, this 
new wave of mapmaking extended the court’s imperial gaze much deeper 
inland, beyond the edges of the relatively bare coastal hills to steeper slopes 
and distant peaks inhabited by highlander groups. Nguyễn atlases and gazet-
teers detail this expanding westward gaze to the terrestrial “sea” of highland 
forests. One of the first nationwide atlases, published in 1832, shows a height-
ened attention to the hills—almost every peak and ridge appears named. The 
atlas presented a bird’s-eye view of Thừa Thiên–Huế Province with the coast 
at the bottom and the hills and the mountainous frontier at the top. This 
presentation directed the viewer’s gaze inland to the remote peaks (figure 1.4). 
The Inner Road running from north to south was just a dotted line that 
bisected the walled capital and district seats such as Hương Thủy (encompass-
ing Phù Bài and Dạ Lê Villages). Another line at the top marked a relatively 
new feature in Nguyễn maps, a border delineating the kingdom’s claims to 
the upland domain from the terra incognita of the mountains beyond. Con-
sidering the map’s use of Chinese characters as well as traditional scale and 
symbolic conventions common to East Asian cartography, it also represents 
a deliberate stylistic shift away from European cartographic techniques that 
Vietnamese cartographers had experimented with before 1820.59

After Minh Mạng’s death in 1841, his successors carried forward these 
policies but failed, like many of the region’s monarchs, to respond to the 
growing military power of European navies. However, while trouble and 
colonial wars erupted on the coastline, the Nguyễn monarchs continued to 
pursue expansion inland, above the hills. French naval forces had escalated 
attacks on Nguyễn ports beginning in 1847, and in 1859 a French fleet attacked 
and seized the royal citadel at Sài Gòn. Nguyễn maps and gazetteers produced 
in the 1860s mostly avoided this once-vital southern region; instead they 
expanded to include new mountainous realms that had previously fallen out-
side old mapped areas. A comprehensive historical geography of the king-
dom completed in the early 1860s, Đại Nam Nhất Thống Chí, introduced the 

[[fig 1.04]]
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terms động and cốc to signal non-Việt highland slopes.60 One of the last 
geographic publications produced before the French navy invaded Huế, it 
represented one last imperial push to the hills as European forces prepared 
coastal amphibious assaults. The last geographic volumes published by the 
Nguyễn even expanded the traditional idea of upper and lower settlements 

figure 1.4. Map of Thừa Thiên–Huế Province, 1832. Source: Thông Quốc Duyên 
Cách Hải Chữ, 1832, Social Sciences Library of Hồ Chí Minh City, HVN 190. Labels 
and shading added by author.
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to include this new highlands zone. The final geography of the province was 
divided into three books describing lowlands, midlands, and highlands.61

Bare hills anD the sPatial logic  
of colonial conquest

Much has been written about what authors Pierre Brocheux and Daniel 
Hémery describe as France’s “ambiguous colonization” of Indochina in stages 
from 1858 to 1884; however, little attention has been paid to the role that 
regional landscapes played in determining the spaces of this colonial expan-
sion.62 The “idle wastelands” that had long exposed the economic and politi-
cal weaknesses of the Nguyễn government beckoned to French cartographers 
and colonial speculators. Here were empty spaces of capitalist possibility with 
few preexisting claims. Meanwhile the agro-economic engines that sustained 
the Vietnamese kingdom, the estuarine rice fields and densely settled villages 
along the Inner Road, presented threats to colonial foot soldiers fearing 
ambush or disease. When French forces encountered a loyalist rebellion 
around Huế in 1885, these same bare hills offered new value as a strategic 
redoubt with clear sightlines and hillocks ideal for artillery.

For a colonizing France anxious to set itself in opposition to the Nguyễn 
regime, the bare hills represented something different: open space for capi-
talist enterprises. The ancient lowlands with densely populated villages and 
exposure to diseases presented multiple threats to French security and 
health, and the highlands, beyond roads and navigable rivers, were all but 
inaccessible. Had French planters or scientists been permitted to visit the 
intervening hills, they might have quickly realized why they were so under-
populated. French interest in this “idle wasteland” began out of unusual 
circumstances. In 1876 after a series of unequal treaties, the French govern-
ment presented Emperor Tự Đức with a gift of five outdated French gunships 
to help the kingdom modernize its fleet.63 French naval officers traveled from 
the French camp in Đà Nẵng to deliver the ships and temporarily captain 
them.64 This gift of warships and a two-year contract funding a training 
mission brought a novel reconnaissance opportunity for the French military. 
Retired naval officer and amateur cartographer Jules-Léon Dutreuil de Rhins 
took the contract and spent two years captaining the gunship Le Scorpion 
while exploring the countryside around Huế. His detailed attention to 
Nguyễn coastal defenses informed the French naval assault there in 1883 
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while his gaze from the coastal road into the hills rendered deforested hill-
sides into verdant spaces for new enterprises. His popular account of the 
journey, Le Royaume d’Annam et les Annamites, included two of the first 
detailed maps of the Huế area for Western readers. The maps and the travel 
diary hewed close to the genre of the day, functioning as both entertainment 
and promotional literature for colonization. He wrote that the lower reaches 
were “almost entirely deforested, uncultivated, [and] mediate between the 
mountain and the plain.” He described this area as ideal for “cash crops: sugar 
cane, coffee, tobacco, cotton, mulberry, cinnamon, pepper, etc.,” and he added 
that “the climate of this province is much healthier than Lower Cochinchina 
or the Tonkin Delta.” In light of the cholera epidemics raging in the delta 
regions, he believed that “Europeans could acclimatize, directing industrial 
and agricultural establishments and really do the work of colonization.”65 He 
addressed two vital concerns for the prospective European colonizer: poten-
tial for cash crops and the possibility of “acclimatizing” to this tropical locale. 

figure 1.5. Carte de la Province de Hué (map of the Huế Province), by J. L. 
Dutreuil de Rhins, Le royaume d’Annam et les Annamites: Journal de voyage (Paris: 
E. Plon, 1879).
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His speculative geography also included many disparaging comments on the 
“disease-prone” coastal communities that suffered from the political repres-
sion of “rapacious mandarins.” Dutreuil du Rhins contributed many other 
common tropes, too, in particular descriptions of villagers as “lazy” given 
their apparent lack of interest in cultivating the hills.

While the explorer-author attempted to differentiate spaces in the land-
scape that might appeal to his European audience, his descriptions and maps 
in many senses continued the upward logic of the Nguyễn atlases and gazet-
teers. His maps detailed navigable waterways and the Inner Road but then 
followed royal tombs and gardens upstream to the kingdom’s rear gates where 
Việt hills (sơn) gave way to lands “inhabited by Moïs [savages]” (figure 1.5).

A closer look at this map in figure 1.6 and the descriptive text reveals a 
combination of purposeful erasures, elisions, and continuations. Dutreuil du 
Rhins marked in his maps key imperial sites such as “Annamite rear post” 
and “trạm” (a district-level administrative station), but he replaced the names 
of hilltops and hamlets with generic terms such as “uncultivated” and “aban-
doned,” conceptually clearing the hills for French ventures. Through a gradu-
ated stippling of pen strokes, he may have intentionally hidden some 

figure 1.6. Detail from Dutreuil de Rhins’s map of the Huế Province.

[[fig 1.05]]

[[fig 1.06]]
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ecological truths of this terrain, too; torrential rains had rent deep gullies 
through deforested slopes and left little if any topsoil. Places such as Phù Bài 
and the Eastern Wood melted into more generic terms—village, uncultivated 
plain, scrub.

Throughout the book, Dutreuil de Rhins contrasted the fallow hills and 
crowded villages to produce the specter of a space that might receive France’s 
mission civilisatrice. For those readers who might have questioned why the 
Vietnamese had not taken advantage of their bounty, he blamed the Nguyễn 
government’s corruption: “More than half of the arable land in the province 
of Hue is still uncultivated, due to different causes that we have already spoken, 
mainly the laziness of the Annamese [Vietnamese] and their pitiful govern-
ment. . . . The Annamite, for whom foreign trade is prohibited, has no interest 
in the rich crops which would cost him too much fatigue, and it is not encour-
aged to produce cereals beyond the needs of his consumption because the 
mandarins, cowardly and crawling with their superiors and as hard and rapa-
cious with their inferiors, they soon despoil his reserves.”66 The critique of 
“indolent poverty” was not unfounded. Rulers in Huế since the 1750s had 
struggled to fix the problem of abandoned upland settlements, and Minh 
Mạng had taken drastic measures to reappropriate lands, but to no avail.

Dutreuil du Rhins, however, missed one of the most important spatial 
facts with respect to the villages along the Inner Road. Far from being bas-
tions of “the lazy,” these villages were communities of hardened survivors, 
families that had clung to ancestral lands, tombs, and homes despite waves 
of violent warfare. The common people he encountered along the road may 
have been grandchildren of those who had survived the Nguyễn collapse in 
1773, the Tây Sơn’s rapacious rule until 1801, and life amid increasing military 
demands of the Nguyễn emperors. Many traced their ancestry to founding 
ancestors, soldiers who served Đại Việt’s armies in the 1400s and 1500s. The 
patchwork of fields and village courtyards bounded by hedges and dikes in 
the narrow plain was a model of resiliency. Over centuries, families negoti-
ated with village councils and state authorities to preserve these landscapes 
and their lineages.

Finally, despite the French and imperial Vietnamese use of such terms as 
fallow, the hills behind these villages were not bare or abandoned. They had 
long played important roles in village life as zones for speculative industrial 
development or commons for less productive ventures. The scrubby trees 
provided essential fuel wood, and the grass supported grazing livestock. 
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Given the limited space on the plain, the hills provided an essential perch for 
tombs. Villagers could sleep easy knowing that the ghosts of their ancestors 
watched down from the hills.

• • •

Despite Detreuil du Rhins’s view on which lands had value and which did 
not, his travelogue came to several similar conclusions with the Nguyễn 
government. First, he recognized that the bulk of this region’s population 
survived in a very narrow strip of villages and fields hugging the Inner Road, 
hemmed in by hills and estuaries. He also recognized that the strip was 
ancient, an economic backbone of the region and a challenge to colonial-style 
economic growth. As did the Nguyễn chronicles and maps, Dutreuil du 
Rhins also imagined potential riches that waited uphill. While he gazed on 
the hills, the Nguyễn government had set its sights higher. The forested, 
mountainous “sea” beyond the hills was the last outlet for Vietnamese explo-
ration as French and European fleets dominated the coastal waters. This late 
nineteenth-century shift in territorial ambitions from the seas to the moun-
tains anticipated the elevational logics that guided a later generation of Viet-
namese revolutionaries in the twentieth century.
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comPareD With france’s ProlongeD military camPaigns to 
seize control of Cochinchina (1859–67) and Tonkin (1873, 1883–86), the con-
quest of the central coast was relatively quick and mostly achieved at the 
negotiating table. This was due in part to the fact that France had already 
overcome royal troops in the north and south and, as in the past, Sài Gòn 
provided much-needed rice to the center and north. Like the Tây Sơn army 
before them, they invaded a weakened, food-starved region in 1883 that offered 
little resistance; however, the colonial conquerors inherited the same chal-
lenge as their predecessors. A force of about one thousand French marines 
(including several hundred Vietnamese from Cochinchina) landed at Thuận 
An Beach on August 20, 1883, and obliterated the royal fort, killing an esti-
mated 2,500 royal troops. Aided with ironclads, electric searchlights, and 
Hotchkiss revolving canons, the French fleet blasted its way up the Perfume 
River to Huế. It made such a show of force at the coast that the royal govern-
ment, already in disarray with the death of Emperor Tự Đức a month earlier, 
immediately agreed to a treaty.1 It ceded all of its forts to France and agreed 
to call back thousands of troops fighting in the far north of Tonkin near 
China’s Yunnan Province. French forces continued mopping up this north-
ern resistance for the next year before forcing a revised treaty on the Nguyễn 
government in June 1884. This new treaty, ratified by France and the Nguyễn 
dynasty, cut all ties between Vietnam and China and established French pro-
tectorates over northern and central Vietnam. A French high resident was 
established at Huế with the responsibility of conducting most essential affairs 
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for the protectorate of Annam: collection of taxes, adjudicating civil and 
criminal disputes, and coordinating national defense.2 (See figure 2.1.)

In a manner in keeping with the 1884 Berlin Conference in which Euro-
peans carved up African lands, French officials drew up boundaries for the 
protectorate of Annam that bore little relation to conditions on the ground. 
Annam’s northern boundary reached far beyond the natural boundary at 
Ngang Pass, and its western boundary arced far inland to include remote 
peaks that had first appeared in Vietnamese atlases only a decade earlier. On 
the south, it encompassed all of the war-torn former Cham coastline and 
almost touched Sài Gòn. From a terrain-based point of view, this new state 
presented the most impossible of territories for any government to manage. 
The royal road running along the coast was broken in many sections, and 
there were few roads other than dirt tracks running west into the mountain-
ous interior.

The tiny detachment of French troops and officials posted in Huế and 
Annam’s ports soon realized that this sprawling area was a natural base for 

figure 2.1. Protectorate of Annam. Source: Data courtesy of ESRI Inc.  
Map by author.

[[fig 2.01]]
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insurgency. One year after the treaty was signed and a new king was crowned 
in July 1885, Emperor Hàm Nghi and a group of advisers ambushed a French 
delegation. The delegation survived and upon returning to its camp ordered 
a naval barrage on the palace and surrounding neighborhoods. The king and 
his supporters fled to the mountains and proclaimed a “Save the King” (cần 
vương) resistance movement. Largely a guerilla movement with secret bases in 
the mountains communicating from north to south, it drew considerable sup-
port from former officials and scholars in many towns on the coast. However, 
lacking detachments of French troops to attack, the movement’s partisans 
took out their anger on the region’s Vietnamese Christian communities, 
slaughtering over forty thousand.3 French troops soon reached the central 
coast, and after a year of fighting to regain the coastal ports, they fought a 
decisive battle with Nguyễn loyalists at a village near Ngang Pass, Ba Đình. 
The siege of Ba Đình lasted over two months as over three thousand French 
troops with artillery pounded encampments of roughly three thousand loyal-
ist forces. In 1887 France enlisted former royal officials such as Hoàng Cao 
Khải, a former viceroy of Tonkin, to help put down the rebels. The French 
relied on Mường highlanders, too, who turned over the rebel king.4

This violent, rude awakening to the challenges of governing the central 
coast in many respects tempered French colonial ambitions in the area 
through the duration of their rule to 1945. The comparatively tiny French 
population that settled in Annam was almost wholly concentrated within 
protected coastal ports at Vinh, Huế, Đà Nẵng, Quy Nhơn, and Phan Thiết. 
French shipping, the coastal highway, and later a railroad preserved their 
security within the same ancient strip that had protected the domains of the 
Nguyễn lords. As the 1885 rebellion showed, the majority of Annam’s area, 
its forested highlands and deforested hills, presented a threat to French rule 
with its inaccessible terrain limiting access from the coast.

Throughout the colonial period to 1945, this militarily weak position and 
the potential for uprisings in the hills shadowed colonial projects while invig-
orating would-be nationalists. Military conflicts were extremely few on the 
central coast before a communist-led uprising in Nghệ An and Hà Tĩnh Prov-
inces broke out in 1930 near the ruins of the 1887 Ba Đình siege. The majority 
of conflicts on the central coast were internal security or police actions. While 
minimally violent, some of these actions were nonetheless pivotal. One 
small action in Huế in 1908 concerned a young man from Nghệ An, Nguyễn 
Sinh Cung, who attended Annam’s prestigious high school for the children 
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of French colonials and indigenous elites, Quốc Học (National Academy).5 
He ran afoul of security police in Huế while interpreting for farmers in a tax 
protest and eventually fled town and then Indochina before returning three 
decades later to the Chinese-Vietnamese border as Hồ Chí Minh. Many 
would-be political and military leaders came from similar experiences on the 
central coast.

While the central coast was not host to major military encampments dur-
ing the colonial era, military processes nevertheless played a formative role 
in shaping the speculative spaces of colonial development and Vietnamese 
nationalism. With the arrival of surplus airplanes and aerial cameras after 
World War I, these leftovers from the Great War radically changed views of 
Annam, particularly its wasted hills and mountain forests. As photographic 
sources spread through postcards and books, reform-minded colonials in 
Huế, especially foresters, considered the economic and political costs of colo-
nial clear cuts and these vistas of eroded hills. The spread of newspapers and 
the quốc ngữ (romanized) alphabet in Annam connected Vietnamese audi-
ences with far-off events while textbooks from the 1930s put the old villages 
of the Inner Road and the hills in new aerial perspectives. The world’s con-
flicts came crashing back to Annam when Japanese planes, ships, and troops 
arrived in 1941, and new levels of aerial military destruction returned when 
the US Army Air Force commenced bombing the coast in 1943.

The relatively nonviolent early 1900s in Annam were nonetheless still 
influenced by military concerns in the colony and militarism globally. Espe-
cially during the interwar period (1918–40), colonial leaders struggled with 
the political and environmental challenges posed by Annam’s degraded 
lands while Vietnamese nationalists drew upon newspapers and such new 
technologies as radio and aerial imagery to imagine new postcolonial futures. 
This chapter explores the more latent ways that the postconquest colonial 
military figured into land politics, and it considers how colonial reformers 
and nationalists drew on post–World War I military technologies to forge 
new perspectives on interconnected political and environmental problems 
with troubled lands.

military maneuvers in the hills

After years of fighting uprisings in the 1880s and losing massive sums of 
money on the colonial venture in Indochina, the tactically savvy governor 
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general Paul Doumer in Hà Nội made a decisive move with respect to the 
central coast. In 1897 he signed an agreement with the Nguyễn emperor that 
placed all public lands, from the centuries-old public fields to the hilly com-
mons and the highland valleys, under the colony’s control. It was a historic 
moment not because it finally helped the colonial government realize its 
dreams of terraforming empty slopes into plantations but because it made 
the problems of these areas, especially their poverty, the business of the 
French. Doumer recognized the precarious military and economic position 
for France in this narrow strip of ports and urban quarters around the former 
imperial capital. The Treaty of Huế in 1884 had protected the monarchy’s 
ability to obtain funds from private fields (tư điền), and although it dispos-
sessed the crown of claims to public fields and unincorporated lands, it did 
not permit the French colonial government to exploit these lands. The treaty 
limited European businesses to the confines of urban quarters, mainly in 
Huế and Tourane (Đà Nẵng), and it required sales of public lands to follow 
Vietnamese customary laws.6 Only indigenous subjects could buy, sell, and 
develop these areas. This stipula tion was born out of the practical need in 1884 
to avoid widening anticolonial sentiment in Annam by preventing what 
Detreuil du Rhins had imagined: white Europeans running plantations above 
the old villages. In neighboring Cochinchina, French land auctions and con-
cessions had resulted in sweeping dispossessions as over 3.2 million hectares 
of land moved into the hands of French nationals by 1902. This did not happen 
in Huế.7

Doumer attempted to remove this legal barrier in 1897 as a response to 
the costly military campaigns to put down the Save the King rebellion. He 
signed with Emperor Thành Thái in Huế a decree placing all of Indochina’s 
public lands under colonial law and at the colonial government’s disposal. 
Considering the size of Annam’s uncharted forests and the majority of low-
land fields classified as public lands in the past, it was an unprecedented land 
grab. It permitted the Résident Supérieur of Annam (RSA) to manage the 
economic and civil affairs of this territory stretching from the edges of ancient 
villages to unexplored, unmapped highland valleys. Even private land sales, 
while still taking place between Vietnamese owners, would now be governed 
by French law and subject to colonial taxes.8 Doumer, famous for consolidating 
military and political control over Indochina, cut off one of the last main 
sources of revenue to the royal government. He noted the achievement in a 
1902 memoir: “The King abandoned in favor of the Governor General of 
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Indo-China his prerogative to dispose of assets not already allocated to public 
service, and as a consequence to concede vacant lands without masters. This 
provided the means for colons to settle in Annam, and we know they will 
make good use of it.”9 Doumer thus completed the necessary paperwork to 
open Annam to the full brunt of capitalist enterprises.

There were two problems with this picture, however. First, many of these 
lands were not—even after the decree—empty of claims, and second, most 
of the region’s eroded slopes did not lend themselves to cash crops. This dif-
ficult terrain did not welcome French settlers, and the few who settled in 
Annam tended to cluster in the ports. A population estimate for all of Annam 
in 1913 listed just 1,676 French nationals with most living in Huế and Đà Nẵng. 
The Vietnamese population topped 4.5 million, and highland groups and 
other Asian groups numbered half a million.10 Of the land concessions that 
the RSA did award, many remained “unimproved” and therefore fell back 
into government hands.

Villagers used what legal claims they could to stymie colonial enter-
prises, especially in traditional hillly domains. In the hills above Dạ Lê Vil-
lage in 1900, the RSA awarded one of the first concessions, a 125-hectare 
tract, to one of its most famous Vietnamese collaborators. Hoàng Cao Khải 
led the Nguyễn defense of Hà Nội against French attacks in 1883. After 
defeat, he joined the French and in the next few years helped French troops 
put down the Save the King insurrection. With the rebellion and its leaders 
defeated and a collaborationist emperor seated in Huế in 1897, he returned 
as an adviser to the emperor, steering him into the agreement with Doumer. 
The RSA awarded Khải a relatively large estate for a Vietnamese national, 
a sign of his service to the French and also something of an experiment, since 
few French settlers expressed interest. Khải agreed to improve the property 
(planting crops) and after five years to start paying taxes on the improved 
lands.11

In the fine print, however, the agreement recognized prior villager and 
government claims to the land which eventually drove Khải away. The con-
tract required the aging noble to permit villagers access to ancestor tombs 
during all holidays and death anniversaries, and it reserved the colonial mili-
tary’s access to an “artillery polygon” and firing range.12 Figure 2.2, an overlay 
of the land parcel with a 1909 topographic map of the village, provides 
additional clues as to why Khải may not have kept to the agreement. In one 
portion, villagers had already established fields and homes, likely in former 

[[fig 2.02]]
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public fields. Seizing this land would have engendered personal hostilities as 
well as problems with village authorities. Khải did not challenge the stipula-
tions or even take the parcel. Instead, he returned north to Tonkin and 
accepted the position of district chief (tổng đốc) in Hà Đông. The plot , like 
most of Annan, remained “abandoned” but in public hands.13

While French expeditionary forces had mostly left Indochina by 1897, such 
sites as the firing range (champ de tir) remained important to the RSA as a 
symbol of French military hegemony, with hilltop artillery batteries capable 
of leveling villages below. During the surge in military operations to 1891, the 
hills around the former capital hosted camps and training grounds for the 
French Expeditionary Corps. It used sites like this to train an indigenous army 

figure 2.2. Map of Hoàng Cao Khải Land Concession. Source: Land Concession 
Agreement, October 27, 1900, Folder 220, Résident Supérieur of Annam, Vietnam 
National Archives Center no. 4; 1909 topographic map, War Office, Indochine 
25000e, Deltas de l’Annam, reproduction of 1909 edition by Service Géographique  
de l’Indochine, Deltas de l’Annam.
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of some thirty thousand tirailleurs (light infantry) to mop up resistance 
across the region.14 Even after the soldiers decamped, many old training 
grounds continued to host annual training exercises to maintain military 
readiness. The sounds of live fire drills each year had a calculated political 
effect, too, reminding people that the destructive power of a modern Euro-
pean military was never far away.

Given the limited entrepreneurial activity in the coastal hills after 1900, 
these training exercises by colonial military units were some of the most 
prominent interruptions to traditional land uses in the hills. Their timing 
and requirements on nearby villages asserted colonial claims in highly 
disruptive ways. A collection of letters from 1906 to 1913 between residents 
of Thần Phù Village, the colonial official in Hương Thủy District, the royal 
court, province officials, the RSA, and the colonial military highlight the 
political controversy caused by annual exercises. This conflict centered on 
an annual artillery field school run by the Third Battery of the Colonial 
Artillery in Tourane. Every year from 1903 until 1914, a group of approxi-
mately 15 officers and noncommissioned officers, 50 European artillery-
men, 50 indigenous artillerymen, 50 mules, and 6 horses conducted a 
weeklong fire school (école à feu) on the knolls above Thần Phù Village.15 
The location of the fire school in the hills above continued the decimation 
of what had been the famed Eastern Wood. With the annual fire school 
running from 1903, the barren hilltops and hillsides became marred by 
thousands of rounds of artillery shells as students in the fire school prac-
ticed their shots.16

The exercises lasted just more than a week, but their timing and require-
ments on the village amounted to an invasion of cultural spaces and spiri-
tual life. They took place during the Lunar New Year (Tết Nguyên Đán) and 
required villagers to feed the group. The village communal house and pagoda 
became troop billets while the pagoda yard held the horses and livestock. In 
1911 a reform-minded emperor, Duy Tân, used his privy council (viện cơ mật) 
to raise the issue with the RSA, explaining that the days leading up to Tết 
were some of the most important, sacred days of the year. Villagers visited 
ancestor tombs in the hills and prepared offerings for their home altars and 
at the pagoda. Two days before the New Year, families visited the pagoda 
to make offerings, plant bamboo, and pray. The celebrations ended on the 
third day of the New Year, and the privy council recommended that the artil-
lery fire school could start after all the rituals had been observed. Careful to 
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recognize the power of the Resident Superior and the colonial government, 
the privy council nevertheless revealed deep hostility to this move to use 
military training to assert French power: “Moving the altar to receive the 
troops and give up the worship service, these are things contrary to the feel-
ings of people and they will generate much resentment on their part.”17 
Despite communication from Duy Tân on the villagers’ behalf, the RSA and 
the colonial military continued the training as planned. After the event, how-
ever, the French district official caught wind of growing Vietnamese resent-
ment and wrote to his boss, the province administrator, to consider moving 
the dates.

While villagers in Thần Phù had relatively little power to challenge the 
colonial military, they nonetheless used their customary rights to push back. 
They cited traditional claims to visit tombs and family shrines to contest 
military attempts to permanently seize areas in the hills, tying up French 
officials in a lengthy exchange of paperwork. After each year’s fire school 
ended, representatives from the village sent a new round of letters to the 
RSA. They acknowledged their duty to lodge soldiers, but then they attempted 
to bargain with the government, stating that they should be absolved of labor 
obligations associated with maintaining the eight kilometers of Highway 1  
running through the village. They also requested the government build a 
permanent barracks for the troops on the hill, perhaps a bid to create jobs 
and opportunities for local services.18 After several years of these letter-
writing campaigns, the RSA sided with the village in 1911, complaining to 
Hà Nội that the military school stopped all administrative and judicial busi-
ness for two weeks.19

The dispute, while intensely local, raised larger legal questions about the 
separation of powers between Indochina’s civil and military leaders. Ulti-
mately, General Théophile Pennequin, the commander of Indochina’s mili-
tary, settled it. He proposed a compromise, keeping the same Tết schedule 
but paying the village for food and lodging.20 The province chief, facing 
another Tết with a fire school on the hillside, complained: “Precisely at the 
moment that Government seems to be to giving the indigenous population 
the peace and quiet they need, the requirement for less fortunate villages 
in the area of Huong Thuy for more than a half month to lodge a contingent of 
more than one hundred men, certainly seems very painful for the people of 
this region.”21 Despite these letters, colonial troops resumed their holiday 
bombing in the hills above Thần Phù.
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military ruins anD green colonialism

As France mobilized its colonial militaries to support campaigns in Europe 
during the Great War, military training and camps again expanded in 
Annam. The expansion of camps on the fringes of the European quarter in 
Huế in groves around royal tombs drew a new line of criticism from Huế’s 
French residents. Soldiers took to cutting pine groves surrounding former 
royal gardens that had fallen into neglect. Without local guards since the 1897 
edict, the pine groves disappeared as people took advantage of these untended 
spaces to glean wood. A garden city once surrounded by wooded hilltops, 
Huế’s tree-lined streets and suburban gardens suffered in the early 1900s.

A French priest and historian, Father Léopold Cadière, sounded the 
alarm in 1916 through a journal he’d founded with senior Vietnamese schol-
ars, Bulletin des Amis du Vieux Huế. He had recently visited one of the city’s 
largest gardens, the Nam Giao Pavilion, and found soldiers hacking away 
at the roots of large pines, gathering sap-rich wood chips to sell as matches. 
Cadière reacted in shock, writing, “I was stunned, I was angry, I was 
heartbroken.”22 He went on to explain that these twisted pines with thick 
trunks were sacred trees. Emperors such as Minh Mạng had planted them, 
and many had brass plates engraved with the name of the royal patron. 
Cadière, one of the few Frenchmen who lived in the area before the 1897 
decree, noted the rapid decimation of these gardens. He was disgusted that a 
colonial soldier charged with the protection of Indochina could cut down 
a tree planted by an emperor.

He took to the pages of his journal to register his alarm. He was careful 
not to blame the soldiers alone, noting that the pine groves’ decimation was 
not solely the harvesters’ fault. The colonial artillery had cleared some hill-
tops in the 1890s; and a severe typhoon had plowed through the hills in 1904, 
toppling many large trees. He identified the main source of destruction as 
repeated hacks of scythes into tree trunks and roots that exposed the trees to 
storms and disease. He compared walks in the sunbaked, stripped hills of 
1916 to those of 1896, when he’d led students to tombs while shaded by black, 
twisted pines from decades earlier. He recalled that on this past visit, royal 
soldiers had greeted the group and warned them about fires. He lamented 
the reversal in affairs in 1916, writing, “today it is the guards themselves who 
cut the pines. Today is unbridled havoc, devastation beyond measure. We 
must act.”23
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Despite his plea Annam’s forestry department fell short of achieving any 
reforestation goals. Annam’s senior forester in 1918, Henri Guibier, was a 
friend of Cadière and a member of the Bulletin des Amis du Vieux Huế. Like 
Cadière he wrote books on Annam’s forests and later took to the Bulletin to 
articulate views on causes of deforestation and possible solutions. He drew 
attention to reforestation as essential to mitigate terrible annual flooding in  
Huế. Forests, he argued, were like sponges, retaining water on the slopes.24 
Guibier railed against the tradition of burning highland forests called swid-
den (rẫy); however, he was careful to articulate the differences between tra-
ditional highlander practices and burning for livestock grazing in the coastal 
hills. Guibier advocated creation of forest preserves in the highlands to study 
regional biodiversity, but he took special interest in Annam’s bare hills.25 He 
complained that colonial officials tended to view every type of burning as rẫy, 
assuming this was a sustainable practice and “that excuses everything.”26 
Guibier pointed to the hills where he noted that the bulk of inhabitants were 
not highlanders but ethnic Vietnamese who burned thousands of acres to 
make permanent grasslands, a sort of “management by clear cut with no 
reserves, a sort of sartage.”27

Guibier trained his sights on these “idle wastelands” and what he consid-
ered “wasteful” behavior, proposing a new, green colonial solution. He pre-
sided over tree nurseries set up for pines in 1912, but in the 1920s he turned 
his attention to newly imported Australian “miracle” species. With support 
from the RSA, Guibier and the forestry staff opened a string of eucalyptus 
nurseries. He planted filaos (Casuarina equisetifolia) to reforest sandy areas 
and eucalyptus for the hills.28 Years later, he took to the pages of the Bulletin 
to trumpet the benefits of this and other colonizing species.

Guibier became the protectorate’s chief advocate for a new form of green 
colonialism taking hold in colonies around the world. His enthusiasm for 
these exotic species reflected a general interest, especially among foresters 
during the Great Depression, to expand wood commodity markets through 
reforestation.29 Eucalyptus, particularly Eucalyptus globulus, were the signa-
ture species for white settler colonies too. British foresters in South Africa 
aimed to “wean” natives away from native species by introducing eucalyptus; 
in the Nilgiri Hills of Madras, they replaced shifting agriculture traditions of 
native hill groups with plantation frontiers of eucalyptus.30 In California 
Anglo settlers looked to eucalyptus to populate the bare hills of the old 
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rancheros and to line streets in new towns.31 For Guibier, this botanical “set-
tler” promised finally to do the work of colonizing the hills that Detreuil du 
Rhins had envisioned in 1876 and Doumer had legalized in 1896. Eucalyptus 
would colonize the soils and simultaneously kill off native plants by drawing 
down water tables. This sort of botanical imperialism became the hallmark 
of colonial terraforming around the world, though it came slow to Annam 
given the continuing lack of white settlers.

the aerial turn

The Great War (1914–18) not only spurred new nationalist impulses in colonial 
territories such as Annam but also brought three important technologies—
airplanes, radios, and cameras—that provided colonial officials and national-
ists a transformative visual platform that transcended this difficult terrain. 
The Great War and the failures of the Treaty of Versailles to address the rights 
of colonized peoples catalyzed a new generation of Vietnamese nationalists 
hungry for new media and perspectives. A young man from the central coast 
with a new pseudonym, Nguyễn the Patriot (Hồ Chí Minh), joined French 
socialists in 1920 and helped form the French Communist Party. Postwar 
protests in France helped the left gain power in 1924, and many prominent 
French socialists took on posts as colonial governors where they enacted 
reforms that popularized vernacular newspapers and textbooks. By the early 
1920s, even Huế had become part of this global network, connected by “wire-
less” communications and air service that compressed time and space. Those 
lucky enough to ride in old Breguets taking off from dirt fields were exhila-
rated by views of their homes far below. Aerial perspectives proliferated in 
the early 1930s, too, via postcards, geography texts, and magazines.

This aerial platform was both enabling and troubling. It opened up new 
spaces of opportunity for nationalist networks and imaginations at the same 
time that it revealed the extent of environmental degradation and the territo-
rial limits of colonial “progress” bounded inside the small grids of streets in 
European city quarters. Aerial technology first reached Indochina’s airfields 
and broadcasting stations around Hà Nội and Sài Gòn in the early 1920s 
before spreading to Huế and the central coast via a more skeletal presence of 
dirt fields, airplane sheds, and radio relays. Nevertheless, for budding Viet-
namese nationalists in Huế’s elite schools and some in the older generation 
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who had returned, it undergirded their territorial ambitions and kept them 
informed of events across Vietnam and the world beyond.

Colonial military actors, veteran pilots especially, played a central role in 
this aerial transition. They operated most of the early aviation infrastructure 
and took most of the pictures. They flew bombing raids on a few occasions 
and provided aerial reconnaissance for internal security police. This technol-
ogy was necessarily dual use, justified mainly for its military and surveillance 
values. French politicians recognized the need to modernize Indochina’s 
military with airplanes, too, to keep up with developments in Siam, Repub-
lican China, and Showa Japan. Airfields and airspace in Indochina were pri-
marily military spaces. The Civil Aviation Service of Indochina, founded in 
1918, was attached directly to the general government but controlled by a 
senior French military officer and pilot. The majority of aircraft assigned to 
Indochina’s airfields in the early 1920s were surplus military aircraft, reas-
signed into four squadrons of eight to ten planes each at Bạch Mai (Hà Nội) 
and Biên Hòa (near Sài Gòn).32 While the airplanes and airfields were avail-
able for commercial activities, their primary function was defending the 
colony. In 1924 when an upland minority group in the central highlands 
killed French and Vietnamese contractors tasked with extending a road, the 
government responded by sending two planes to bomb the village. The planes 
landed at a small field near the upland village An Khê. In one day the two 
planes dropped eight bombs on the village. After more bombing raids, the 
garde indigène regained control of the village and roadwork continued.33 Five 
years later, another rebellion broke out in the same region, and planes 
returned, dropping many more bombs over eight days.34

Throughout this early era of aviation, Huế and the central coast played a 
minor role. The largest airfields—Bạch Mai (Hà Nội), Tông (Sơn Tây), Phú 
Thọ (Sài Gòn), Tourane (Đà Nẵng), and Biên Hòa (Sài Gòn)—grew as key 
urban and military centers. The Radiotelegraph Service, established in 1909, 
expanded its wireless communications after 1919 to commercial communica-
tions with two broadcasting centers at the Bạch Mai and Phú Thọ airfields.35 
The Geographic Service of Indochina in 1927 placed aerial photography special-
ists at Bạch Mai and Biên Hòa to coordinate aerial photographic surveys.36

Huế was by all comparisons a minor stop, but as a scenic, royal center of 
Vietnam it attracted many of Indochina’s early air travelers. The RSA opened 
a landing field at Phú Bài in 1924 after purchasing a stretch of sandy soil north 
of the Phú Bài River. Acquiring these lands at ten piasters per acre, the 
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provincial government groomed a landing strip out of former wastelands 
damaged by iron smelting. Locals from Phù Bài Village maintained a few 
sheds at the airstrip and kept the ground clear for landings.37 By 1931 the air-
field still lacked basic air services such as fuel, radio navigation, and spare 
parts.38 The Aéronautique Militaire delivered airmail on a regular basis, but 
there was only a trickle of letters. The Geographic Service had no personnel 
in Huế or Tourane, so cartographic-grade aerial photography was limited 
while the service directed aerial photography missions in Vietnam’s two 
largest deltas.39 In 1936 the RSA extended a telephone line to the airfield, but 
it refused requests to relocate Huế’s weather and radiotelegraph stations 
there. (RSA staff preferred to work in Huế’s European quarter.) Caretakers 
at the airfield called in each morning to confirm weather conditions for 
landings and takeoffs.40

While the colonial government had yet to advance aerial land surveys to 
the central coast, a growing number of oblique shots snapped by pilots over 
Huế and its environs began to feature in tourist postcards, brochures, and 
textbooks. Air travel and aerial images played a central role in what historian 
Christopher Goscha calls the “spatial reworking of Indochina.” Citing a 
popular French travelogue on Indochina published in 1928, The Five Flowers: 
Indochina Explained, he notes a passage where a young Vietnamese passenger 
on a French aircraft describes his “Indochinese vision”: “I thought I was dream-
ing: I had covered almost two thousand kilometers, crossed ten rivers and a 
thousand hills. In other words, thanks to a flying-machine, I had just passed 
over all of Indochina within a few hours.”41 Airplanes, trains, telegraph lines, 
radio broadcasts, and a growing network of paved roads facilitated the cre-
ation of this trans-Indochina space. By 1930 Vietnamese geographers had 
translated a handful of French geographical works into quốc ngữ, thus intro-
ducing more of this trans-Indochina view to Việt audiences. Radical Viet-
namese nationalists such as Nguyễn Ái Quốc (Nguyễn the Patriot; Hồ Chí 
Minh) adopted this Indochinese framework, too, when he and others formed 
the Indochinese Communist Party in 1930.42

The expansion of commercial travel in the 1930s coupled with advances 
in photography and printing to produce a new wave of international travel 
writing. Scores of westerners from academics to wealthy celebrities and self-
proclaimed vagabonds visited Huế as a stop on tours of Indochina and Asia. 
The colony promoted Huế as the seat of “Annamese tradition,” characterized 
by often-repeated scenes of dragon boats on the Perfume River, the royal 
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citadel and palace, and the gardens. The American writer Harry Franck, made 
famous by his first book, A Vagabond Journey around the World (1910), visited 
Huế in 1924 and produced a pithy, photo-rich account of his visit to Annam 
in East of Siam (1926). Unlike others, however, he advocated an everyman, 
“vagabond” approach—a forerunner of today’s backpackers—choosing to 
avoid air travel. Franck was also a veteran of the Great War, and his narrated 
meanderings capture a sense of how the postwar world had become more 
globally connected.

His opening lines in East of Siam capture the various ways that people far 
beyond the boundaries of the French empire had begun to take notice of this 
remote place: “Those of us who had the good fortune to take part in that great 
adventure known as the World War can scarcely have failed to notice, among 
the many kinds of French colonial troops, some little men in khaki and brass-
topped mushroom hats, most of them with black teeth. It was not until five 
years after the Comedy of Versailles that my perpetual wandering over the 
face of the globe brought me to the land from which they came—Annam, 
‘Kingdom of the Eminent South.’ There was not only the motive of satisfying, 
by seeing them at home, the curiosity raised by these little brown men in the 
French army; as far back as I can remember I had felt inquisitive toward that 
strangely shaped spot on the map, that slender country which drips like a 
stalactite of candle-grease down from the southeast corner of China.”43

Franck eschewed the luxuries of air travel and instead preferred travels 
by public transport. He traveled by buses along Colonial Route No. 1 and by 
train on a finished section of the Trans-Indochinois Railway. The book 
included a map of Indochina, his journey marked in red, and over a hundred 
“out-of-the-way” photographs snapped by the author, including images taken 
of the Tết Lunar New Year ceremony at the royal palace, at which he accom-
panied the Résident Supérieur wearing a formal outfit lent to him by the chief 
of police.44

The Aéronautique Militaire’s photos around Huế were few and mainly 
focused on monuments, but they also offer early aerial views of the land. One 
such image, featured in a set of air photos prepared by the Aéronautique Mili-
taire for the 1931 Colonial Exposition, shows the newest royal tomb, that of 
Emperor Khải Định (figure 2.3). As an environmental record, this picture 
conveys a few key details about surrounding hills too. Rows of Sumatran 
pines from the nurseries shade the hill and gardens around the new tomb. 

[[fig 2.03]]
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In the background, the image shows hills near Highway 1, all still treeless 
expanses of grassy, eroded slopes.

For a moment in the mid-1920s, colonial reforms and new developments 
from airfields to radio stations suggested the possibility of a more peaceful 
transition to demilitarized life in Annam and Indochina. In 1924 the Cartel of 
the Left swept France’s elections, and in 1925 a prominent figure of the French 
Left—Alexandre Varenne—who advocated for closer ties with the Soviet 
Union took the post of governor general in Hà Nội. He was quick to push 
reforms intended to empower the native population with improvements in 
native education and health care as well as granting more political freedoms. 
He ordered a comprehensive inventory of all military property with an intent 

figure 2.3. Aerial view of Khải Định’s tomb, hills of Hương Thủy District in the 
background. Source: Aéronautique Militaire, Souvenir de l’Indochine: Photograph 
Albums of Indochina, collection number 2001.R.21, Getty Research Institute, Santa 
Monica, California, plate 25; reprinted with permission from the Getty Research 
Institute.
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to convert many areas. In Huế the RSA scrambled to meet the new demands, 
and it decided against closing the firing ranges.45 It finally yielded in 1927 by 
creating a leprosarium in a former military training area in the Vùng Phèn 
hills near the airfield. However, by converting a former military space into 
one for people suffering from a communicable disease, the colonial council 
in effect sidestepped the problem by keeping it as a restricted space.

This fleeting moment of reformism from 1925 to 1927 breathed new political 
life into Huế, especially for both older and younger nationalists. The Varenne 
administration opened doors by permitting Vietnamese-language newspapers 
and loosening censorship. Huế in 1926 became the final home for one of Viet-
nam’s most well-known nationalists, Phan Bội Châu. Apprehended in Shang-
hai by French secret police, he was convicted as an accessory to murder before 
Governor General Varenne commuted his sentence to house arrest in Huế.46 
Varenne permitted another famous nationalist, Phan Châu Trinh, to return 
from France. Trinh intended to visit Huế, but a worsening case of tuberculosis 
kept him in Sài Gòn. He delivered lectures to packed audiences, making the 
case for popular democracy. He died the following March, and an estimated 
seventy thousand people turned out for the funeral. Activists in Huế and 
across Vietnam used ceremonial eulogies to advocate for more reforms.47

One of the most prominent of these older nationalists and newspaper 
intellectuals was Huỳnh Thúc Kháng. He hailed from the central coast 
(Quảng Nam Province) as did Trinh and Châu, and he passed the Confucian 
national exam with a doctorate degree in 1904.48 Kháng was arrested for his 
involvement with 1908 antitax movements, and he spent thirteen years at the 
island penal colony of Côn Đảo until 1921. Upon returning to Huế, Kháng 
gradually recovered his place in local society, and in 1926 he was elected to 
preside over a newly formed Indochinese Chamber of People’s Representa-
tives. Kháng’s attempt at political solutions to reform ended with his resigna-
tion in 1928, but during this time he successfully launched one of the central 
coast’s first Vietnamese-language newspapers, Tiếng Dân (Voice of the Peo-
ple). First published on August 10, 1927, the paper ran for an unprecedented 
sixteen years before Kháng closed it in 1943.49

vietnamese raDicalism anD lanD reform

Apart from the ouster of Varenne and his supporters in 1927, colonial 
responses to the Great Depression ended what had otherwise been a 
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collaborative moment while ushering in a new era marked by growing radi-
calism, violent struggles, and increased attention to poor rural areas. This 
was especially the case in the hills around Huế. Early supporters of commu-
nism in Huế, mostly students, followed the writings of figures such as Nguyễn 
Ái Quốc (Hồ Chí Minh), and joined local communist organizations with the 
intent to reach out to the peasantry.50 In January 1930 young people from the 
villages south of Huế in Hương Thủy District formed its first party commit-
tee, electing a secretary and establishing a government-in-exile. A month 
later, representatives from similar committees across Vietnam traveled to 
Canton, China, to form the Indochinese Communist Party.51

While RSA authorities repeatedly broke up these local cells and arrested 
leaders, they could not eradicate the network. On May 1, 1930, members of 
the Hương Thủy District cell planted a red flag with the words “Vietnam 
Communist Party” on the summit of Ngự Bình Mountain overlooking Huế. 
That December these party activists together with high school students at the 
elite National Academy protested the colonial military’s airborne and ground 
assaults on villagers in the Nghệ-Tĩnh Soviets, a group of breakaway rural 
districts near Vinh.52 The colonial police arrested many of the founders of 
Hương Thủy’s party cell as well as students, sending them to the “cradle of 
the revolution,” a penal colony on Côn Đảo island.

As colonial officials struggled to find new ways to respond to this political 
and agricultural crisis, they used their new aerial platform, especially air 
photos, to “peer over the village hedge” and suggest new models of social and 
ecological engineering.53 By the mid-1930s, geographers in Indochina and 
around the world had seized upon new views afforded by aerial photography 
to focus greater attention on the depletion of tropical soils and pressures of 
overpopulation in densely occupied regions. French geographer Pierre 
Gourou’s 1936 study, Les paysans du delta tonkinois, made extensive use of 
the photographs from the Aéronautique Militaire to suggest how unique cul-
tures and ecologies combined to produce the various agricultural regions in 
the ancient delta. For colonials, studies like Gourou’s marked an important 
turning point in the ways that military men and social scientists viewed 
unruly, rural landscapes. They paid greater attention to “local genius” while 
also advocating large-scale resettlement schemes to transplant these local 
experts to ecologically different, degraded frontiers.54

Aerial photography and aerial perspectives lent themselves to many differ-
ent social and ecological engineering schemes in the 1930s. They suggested, 
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to colonial reformers and Vietnamese nationalists alike, a detached omni-
science from the agricultural traditions and land politics that shaped ancient 
villages.55 The wastelands that air photography depicted in the hills of the 
central coast prompted foresters, politicians, and radicals alike to propose 
radical regreening strategies. In Huế, Guibier expanded nurseries of euca-
lyptus while such intellectuals as Kháng took to his newspaper to blend green 
strategies with views on rural politics.56 His newspaper, Tiếng Dân, and other 
Vietnamese dailies covered traditional issues important in the countryside 
such as unfair taxation, famines, and landowner abuses of tenant farmers. 
One daily, Ánh Sáng (Bright light), even went so far as to suggest that a com-
munist defeat of Chinese Nationalist Party troops in 1935 was the direct result 
of nationalist failures to respond to famine and high taxes in these rural 
areas.57 Kháng and other editors evaded the censors by reporting such news 
from China, but the political point vis-à-vis Vietnam was clear. Rural issues 
and land were fast becoming a core issue for anticolonialists.

In other essays, Kháng took a more moderate tone on rural development, 
echoing the terraforming views of Guibier. In one essay titled “Chợ Làng 
Mới” (New Markets and Villages), Kháng described a “garden city” approach 
for rural revitalization following the work of Englishman W. R. Hughes in 
New Town: A Proposal in Agricultural, Industrial, Educational, Civic, and 
Social Reconstruction. The approach was an attempt to build small cities in 
garden-like environs that addressed the economic, social, and spiritual well-
being of rural citizens. (Hughes was a prominent Quaker and an advocate 
for rural reform.)58 Kháng applied the book’s principles to the famine-prone, 
impoverished hills around Huế. Playing to his more radical audience, he 
suggested that a “garden” socialism might take hold, embracing cottage 
industries, human-scale capitalism, and local craft traditions.59

gloBal War comes to the central coast

This momentary flowering of ideas faded in the late 1930s with the surge of 
militarism in fascist Italy, Nazi Germany, and Showa Japan. Vietnamese 
nationalists paid greater attention to the spread of Japan’s global military 
while French voters elected a Popular Front government of communists, 
socialists, and other leftist groups opposed to fascism. During the Popular 
Front’s rule in Indochina (1936–38), Vietnamese nationalists, especially 
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Communist Party members, took advantage of relaxed colonial policies to 
recruit new members and expand the reach of quốc ngữ newspapers. After 
the Popular Front government dissolved in December  1938, the colonial 
police in Huế responded harshly, rounding up some sixty journalists and 
Communist Party members. Most were sentenced to prison, serving terms 
at Côn Đảo. In July 1939 colonial police finally caught up with the province’s 
party secretary, Nguyễn Chí Thanh, and in April 1940 they sent him to Côn 
Đảo.60

After 1940 new concerns about a second world war took precedent as 
Japanese armies approached Indochina’s borders. After the Nazis’ marched 
into Paris in June 1940 and Japanese troops camped across Indochina’s north-
ern border in China, the colonial government signed a treaty with Japan in 
September that permited Japanese military units to operate in Indochina.61 
The first twenty-five thousand Japanese troops moved to the northern port 
Hải Phòng and the airfields around Hà Nội in what became a rear base for 
their campaigns in China.62 The following July, the troops headed south along 
the Inner Road, setting up at airfields including Phú Bài in preparation for 
an offensive to seize all of Southeast Asia. This southward expansion in Indo-
china provided Japan with military infrastructure useful to the surprise 
offensive in December 1941. The government of French Indochina accepted 
the presence of Japanese troops in return for retaining authority over domes-
tic affairs. Japanese military forces, aiming to prevent conflicts in the towns, 
expanded camps near the airfields and ports while Japanese diplomats, busi-
nessmen, and advisers worked in colonial towns.63

This unusual wartime agreement between unequal allies inaugurated a 
new wave of military base construction on the central coast. One company 
of Japanese troops managed regional air operations at Phú Bài. Across the 
highway and railway they closed the leper colony and built weapons bunkers 
and a rice storehouse for shipments to the front.64 Japan’s Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and its secret police organization, the Kempeitai, worked with French 
colonial officials to direct the area’s rice and industrial crops to the war effort. 
A series of diplomatic accords signed between France and Japan delineated 
annual and regional volumes of rice to be exported.65 The colonial army, an 
organization of mostly Vietnamese soldiers with a handful of French officers, 
remained under arms inside the city; but it was subordinate to Japanese mili-
tary and police commands.66
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The Japanese military presence beyond the airfield remained relatively 
minimal until early 1945 as Allied advances in Europe and Asia caused Japa-
nese military leaders to take a more defensive position around Huế. On 
March 9 it waged a surprise military coup against the French colonial govern-
ment, and within a few days they disarmed and imprisoned French officials 
and military officers, transferring control of the government (at least nomi-
nally) to the monarchy in Huế.67 With this sudden move by the Japanese 
government, Huế and the royal palace reemerged after more than fifty years 
as a center of government.

american military vieWs from aBove

With a new generation of bomber aircraft and more advanced air photogra-
phy equipment, the US military began flights over the central coast in late 
1943, photographing key Japanese industrial and military sites for bombing 
runs. This photo reconaissance effort was but one extension of the war effort 
led by US General Claire Chennault into Southeast Asia. The founder of the 
First American Volunteer Group or Flying Tigers in Kunming, China, Chen-
nault presided over an expanded military effort in mid-1942 with the creation 
of the US Army Air Force Twenty-Third Fighter Group. By 1943 it grew into 
the Fourteenth Air Force. From then until the end of the Pacific War, the 
Fourteenth Air Force gathered intelligence about Japanese infrastructure and 
carried out bombing missions.

This US-led photographic effort, turned to destructive ends, finally 
brought the central coast into the Americans’ global mosaic of air photos 
over strategic areas. By mid-1944 American planes dominated Indochina’s 
airspace while advancing radio and wireless communications to Allied 
groups on the ground. Air travel and wireless communications transformed 
the mountain interior into a new battlefield. Intelligence operatives in Kun-
ming combined the photographic intelligence with intercepted Japanese 
navy and diplomatic wireless messages to expand strategic attacks and 
develop a more detailed sense of conditions on the ground.68 This photo-
graphic effort fit within a more global reconaissance effort that paralleled 
the American military’s advances through Europe and the Pacific. On pho-
tography missions, single pilots flew Lockheed P-38 small bombers outfitted 
with a large-format camera behind the cockpit. The planes had a range of 
approximately 1,400  miles; missions to Huế required a 1,300-mile 
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round-trip, stretching the pilots and planes to their limits. Pressurized cab-
ins permitted the pilots to fly high at an altitude of 31,000 feet, well beyond 
the range of older fighter planes or anti-aircraft guns. The large-format cam-
era (Fairchild K-18) onboard produced high-resolution prints at a relative 
map scale of 1:16,000 on a large-format, 9-inch by 18-inch negative.69 Figure 
2.4, an image of the Phú Bài airfield and Japanese camps built near the for-
mer leprosarium, represents one of the first produced by the United States 
over Huế on October 11, 1943. The dark area on the right is overexposed, but 
it neatly details the inner shoreline running along the estuarine rice fields 
in the lower domains of the villages. Rows of rectangular plots along the 
coast detail the hedges surrounding village homes. The triangular configura-
tion of lines in the lower center define the airfield, and the parallel highway 
and railway run through the middle of the image. Compared to colonial 
photo surveys, these runs covered large areas in just a few frames. The entire 
series of photos from this mission followed a twenty-kilometer stretch of  
high way and railroad ending in Huế.

figure 2.4. Military air photo of Phú Bài airfield and Japanese military camps, 
October 11, 1943. This image was digitally reproduced by rephotographing the original 
negative film over a light table, then digitally inverteing the new photograph to pro duce  
a positive print. Source: Frame 54, Mission B7735 / ON#026656, Record Group 373, 
Records of the Defense Intelligence Agency, US National Archives and Records 
Administration, College Park. Digital reproduction by author.

[[fig 2.04]]

[[fig 2.05]]
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While these photos’ primary function was to provide the US military with 
intelligence about Japanese military assets, on closer inspection they indicate 
stark contrasts between the Japanese military’s new roads and buildings and 
the surrounding poverty of the hills. Figure 2.5, an excerpt of the above frame 
of the camp in the Vùng Phèn hills, shows white roads connecting bunkers 
and other buildings across bare hills. A pattern of white dots and streaks in 
the hills depicts individual family tombs. Every year families from Phù Bài 
and other villages visited these graves to clean them of weeds, leaving a ring 
of bare ground that washed down the slope with heavy annual rains. Black 

figure 2.5 Excerpt from Frame 54, October 11, 1943, Mission B7735 / ON#026656, 
Record Group 373, Records of the Defense Intelligence Agency, US National Archives 
and Records Administration, College Park.

[[fig 2.06]]
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blotches indicate the outlines of shrubs and trees; for the most part they hug 
tight to the streams.

Aside from these photographs, little written record exists either in books 
or archives to provide more detail about this period of military occupation. 
Another excerpt from a different shot in the 1943 run (figure 2.6) shows a 
more promising feature: young forests, in the hills above Dạ Lê and Thanh 
Thủy Thượng Villages. Here the same pattern of white-marked tombs covers 
the hills above the villages; however, three patches of woods suggest that vil-
lage authorities, the royal family, and the colonial forestry department may 

figure 2.6. Excerpt from Frame 59, October 11, 1943, Mission B7735 / ON#026656, 
Record Group 373, Records of the Defense Intelligence Agency, US National Archives 
and Records Administration, College Park.
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have achieved some success in regreening. In the area of Emperor Khải 
Định’s tomb, pines cover the hilltops. On three hillocks inside the village of 
Thanh Thủy Thượng near an old Buddhist monastery, the canopy of an old 
village wood covers hills that had been on the auction block in the 1900 land 
concession (see chapter 1). Villagers planted this land as a wood and expanded 
homesteads around it. Finally, a plantation forest, probably eucalyptus, fills 
neat geometric outlines of an area along a road connecting the Japanese base 
area to Huế.

grounD War, grounD netWorks

The lack of American knowledge about conditions on the ground in Vietnam 
helps to explain why the United States forged closer ties with Hồ Chí Minh 
and his Việt Minh organization in 1945. In the first years of the American 
war effort in China, a primarily French network of informants sympathetic 
to the resistance and the Allies passed intelligence into China. By 1944, how-
ever, that network was very much diminished, and it disappeared entirely 
after the Japanese-led coup overthrowing the French colonial government, 
police, and military in Indochina in March. Military historian Ronald Spec-
tor traces the complex, multilayered communications from January to June 
1945 that characterized a developing relationship between the United States, 
the man from Nghệ An, and the organization he led, the Việt Minh. Contrary 
to many popular accepted views, the American officials in Kunming and their 
superiors in Washington had not abandoned support for the French in Indo-
china; their problem for gathering intelligence on Japanese forces and move-
ments was of a high enough priority that they were willing to overlook Hồ 
Chí Minh’s communist affiliations to achieve short-term strategic objectives 
of gathering intelligence and retrieving downed pilots.70

While American support for the Việt Minh in mid-1945 is remarkable given 
the later circumstances of the Cold War, the support given to Hồ Chí Minh 
in 1943 by the Chinese Nationalist commander in the region north of Viet-
nam played a more substantial role in the development of the Việt Minh from 
1945 to 1947. General Zhang Fakui helped free Hồ Chí Minh from imprison-
ment at his headquarters in Liuzhou (Guangxi Province) in 1943; in September, 
seeking an effective leader among Vietnamese anti-Japanese organizations, he 
designated Hồ his liaison for the Chinese Nationalist–supported league for 
Vietnamese independence, the Đồng Minh Hội.71 Hồ and his Việt Minh 
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comrades quickly made use of funds and weapons supplied by Zhang to 
turn the Đồng Minh into an effective guerilla organization and intelligence 
network with strong support from underground bases in northern Vietnam. 
Zhang’s move permitted the Việt Minh to build an armed resistance and 
infrastructure that was both anti-Japanese and anti-French. After the Japa-
nese coup in 1945, the US Office of Strategic Services (OSS) had attempted 
ground operations relying on French officers. The first OSS operation com-
menced in June, but the group found Vietnamese populations hostile and 
abandoned the operation. By July OSS agents opted to work with the Việt 
Minh, finding them to be most effective in intelligence gathering.72

The American atomic bombs dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki on 
August 6 and 8, 1945, brought a quicker-than-expected Japanese surrender 
and caused the Việt Minh to rush not only to Hà Nội but to Japanese military 
areas and key infrastructure sites like radio stations. In Indochina the rapid 
and generally nonviolent process by which Việt Minh groups took control 
over local and national government reflects the depth of the political under-
ground across the country. Historian David Marr draws on OSS records, 
interviews, and Vietnamese memoirs to provide a province-by-province 
summary of the Việt Minh’s accession, especially in the central Vietnamese 
provinces. With some exceptions, Việt Minh interactions with foreigners and 
members of the Japanese-backed government of Emperor Bảo Đại were 
peaceful. Marr recounts the journey of one member of Bảo Đại’s government 
traveling up the coast to Hà Nội. After being detained at a checkpoint in 
Vinh, he secured permission from the local Việt Minh official to travel on, 
remarking that his “captors returned every bit of his baggage, money, and 
documents.”73

Local memoirs from Huế and Hương Thủy District describe a similarly 
well-organized, decisive move to seize control over government, with calcu-
lated operations to control key bunkers, granaries, and especially radio sites. 
On August 15, the same day that the Japanese emperor gave a radio-broadcast 
speech indicating his intention to surrender, party-led resistance committees 
met across Vietnam to determine immediate liberation strategies. The com-
mittee of the central region, Annam, met in Huế, outlining policies to be 
carried out by district- and commune-level committees.74 Four days later, at 
a colonial blockhouse situated on one of the wooded hills overlooking Thanh 
Thủy Thượng, village resident Lê Minh became chairman of the District Lib-
eration Committee. From the safety of a concrete observation post built into 
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the hill, Liberation Committee members organized the transfer of authority 
village-by-village along the main highway. From August 20 to 22, the commit-
tees gained control over government, police, and military from Huế south on 
the highway to the “founding villages” of An Cựu, Thanh Thủy Thượng, Dạ 
Lê, Thần Phù, and Phù Bài.75 The rapid transfer of power depended largely on 
voluntary and often secret commitments of support from Vietnamese admin-
istrators and military officers employed in the Japanese-backed government. 
In Hương Thủy the prerevolution district prefect (tri huyện), Võ Thọ, volun-
tarily threw his support behind the Việt Minh and ordered guards and local 
officials to do the same. The Vietnamese military commander in charge of a 
highway post at Thanh Thủy Thượng had secretly promised, before the August 
Revolution, to transfer all weapons and stand down. He did so, enabling the 
committee to take possession of military bases and training camps.76

In this burst of activity to August 23, the liberation committees and their 
armed groups moved down the road to the province’s strategic prize: the camps 
and granaries at Vùng Phèn. Besides small weapons and ammunition, the 
bunkers contained large stores of rice. The Japanese military had hoarded it 
since late 1944, despite a severe famine that gripped the country and caused 
over a million deaths. After the Japanese emperor announced his intent to 
surrender on August 15, Japanese troops at Phú Bài handed their weapons to 
the Việt Minh and stood aside as they removed the rice.77

national airWaves

When Hồ Chí Minh delivered his independence speech on September 2, 
1945, in Hà Nội to a crowd of several hundred thousand, he was the the first 
Vietnamese leader to give a live nationwide radio broadcast. The Việt Minh’s 
ascension to power that August was due to victories not only on the ground 
but also in the air. Hồ Chí Minh was insistent on continuing this aerial pres-
ence. He issued an order to establish a national radio station just after arriving 
in Hà Nội. A Việt Minh communications team, likely trained by OSS radio 
operators, gathered local radio technicians and the parts to build a transmit-
ter. They took an old Morse code transmitter from the colonial radiotele-
graph center at the Bạch Mai airfield, and they converted it to transmit an 
AM radio signal, locating it at a building near the square where Hồ would 
give his independence speech. They flipped the transmitter’s switch and his 
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Proclamation of Independence of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam 
(DRV) went out live on the airwaves.78

This historic Vietnamese moment on the air signified not only a modern 
political entrance into the post–World War II world but also the beginning 
of a military organization that relied on radio as an aerial platform.79 The 
radio rebroadcasts on Allied and Japanese stations of the Japanese emperor’s 
declaration of surrender on August 15 spurred local Việt Minh committees 
into action; OSS agents accompanying Hồ Chí Minh on the journey to Hà 
Nội used radios to relay news and information to the American military 
headquarters in Kunming, keeping the Việt Minh informed of the series of 
events unfolding daily including the atomic bombings at Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki. The Việt Minh lacked airplanes, but at the independence speech, 
many Vietnamese in the crowd took the flyover of a squadron of American 
P-38 bombers as a sign of Allied air support.80

While the major events of the August Revolution depict a groundswell of 
Vietnamese support for independence, they also suggest the fragility of 
nationalism and diplomacy in a wider world now defined by several air pow-
ers, notably the United States and the USSR, that leveraged significant control 
over much of the planet’s airspace. Americans ended the Pacific War by deto-
nating two atomic weapons in the air above Japanese cities; a new ship, the 
aircraft carrier, helped turn the naval contest in the Pacific to the Americans’ 
favor. The Việt Minh as well as the prerevolution government headed by 
Emperor Bảo Đại in Huế used radio for communications and information 
about the war, but their presence in the air was much more tenuous.

• • •

Sixty years of colonial rule in Annam introduced new technologies, ideas, 
and species that catalyzed new ways of transforming the backcountry and 
Vietnamese society. But with the global depression and a Japanese military 
occupation, the “terraformers” had made little progress. In 1944–45 Allied 
bombing missions destroyed bridges on the highway and railroad, cutting off 
rice shipments from the south. Japanese troops hoarded rice in preparation 
for Allied amphibious landings, and many people on the central coast starved. 
Famine in 1944–45 killed over 1 million people. Detreuil du Rhins’s vision of 
cash crops and Kháng’s vision of garden cities had failed to take hold. 
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Guibier’s eucalyptus and filao nurseries propagated new trees, but they had 
yet to deliver any economic bounty.

Despite the lack of real change on the ground, the arrival of aircraft and 
radio in the 1930s played a powerful role in shaping futurist ideas and nation-
alist imaginations. New bird’s-eye images of the palace and coastal villages 
circulated in newspapers and textbooks. A lucky few managed to travel on 
airplanes, and many more watched them take off and land. Wireless brought 
world events into the local papers within a day of their occurrence, and radio 
in the early 1940s connected small audiences with distant events. Emerging 
nationalists such as Hồ Chí Minh and the provincial party leader Nguyễn 
Chí Thanh reached followers via underground pamphlets and newspapers. 
Then, on September 2, 1945, Uncle Hồ spoke to his countrymen in a live, 
nationwide broadcast. This new aerial perspective offered hope to national-
ists while it permitted the few French who had survived in Huế after 1945 to 
hold on to dreams of imperial networks.
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in July 1946 the chairman of the Province’s unDergrounD com- 
munist organization, Nguyễn Chí Thanh, said the following as he left the 
province to lead a newly formed Việt Minh tactical area covering six prov-
inces in north central Vietnam: “Stick with the people, for we only have the 
organization of the people to fight the enemy. Jungles, war zones are neces-
sary, but the deciding factor will be people’s organizations that can fight the 
enemy in their own villages.”1 Through a deal negotiated by Hồ Chí Minh in 
France, French soldiers replaced Chinese Nationalist troops in Huế on March 
6. From their arival, they worked with anticommunist Vietnamese to hunt 
down people like Thanh who narrowly escaped. In the four months that fol-
lowed, he established a tactical zone (khu chiến thuật) in the hills for com-
rades and their families who had escaped the counterrevolutionary sweeps 
in Huế. As he prepared to walk west into the mountains, he spoke with his 
com rades, reiterating the vital need to maintain personal underground net-
works inside the cities, bases, and villages. This was a pivotal moment for the 
Vietnamese revolution. A radical political organization led by students and 
political elites in Annam’s schools, coastal villages, and imperial towns had 
hastily formed military and political organizations. Anticipating a French 
military invasion by sea, they prepared defenses around Huế but set their 
sights on the hills. Few of Thanh’s comrades had likely ever ventured past the 
hills fringing their ancestral villages, and only a handful spoke Katu, Bru, 
Lao, or other languages of the people in highland communities along the 
trails.2 Thanh accepted the nomination as chairman of Tactical Interzone IV 
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(Liên khu chiến thuật IV), an area that included a formidable terrain popu-
lated by several dozen ethnolinguistic groups from Hải Vân Pass south of 
Huế past Ngang Pass and north to Thanh Hóa.3

While this image of du thượng (going to the mountains) has lent itself 
to many romantic and patriotic portrayals in Vietnamese stories, songs, and 
films, Thanh’s primary aim in this speech was not to glorify those who were 
volunteering but to remind them that their struggle depended on family ties 
and clandestine networks on the coast. Many loved ones would stay behind 
in ancestral villages, facing counterrevolutionary groups sure to label them 
as sympathizers. The political landscape in Huế was chaotic too. There was no 
longer an imperial government to provide cover for nationalists. Emperor 

figure 3.1. Interzone IV. Source: Approximate boundaries of Việt Minh–held areas 
by 1952 derived from Security Classified General Records, 1950–61, MAAG-Vietnam 
Adjutant General Division, Record Group 472, US National Archives and Records 
Administration, College Park. Map by author.
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Bảo Đại abdicated and joined the Việt Minh in 1945; when the first French 
troops moved into Huế in March 1946, he left Hà Nội for China and took up 
residence in Hong Kong.4 New coalitions of anticommunist nationalists, 
some affiliated with the former Japanese-backed government and others with 
the French, worked to root out communist sympathizers.

In terms of militarization, invading French troops violently reoccupied 
the airfields, cities, and ports while they posted allied Vietnamese soldiers in 
the hills. Việt Minh military and political units established tactical zones and 
networks in the mountains, and they fought French forces in the hills and 
almost to the edges of Highway 1 (see figure 3.1). As the war evolved from an 
anticolonial struggle in 1947 to a global cold war in the early 1950s, these 
ancient battlefields along the Inner Road became part of a more global front.

This chapter follows that evolving struggle but with more of a focus on 
how it played out in the landscapes around Huế than on the larger political 
history of the war. The unique histories and ecologies of these places shaped 
Việt Minh and French experiences as wartime victories and defeats produced 
new heroic and tragic places.

Du thượng

While the Việt Minh “zone” in Huế and much of Vietnam became associated 
with hideouts in the mountains, its military origins after 1945 began on the 
Inner Road. North of the sixteenth parallel, the Chinese Nationalist general 
in charge of the postwar occupation, General Lu Han, refused to rearm the 
French. Instead, he permitted Hồ Chí Minh and his Việt Minh government 
to build a “self-defense” force.5 Especially in Hà Nội and Huế, Việt Minh 
military leaders set to work training military officers, building regimental 
commands, and training infantry soldiers. This twist in the postwar occupa-
tion was not without pitfalls, however; communist leaders viewed the plan 
as an American “imperialist plot” lurking behind the banner of the Allies 
to arm noncommunist groups. Vietnamese Nationalist Party militias affili-
ated with the Chinese Nationalist army arrived in Huế with five thousand 
Chinese soldiers in September 1945. They competed with communists while 
taking part in the military training. Vietnamese Nationalist Party (Việt 
Nam Quốc Dân Đảng) partisans used their connections to the Chinese to 
create shared power arrangements with communist Việt Minh leaders in 
many villages.6

[[fig 3.01]]
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Amid these global arrangements and internal struggles, Việt Minh 
authority in the narrow territory of central Vietnam was precarious. While 
Việt Minh leaders were still in control of the civil government following the 
nation’s first popular election on January 6, 1946, they had to contend with 
many practical difficulties at all levels, especially issues of finance and mili-
tary preparedness. Hồ Chí Minh urged the new government to fight “three 
enemies”: famine, fire, and foreign invaders. The new government organized 
“gold weeks” to take contributions from citizens and rapidly build up the cof-
fers. In Dạ Lê two women from poor families donated their wedding earrings 
and urged other women to contribute. In many rural families, a woman’s gold 
jewelry amounted to her life savings.7 The government also relied on trading 
companies and smuggling networks to bring in commerce by sea. In Huế a 
branch of the Việt Thắng Trading Company managed imports and exports 
for the Việt Minh primarily via the Chinese port at Beihai. Even before Chi-
nese communists took over the port in 1949, Chinese Nationalist merchants 
participated in this trade, reselling supplies from the huge stockpiles of World 
War II weapons. Việt Minh groups used secret radio communications with 
the seaborne junks to arrange landings and transshipment to the hills.8

The power-sharing arrangements between the communist-led Việt 
Minh and the Vietnamese Nationalist Party frayed after just eight months 
when a provisional agreement and cease-fire signed by France and Vietnam 
on March 6, 1946, resulted in the removal of the Chinese and the arrival (in 
secret) of a small but heavily armed French military detachment in the former 
French quarter in Huế. French forces under General Philippe Leclerc had 
violently retaken port cities south of Đà Nẵng and moved up the Mekong 
River into southern Laos.

The Việt Minh used the opportunity, however, to purge Vietnamese 
nationalists and began a crash program to build their army.9 Over eight hun-
dred French soldiers had driven through the Lao Bảo pass and into Huế to 
occupy the southern bank of the Perfume River and heavily armed posts 
inside it such as the Morin Hotel, Quốc Học high school, and the former RSA 
offices. Once settled in the European quarter, they faced across the river the 
imposing walls of the nineteenth-century citadel with the Việt Minh’s red 
flag with gold star flying overhead.10 Several hundred more troops, mostly 
soldiers recruited from French Africa, moved into the airbase and training 
grounds at Phú Bài. A much larger force gathered offshore and in base com-
pounds near Đà Nẵng.11
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Việt Minh leaders on the central coast began preparations for a French 
offensive. They evacuated their newly formed Trần Cao Vân Regiment from 
Phú Bài into the hills. Only the regiment’s Eighteenth Battalion stayed to 
patrol the perimeter of the base in the hills of Vùng Phèn.12 French soldiers, 
mostly European officers commanding colonial African recruits, spent the 
summer amassing supplies at the airfield and constructing a ring of block-
houses with machine guns on the perimeter. They fired on anyone who 
ventured into the grassy perimeters; one memoir tells the story of a small 
child who wandered into the perimeter zone and was shredded to pieces by 
the guns.13

Contrary to French and other foreign representations of the Việt Minh as 
a jungle-based insurgency, the military forces that dug defensive works and 
prepared for a French invasion strove to maintain an organization deeply 
embedded in the ancestral villages of the Inner Road. Besides an under-
ground network of runners and supporters, the Việt Minh relied on radio to 
connect its military units and also to broadcast to popular audiences. Radio 
linked up what historian Christopher Goscha calls an “archipelago space,” a 
network of “forest villages” and provincial military commands as well as 
listeners. It broadcast from the cities before the French invasion, and after the 
invasion it broadcast from remote sites, even from stations in China, Laos, 
Thailand, and Burma.14 Hồ Chí Minh readily understood the power of radio 
to project his party’s claims to territory that had never—in colonial or pre-
colonial times—been fully integrated.15 While radio broadcasts played edu-
cational and patriotic programs, soldiers and partisans worked to educate 
themselves whether acquiring basic literacy or studying military texts. One 
newspaper in Huế, Chiến Sĩ (Fighter), circulated daily articles on military 
affairs ranging from practical defensive concerns to more philosophical top-
ics such as Sun Tzu’s Art of War.16

The keys to maintaining these logistical and political links between the 
highlands and the coast were a string of fortified hamlets in the foothills 
called tactical zones. Each tactical zone was located along one of the smaller 
east-west rivers running from the highlands to the sea, and most were situ-
ated in transitional spaces where bare hills gave way to forests and ethnic-Việt 
communities gave way to highlander ones. The first bases in Thừa Thiên–Huế 
Province were at Khe Trái and Hòa Mỹ, villages just west of Huế. Both had 
the advantage of being located within protected valleys but close enough to 
reach Huế in a day. The flow of information, persons, and materials followed 
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the rivers and ridge lines through this landscape. In winter 1947 the Việt 
Minh added two more tactical zones at Dương Hòa and then Nam Đông, 
hamlets located farther upstream and beyond the reach of French forces 
(figure 3.2).17

Fighting between Việt Minh and French forces began on Decem-
ber 19, 1946, in Hải Phòng, and a destructive French naval invasion at Huế 
commenced one month later, spurring thousands of young people to retreat 
from lowland defenses to the tactical zones. In the months leading up to 
the invasion, the Việt Minh urged its followers to dig tunnels, trenches, and 
barricades. In the city of Huế and in nearby villages, several thousand youths 
dug defensive positions with barricades, bomb shelters, and tunnels. Upon 
receiving word about the fighting at Hải Phòng, Việt Minh units blew all of 
the bridges to Huế along Highway 1. Việt Minh troops in Huế attacked the 
eight hundred outnumbered but well-armed French troops in the Morin 
Hotel and other government buildings in the French quarter, inflicting heavy 
casualties.18

Unlike the naval assault in 1883, this military landing met fierce resistance 
from the landing beaches to the streets of Huế. Launched just five days before 
the start of the Lunar New Year, this 1947 Tết offensive resulted in high 
numbers of civilian casualties and left sections of the town in ruins. French 
marines, most of them from French Africa, brought naval artillery and 
heavier weapons against the more lightly armed but dug-in Việt Minh. Việt 
Minh forces had governed Huế for a time after the August Revolution, and 
even after the return of French soldiers in 1946, they commanded a military 
regiment and enjoyed strong support in the villages. Their units engaged French 
forces invading by sea at two inlets, Tư Hiền and Thuận An (figure 3.2). 
French forces landed on the beachheads and took high casualties. One group, 
a few thousand troops with armored cars loaded on American-made military 
landing craft, unloaded at the banks of the lagoon at Truồi within a few 
hundred meters of Highway 1. The other group landed at Thuận An beach 
with armored vehicles to attack Huế from the north. In contrast to the French 
naval landing in 1883, French forces in 1947 met sustained resistance from the 
beaches to the city. The southern group required nineteen days to travel thirty 
kilometers along Highway 1 from Truồi before meeting the other group that 
reached Huế only two days earlier. From Huế and Phú Bài, French forces 
spent the next month reoccupying key military installations, finding them 
emptied with all supplies removed.19

[[fig 3.02]]
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As the French troops secured positions along Highway 1, they destroyed 
a number of village communal houses such as at Dạ Lê and Phù Bài and set 
up command posts at some of the region’s most historic sites. One the most 
symbolic was the Nam Giao Pavilion on the southern edge of Huế. Nam Giao 
included pine groves and a pavilion that hosted the annual rites the emperor 
performed to bring prosperity and good harvests to the kingdom. The profan-
ing of the site with French troops and military equipment gave a clear visual 
sign of the French position vis-à-vis the recently abdicated head of state, Bảo 
Đại. On the edge of the French quarter in the deforested spaces of Nam Giao, 
the French military established its Nord Annam–Huế Sector command.20

After French forces broke the Việt Minh defense, Việt Minh units retreated 
to the tactical zones. Over the next several years, this move uphill (du thượng) 
facilitated profound territorial and personal transformations, especially for 
thousands of Vietnamese youths. The political and military leaders of the 
Việt Minh had regrouped with their families at Hòa Mỹ for more than a year, 
since March 1946. The Trần Cao Vân Regiment’s three battalions retreated 
here and formed a company of commandos to operate guerrilla missions into 

figure 3.2. French invasion routes and tactical zones near Huế, 1947. Source: 
Shaded relief and landcover layers courtesy of ESRI Inc. Annotations and map 
production by author.
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Huế.21 After the French invasion, in summer 1947 more army units and 
larger communities of soldiers and their families continued the exodus, 
expanding tunnel networks into the mountains and digging bunkers and 
underground caches. The province committee aniticipated that French occu-
pation forces would force youths in the lowlands to serve with the occupa-
tion military, so it built the tactical zones as spaces for removing young men 
from their mid-teens to late thirties from villages along Highway 1. They 
established routes of communication—trails and secret codes—to guide 
youth volunteers into the war zones, opening paths for escape and for guer-
rilla teams to return.22

While most histories focus on the tactical elements of these zones, a 
Hương Thủy District history of the resistance captures some glimpses of the 
tolls on families in occupied villages whose sons and daughters had “gone 
uphill.” Resistance zones were difficult places to survive, even without enemy 
attacks. Mosquitoes carried malaria, and Việt Minh field hospitals were lucky 
to have quinine as a preventive medicine. Young women with limited training 
as nurses regularly risked search, detention, and torture for carrying medi-
cine from towns such as Huế into rebel areas. One doctor left a prosperous 
practice in Huế to carry medical supplies to manage a field hospital at the 
Khe Trái base.23 The tactical zones fostered deep emotional connections link-
ing people from different lowland villages with each camp. A district history 
describes this yearning for relatives: “The tactical zone was a place of much 
longing, excitement for reunions and deep compassion, here was a basis for 
understanding the preciousness of life. . . . In the afternoon, the people of Phú 
Vàng and Hương Thủy Districts looked from their homes in the countryside 
to the tactical zones in the distant mountains, remembering those working 
there in service, transport, communication, logistics, remembering their first 
trips into the tactical zones.”24 As the resistance continued for seven years, 
these emotional ties and the traffic in and out of the region helped forge new 
trails and webs of local networks through which the Việt Minh national 
vision extended across more of the central coast’s rugged terrain.

By 1948 this web of trails had not only greatly expanded in east-west, 
lowland-highland directions but had also added many north-south links 
paralleling the Inner Road in the foothills and highlands. A history of the 
trails in Bình Trị Thiên notes that by late 1948, the Việt Minh had established 
three main north-south corridors for nationwide travel. In those early years 
of the resistance, the trails connecting tactical zones such as Hòa Mỹ were 
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the preferred routes for soldiers moving north to the main battlefronts. In 
those early years, tactical zones in the highlands were more limited, and paths 
running along the border with Laos were less used. Finally, a third, coastal 
network of paths passed through safe houses and hiding areas in lowland 
villages and cities, a sort of underground railroad that connected to parts of 
actual railroad in Việt Minh–controlled provinces south of Đà Nẵng.25

Going uphill for the Việt Minh also meant going off the map, at least in 
terms of topographic maps. That “uphill” areas were generally not mapped 
was partly a reflection of the rugged terrain that had challenged French 
surveyors on the ground and in the air. The lack of roads, bridges, and build-
ings in the highlands precluded surveyors from laying geodetic benchmarks 
that allowed accurate measurements of distance and elevation. The steep 
irregular slopes, many of them covered in canopies of trees, made the geo-
metric correction (orthorectification) of air photos almost impossible. The 
lack of good maps of Việt Minh strategic zones and trails meant that French 
military intelligence teams had more difficulty communicating coordinates 
for artillery or aerial bombing.

For Việt Minh forces, communicating positions by place-name, ridge, and 
river helped keep their location more hidden in the grid-space of aerial maps. 
This topological mapping of highland terrain also reflected the fact that 
most of the thousands of youths who left for the highlands had likely never 
seen a topographic map, much less read one. The association of tactical zones 
to mountain-river intersections was an expression of a traditional Vietnam-
ese way of organizing the landscape. Atlases (such as the 1832 atlas discussed 
in chapter 1) recorded names for mountain peaks and rivers to aid coastal 
navigation and travel (usually on or along water) into the interior. Gazetteers 
and province geographies likewise began with a section titled “Mountains 
and Rivers” (núi sông). This traditional juxtaposition of rivers and mountains 
reflected not only a practical need for helping someone orient themselves 
but also a long-standing tradition of geomancy or feng shui (phong thủy, wind 
and water). Feng shui is a traditional science used to help individuals orient 
homes, businesses, and fields in propitious locations with respect to winds, 
possible floods, and less tangible flows—good air, abundant money, or good 
health. A core principal is that invisible “dragon lines” run through the spines 
of mountains and rivers, tracing paths of energy flows (chi). Although only 
a few individuals were experts in geomancy, most people were at least familiar 
with this system of orienteering.26
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Figure 3.3, an excerpt from two 1952 French map sheets of the Hòa Mỹ 
area, shows the area’s location at a nexus of topographic, environmental, and 
cultural borders. The finer isoclines in the open hills (white background) are 
matched with a finer orthography of place-names. Diacritics are included for 
Vietnamese place-names such as Núi Cảnh Giới (Boundary Mountain). West 
of Hòa Mỹ, as the elevation and slope increase, the level of detail decreases. 
Pen widths detailing streams and rivers are wider, less precise, and the names 
of higher, forested ridges shift to non-Vietnamese place-names such as Coc 
Par Nol Pran (possibly a Katuic name) and Động Chuối (Banana Ridge, but 
using the term “động” to denote a non-Việt community). Like the use of 
mountain peaks and rivers as an aid for surface navigation, use of these 
non-Việt place-names signed the movement into non-Việt cultural spaces. A 
recent province history of the tactical zones continues this more familiar style 
of description, noting that Hòa Mỹ was “situated between the Ô Lâu–Rào 
Quao Rivers and the forested ridge and foothills of Động Chuối.”27

figure 3.3. Excerpts of sheets 124E and 125W, Hòa Mỹ Tactical Zone. Source:  
US Army Map Service, “Indochine 1:100,000,” Series L605, May 1954. Underlying 
shaded relief, georeferencing, and annotations added by author.

[[fig 3.03]]
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In figure 3.4, a reconstructed oblique view of the Hòa Mỹ base area and 
the mountains behind it gives a more embodied sense of the space as this 
terrestrial gateway into Interzone IV. Việt Minh troops and area populations 
spent months carving tunnels, trenches, and protective barricades along the 
steep slopes of Động Chuối. This surface view also suggests how Việt Minh 
control of the highlands presented insurmountable challenges to French 
forces. The first French military offensive against the Hòa Mỹ base started on 
May 7, 1948, when three airplanes commenced a bombing attack followed by 
paratroopers landing along the dirt roads and bare hills. Infantry units, 
mostly composed of African soldiers, marched in by road from Highway 1. 
The offensive included a battalion of African soldiers, two battalions of 
Franco-Vietnamese troops, two artillery battalions, and thirteen armored 
personnel carriers. It lasted for sixteen days, but the French forces could not 
push past Hòa Mỹ into the mountains. Việt Minh units remained entrenched 
in rock bunkers carved into the higher slopes, sending artillery shells down 
into the valley.28

As the French airborne attacks intensified, the Việt Minh moved further 
into the highlands, forging new networks and, more significantly, integrating 

[[fig 3.04]]

figure 3.4. Oblique view of Hòa Mỹ area (valley center) and the forested foothills 
and valley beneath Động Chuối (left), 2017. Source: Google Earth with author 
annotations.
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non-Việt highlanders into their networked nation. Nam Đông tactical zone 
(figure 3.5), located at the headwaters of the Perfume River (Sông Tả Trạch), 
was fifty kilometers south of Huế. In spatial and cartographic terms, it lay on 
the edge of mapped territory; in ethnic terms, it was a different world before 
1947. In the old map of Dutreuil du Rhins, this was the blank space on the map, 
“inhabited by savages.” Limited colonial ethnographic essays on the local Katu 
(Cơ Tu) people described them as headhunters who engaged in “blood raids” 
against outsiders.29

Việt Minh organizing in this valley began after the French amphibious 
invasion of Truồi in February 1947. Several thousand Việt Minh partisans in 
coastal Phú Lộc District retreated here from the slopes of Truồi Mountain as 
French forces broke their defenses. A party history of this mountainous back-
country notes that Việt Minh bases provided vital east-west connections to 
north-south traffic on the Lao border. Việt Minh development projects here 
began with expanding rice fields and creating camps at Nam Đông. The official 
history reports that they aimed to educate their indigenous comrades (in 

figure 3.5. Nam Đông war zone. Source: US Army Map Service, “Indochine 
1:100,000,” Series L605, May 1954. Underlying shaded relief courtesy of ESRI Inc. 
Digitization, georeferencing, and annotations by author.

[[fig 3.05]]
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Vietnamese) who were “100% illiterate.” Besides opening literacy classes for 
the Katu people, the Interzone IV government promptly abolished all of the 
debts highlanders might have accrued before 1947, thus “liberating” them to 
support the Việt Minh effort. French forces mounted a large attack on Nam 
Đông in April 1949, but Việt Minh troops with Katu partisans repelled them. 
They held the region uncontested for the rest of the conflict.30

layereD sovereignty on the inner roaD

While Việt Minh partisans in these deeper mountainous zones encountered 
little military opposition to inland expansion, the situation in lowland vil-
lages such as Phù Bài and Dạ Lê was troubled by multiple competing authori-
ties. From August 1945 Việt Minh national guard (tự vệ) units helped foster 
development of the first postcolonial government, confirmed in a popular 
election in January 1946. Nationalist Party groups played a role in this early 
state-building process, too, protected by allies in the Nationalist Chinese 
military occupation. In February 1947 when French expeditionary forces 
launched the military invasion to reoccupy Huế, they violently attacked Việt 
Minh military defenses and prominent cultural sites under Việt Minh con-
trol. At Phù Bài on February 5, French forces razed the main communal 
house, ostensibly to prevent Việt Minh troops from sheltering there. Two days 
later they occupied the communal house and roadside pagodas at Dạ Lê and 
Thanh Thủy Thượng.31

From this violent start to France’s military occupation, the French posi-
tion vis-à-vis allied Vietnamese groups was fraught with problems too. Expe-
ditionary troops aided by allied Vietnamese tracked down Việt Minh political 
and military leaders who had not escaped to the war zones. Through 1947 and 
1948, Franco-Vietnamese forces detained, tortured, and executed these pris-
oners. The French military command and a hastily assembled Central Viet-
nam Governing Committee aimed to “pacify” village populations and cut 
them off from the Việt Minh mountain bases.32 The pacification strategy, 
ostensibly led by noncommunist Vietnamese groups, was at all levels under-
mined by French reluctance to cede sovereign control. Conflicts over the 
extent of Vietnamese versus French control of internal affairs arose at every 
level from village disputes to international diplomacy. France sent a new high 
commissioner of Indochina, Émile Bollaert, to negotiate with Hồ Chí Minh 
in March 1947. American diplomatic cables from the period remarked 
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extensively on the French “quandary” in relying on former Emperor Bảo Đại 
as a Vietnamese head of state. The former emperor retained an official title 
in the Việt Minh government and resided in Hong Kong with an entourage 
of supporters. Many noncommunist nationalists and Huế-area Catholics, 
especially South Vietnam’s future president Ngô Đình Diệm, expressed 
strong opposition to the return of the monarch.33

Bollaert tabled the Bảo Đại issue and named a prominent Huế Catholic 
and monarchist, Trần Văn Lý, as head of the Central Vietnam Governing 
Committee. Lý had been trained as a civil servant in the old colonial system, 
and he maintained muted nationalist aspirations. Unlike vehemently anti-
French Catholics such as Diệm, Lý held a modicum of respect in central 
Vietnamese political circles and was willing to work under French command-
ers.34 As an advisory governor of Central Vietnam (Trung Việt) with limited 
powers, Lý carried out one of Bollaert’s key directives, establishing a national 
guard with the task of shoring up security in the upper villages to prevent Việt 
Minh commandos from ambushing convoys on the highway. He directed a 
hastily assembled network of village and district chiefs in 462 “controlled” vil-
lages to recruit youths for this paramilitary force, the Việt Binh Đoàn (VBD). 
This would-be army built eighty-four forts and dozens of watchtowers along 
Highway 1. The expeditionary forces called especially European units, camped 
in heavily fortified bases at Nam Giao Pavilion, at the Morin Hotel in the 
French quarter, and at airfields such as the one at Phú Bài. They assigned expe-
ditionary troops, French Africans and several battalions of former Nazi sol-
diers, to camps along the highway; then they ordered the lightly armed, largely 
untested Việt Binh Đoàn to guard the hilly frontier with the interzone.35

This geographical split in military areas, VBD troops in the hills and 
French forces along Highway 1, produced deep rifts between Vietnamese and 
foreign troops. French forces were frequently caught in Việt Minh roadside 
ambushes, where commandos set explosive devices or opened fire on passing 
trucks. Upon being hit, the French troops retaliated against local villagers, 
whom they called nhà quê (peasants). Việt Minh commandos retreated, in 
many cases exposing relatives of VBD troops to French reprisal. A common 
story in such lowland villages as Dạ Lê described a husband or son returning 
from guard duty at a watch post on the hill to find a member of his family 
wounded or dead from the fighting. One governing committee report in 1949 
concluded: “If the French troops continue their policy of pacification by 
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terror, there will come a day of no return for repairing the Franco-Vietnamese 
problem. The withdrawal of French troops to their bases seems to be the only 
possible remedy.”36

Such reports highlighted a critical weakness in the French approach and 
counterinsurgency more generally. At the heart of the governing committee’s 
complaint was the issue of sovereignty and French extraterritoriality, espe-
cially in the villages and on the streets of Huế. As in the colonial days, French 
agents and troops could not be prosecuted by local courts; they operated 
outside Vietnamese law. The long-feared secret police from the colonial era, 
the Sûreté Federale (internal security forces), apprehended and interrogated 
Vietnamese suspects irregardless of their affiliation with the allied govern-
ment and without the Vietnamese authority’s knowledge.37

Even after the victory of Mao’s Chinese Communist forces in China in 
October 1949 and the French decision to bring back Emperor Bảo Đại as a 
head of state, officials in the post-1950 Associated State of Vietnam (ASV) 
highlighted the vicious bind that they and “ralliers” (people who left the Việt 
Minh) faced. They had to protect their community from Việt Minh reprisal 
as well as French military and secret police attacks. The ASV had no legal 
basis to protect individuals, especially ralliers, from French military attacks 
or detentions.38 Even as he returned to Vietnam, Bảo Đại refused to denounce 
the Việt Minh given the “treason-provoking” behavior of the French. On his 
return to Vietnam in June 1949, he laid a palm branch at a tomb dedicated to 
Vietnamese killed by the 1946 French bombardments in Hải Phòng. Members 
of his entourage openly talked about the Việt Minh guerillas who fought the 
French there as “our heroes.”39 Even high-level French military leaders such 
as Army Chief Georges Revers understood this double bind. He advocated 
giving full independence to Bảo Đại and turning the war over to the Viet-
namese national army; however, political opponents leaked his report with 
these recommendations, and Revers was sacked.40

Even on the ground, French military forces were internally divided about 
the war, often along ethnic and national-origin lines. A handful of European 
officers commanded mostly African units coming from Senegal, Tunisia, 
Algeria, and Morocco, all countries undergoing their own independence cri-
ses. The overwhelming burden of advancing French military aims in central 
Vietnam was borne by Africans. On the central coast in the Nord Annam 
Secteur, only the Second Foreign Legion Regiment, a group that included 
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former Nazi soldiers, was made up of mostly Europeans; the unit was stationed 
south of Đà Nẵng at the southern limit of French control, Hội An. Close to Huế 
an assortment of European tank squadrons, artillery batteries, communica-
tions companies, and combat engineers operated in the vicinity of Nam 
Giao.41 Throughout most of the French military occupation on the central 
coast, the area under Franco-Vietnamese control hugged Highway 1, creating 
an intensely volatile zone where VBD forces faced attacks from the Việt Minh 
zones and retaliation from French units behind them (figure 3.6). North and 
south of this string of highway, the Việt Minh–controlled most of the land 
from the mountains to the coast.

At a closer scale, the occupied zone did not cover all of the coastal areas, 
either. A sketch map of Việt Minh zones (plate 1) produced by the French in 
1952 shows zones of dunes, swamps and coastal estuaries also under Việt 

[[fig 3.06]]

figure 3.6. Franco-Vietnamese military units on the central coast, 1951. Source: 
Box 3448, Series 10H, Service Historique de la Défense, French Air Force Photo 
Archives, Fort de l’Est, Paris. Underlying terrain courtesy of ESRI Inc. Georefer-
encing and annotations by author.
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Minh control. Large coastal and estuary areas just a few kilometers north of 
Huế were described as “non-controlled,” too. French forces were thus limited 
not only by the friction of climbing hills but also that posed by moving across 
brackish, shallow estuaries and dunes.42 Isolated by the mountains and long 
stretches of coastline, the occupied zone was part of a struggling late colonial 
archipelago state. Supplies reached the French by ship from Đà Nẵng or by 
air, and the “controlled zone” extended just a few hundred yards from High-
way 1 in many places.

For African troops, proximity to Việt Minh zones often carried deeper 
political challenges, as Việt Minh propaganda highlighted that many of their 
countrymen in Morocco, Senegal, and especially Algeria were also waging 
resistance struggles. Resistance supporters circulated missives in Arabic and 
French aimed to win the hearts and minds of African and Arab “brothers.” 
One flyer obtained by French security services read:

freeDom is my life—it is also my chilD’s—o inDePenDence!

araB: Know that a jihad has been declared against the France that 
oppresses us all. Whoever wants to fight for independence knows that he  
will fight under the Independence banner.

Listen! In the conBan [Cao Bằng] region of Vietnam, [Việt Minh] veter-
ans have won a great success in a very short time. From 01 / 11 / 49 to 10 / 12 / 49 
they made 9 operations. Losses on the French side included: 112 killed, 17 
wounded, 63 prisoners. The recovered materials included: 1 mortar, 9 machine 
guns, 7 submachine guns, 181 British and American rifles, a portable radio, etc.

i fight for my country anD inDePenDence While yours is 
Being solD out—your soul Will Be lost43

While all sides in the conflict produced propaganda, flyers such as this 
struck at the heart of French African troops’ “motivation” to fight in Indo-
china. Like the VBD troops, they were caught in the middle of competing 
military logics.

The actions of African troops in the hills, especially a group of comman-
dos from Morocco, often triggered sectarian conflicts in a region where Viet-
namese Catholics were a powerful minority. In an effort to stem the flow of 
rice, medicine, and information into the mountains, French commanders 
outsourced this local counterinsurgency campaign to a distinguished unit of 
Moroccan light infantry unit, the Ninth Tabor. The “goums” had attracted 
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international attention in World War II for breaking the Nazis’ southern 
defenses in the Italian mountains. The word tabor came from Turkish for 
battalion, and the word goum was a Maghrebi Arabic word meaning people.44 
The goumiers were troops recruited from different tribes and castes but 
mostly from Berber-speaking peoples of the Atlas Mountains.45 The Ninth 
Tabor set up a headquarters at the Nam Giao Pavilion in early 1952 with the 
mission to destroy underground Việt Minh networks in the hills. Working 
outward from Nam Giao, they established fortified posts in villages and along 
roads by cutting down bamboo hedges, cutting and burning large brush and 
felling large trees. They established sniper positions on the denuded hills, and 
they used common tactics of intimidation at checkpoints to interrupt day-
to-day movements of people on roads and footpaths.

These actions caused obvious friction with villagers and the VBD, but they 
also triggered widespread protests as the goums targeted religious clergy, 
detaining them and raiding their churches and pagodas. The French sector 
com mander in Huế justified this tactic with the goums as a last-ditch cam-
paign called the Battle of Rice to more strictly regulate movement of rice 
postharvest. The goums were to be the model for training Vietnamese para-
military groups.46 The campaign escalated arrests as troops removed stores of 
rice from religious centers and individual households. Under new draconian 
rules, villagers on the central coast were permitted to store no more than ten 
kilograms of rice on their property. All other rice was required to be shipped 
to a government-controlled silo. Transporting rice in quantities greater than 
a few kilograms required signed papers from zone military authorities.47

If previous episodes of violence had not turned people in the lowlands 
against the French, the Battle of Rice triggered widespread protests and defec-
tions. Most important for the ASV, many prominent Buddhist and Catholic 
leaders threatened to turn on the French after a series of conflicts, especially 
with goum units near the base at Nam Giao. On an adjacent hill was one of 
the region’s largest Catholic seminaries, Thiên An. Priests there traveled to 
rural congregations throughout the region, and they frequently traveled across 
the borders into Việt Minh–controlled areas to conduct services and perform 
rites, especially last rites. The goums not only harassed the priests crossing the 
frontier but also raided the seminary, removing rice and other foodstuffs 
donated to feed the poor.

The father superior of the seminary wrote to the ASV government, to Bảo 
Đại, and to the French sector commander posted at Nam Giao highlighting 
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the dire situation. Catholic and Buddhist congregations were furious that 
the all-Muslim goums were not only taking rice in the seminary and several 
large Buddhist pagodas but looting the facilities and desecrating them. Both 
the seminary and the pagodas had traditionally stored rice on their prop-
erties to feed large numbers of people on holy days and to provide free food 
to the poor. The father superior, a man closely allied with such anti-French 
Catholics as Ngô Đình Diệm, echoed the sentiments of VBD commanders 
who suggested that this repression of local populations sounded a death knell 
for the ASV.48

Besides these deep disruptions in the cultural lives of people in the central 
coast, increased raids and use of American-supplied weapons by 1952 had an 
equally devastating effect on the natural and cultural landscapes of the cen-
tral coast. Nowhere was this impact more visible to Vietnamese and French 
as at Nam Giao Pavilion (figure 3.7) The Nord Annam–Huế Sector headquar-
ters was located on the approach to the imperial site next to the Ninth Tabor 
base. The rectangular plot of the Nam Giao Pavilion was completely denuded 
of the pines that shaded it. French forces used the level platform for surveil-
lance of the surrounding hills, and they dug bunkers for munitions under-
neath the concrete platform. While these actions might not have disturbed 
Huế residents who had grown up with decimated pine groves in the hills, the 
presence of French and Moroccan camps on top of the surrounding cemetery 
surely caused some alarm. This cemetery, close to the city and imperial sites, 
was a burial ground for many elite families.49

In the hills south of Huế, the four main military posts followed a logic of 
terrain—open sites with good views—and a logic of past militarization. 
Besides the bases at Nam Giao, French forces occupied two of the military 
areas, Dạ Lê Thượng and Vùng Phèn, left by the Japanese. The French com-
mander at the airfield ordered his Senegalese troops to set up camp across 
the highway at the base of a mountain with roads connecting to the airport 
and Dạ Lê Thượng (figure 3.8). The former leprosarium turned POW camp 
and Việt Minh training area was reborn in 1952 as Camp Oasis. VBD units 
guarded two key villages, Bang Lang and Dạ Lê Thượng.50

At hilltop posts such as Dạ Lê Thượng, the military’s clearing of trees and 
vegetation escalated after 1952 with the arrival of more American aid and 
mounting French concerns about Việt Minh attacks on Highway 1. French 
military engineers brought bulldozers and flamethrowers from Nam Giao to 
village posts for brush-clearing (débroussement) campaigns.51 Concerns for 

[[fig 3.07]]

[[fig 3.08]]
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security in this porous frontier meant that all trees, planted or wild, were 
destroyed. The fledgling tree plantations of 1943 were erased, and whitish 
blotches of bare clay indicated the locations of VBD posts (figure 3.9). The 
blackish veins in the image depict streams draining from the hills where low 
vegetation hugged the banks.

americans return

New bulldozers in the hills and airplanes overhead signaled the arrival of 
American aid to Huế, too, a small extension of more profound shifts elsewhere 

figure 3.7. Aerial view of Nam Giao Pavilion with zoomed view of graves, 1953. 
The larger base area in the image was the Huế Sub-Sector Command Headquarters, 
and the smaller base was a camp for African soldiers, first the Twenty-Eighth 
Senegalese and then the Ninth Tabor. Source: File TV310, August 13, 1953, Service 
Historique de la Défense, French Air Force Photo Archives, Fort de l’Est, Paris.
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figure 3.9. Aerial view of Dạ Lê Thượng Post, May 1953. Source: File TV310, 
Service Historique de la Défense, French Air Force Photo Archives, Fort de l’Est, 
Paris. Georectification and annotations by author.

figure 3.8. Detail from map “Military Sub-Sector.” Source: File 3368, Series 10H, 
Service Historique de la Défense, French Air Force Photo Archives, Fort de l’Est, 
Paris. Shading, circles, and annotation by author.
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in the Indochina War. As in the past, events in China played a crucial role in 
triggering this American return to military events. Mao Zedong’s victory 
in 1949 put Chinese communist troops at the northern border of Indochina, 
providing critical rear base support to the Việt Minh. Mao’s army gained full 
control of Hainan Island, too, putting Chinese ships and airplanes within 
easy striking distance of French positions in Hải Phòng and Hà Nội. The 
newly established People’s Republic of China extended diplomatic recogni-
tion to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in January 1950, and the United 
States passed legislation soon after to aid France and recognize the Associated 
State of Vietnam.52 At the same time that the US Congress authorized 
increased military intervention in Korea, it created a military assistance advi-
sory group (MAAG) and a special technical and economic mission with 
offices in Sài Gòn.

This pivotal moment, documented extensively by diplomatic historians, 
marked a decisive material shift for the French military.53 The first shipments 
arrived at Sài Gòn and Hải Phòng in early 1951 and included one hundred 
fighter planes, fifty bombers and air cargo transports, ground arms for thirty 
battalions, artillery, naval craft, and almost two thousand jeeps and six-by-six 
trucks.54 China responded to the American move by dramatically increas-
ing its military aid to the Việt Minh. By 1952 the PRC had sent 40,000 rifles, 
4,000 submachine guns, 450 mortars, 120 recoilless guns, 45–50 anti-aircraft 
guns, 30–35 field guns, millions of rounds of ammunition, and tens of thou-
sands of grenades.55 These twin flows of military aid to the French and Việt 
Minh respectively accelerated in 1953 and 1954 before the Việt Minh’s stun-
ning victory over the French forces at Điện Biên Phủ.

With the increase in American aid came a rapidly enlarging group of 
advisers, diplomats, aid workers, journalists, and spies. Fredrik Logevall’s 
history of the US entry into Vietnam follows two of the period’s most promi-
nent Anglophone writers, Englishman Graham Greene and French-raised, 
American-naturalized doctoral student Bernard Fall. They both wrote from 
experiences in Indochina from 1952 to 1954 in The Quiet American (1955) and 
Street without Joy (1961), respectively.56 Greene’s The Quiet American con-
veyed the notion that nonlethal aid was largely a front for clandestine political 
actions, and Fall’s Street without Joy described the precarious position of the 
French, especially on the central coast.

While American aid piled up at the port in Đà Nẵng, much of it did not 
reach the Huế area until late in 1953. The primary focus for Americans at the 
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time was a large-scale base construction effort at Đà Nẵng. Đà Nẵng before 
1950 had been a sleepy port; however, the Chinese military’s expansion to 
Hainan Island in 1950 caused American planners to abandon construction 
projects slated for bases near Hà Nội. The airfield and surrounding lands in 
Đà Nẵng grew into an American town of sorts. The base-building campaign 
featured new cargo docks, new barracks for American air mechanics and 
support staff, dozens of munitions bunkers, and improvements to the main 
runways and several auxiliary airfields.57

Another important, indirect effect of the Chinese communist victory was 
that it pushed a fleet of American military aircraft from China into the wider 
region. After war ended in 1945, Claire Chennault, the head of the American 
Flying Tigers squadrons at Kunming, purchased several surplus airplanes to 
fly aid to the Chinese Nationalists. After the Nationalists’ defeat, Chennault 
sold his small fleet to the US Central Intelligence Agency. Using a shell com-
pany called Civil Air Transport (CAT), the CIA bought the lot of airplanes 
for about US$1 million total and redirected the planes to support activities 
in Indochina. The old mix of Chinese, American, and European pilots con-
tinued flying CAT’s scheduled passenger flights via Taiwan as well as military 
charters to Indochina. This resurrected airline provided Americans and their 
French allies with quasi-commercial service to such cities as Huế, Đà Lạt, 
Quảng Trị, and Đà Nẵng. CAT, later made famous in the movie Air America 
(1990), was emblematic of the ad-hoc nature of early American involvement. 
Most of CAT’s pilots and its fleet of DC-3 aircraft had logged thousands of 
hours in the air over China, Korea, Japan, and Taiwan before arriving at air-
fields such as Phú Bài.58

By 1952 this air-hopping cast of American advisers oversaw the delivery 
of a relative flood of military equipment to Vietnam. Many US aid workers, 
like Pyle in Greene’s novel The Quiet American, worked clandestinely for the 
CIA. They dropped in from place to place in Indochina along with US mili-
tary advisers, journalists, and French officials. While novels such as The Quiet 
American portray the American aid workers as naïve and dangerous, archival 
records from the US mission in Sài Gòn suggest that the Americans’ first 
order of business was simply to figure how to get from one place to another. 
One of the first Americans to visit Huế was a public health officer, Dr. Clif-
ford H. Jope. Tasked with visiting hospitals on the central coast and the 
highlands, he found it near impossible to reach half of the towns. He wrote 
in October 1951 of his repeated frustrations reaching hospitals due to a lack 
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of reliable air transport and airfields. Planes frequently canceled stops at Phú 
Bài, and for more distant locations such as Quảng Trị, access by CAT’s larger 
DC-3 was impossible. Jope asked for a smaller plane to reach remote sites, 
and he provided the table shown in figure 3.10 to emphasize the poor state of 
the airfields.

As the war continued to worsen for French forces in 1953, the American 
presence in the air increased. A steadily increasing supply of planes and pilots 
meant more air traffic, development of runways, and more support for aerial 
photography. Surplus American World War II–era photoreconnaissance 
planes—B-26s with Fairchild K-17 cameras—generated in 1952–53 a new wave 
of air photography on the central coast.59 While French military commanders 
managed the air photography effort, pilot logs in Huế show that the com-
munity of pilots and photography technicians included many non-French: 
Americans, Englishmen, Chinese, Indians, Norwegians, and Swedes. French 
military commanders tracked their circulation through the military zone 
and paid special attention to their flights given concerns about planes flying 
over the interzone.60

[[fig 3.10]]

figure 3.10. Dr. Clifford H. Jope’s listing of airfield conditions and commercial 
service, October 1951. Source: Box 3, Mission to Vietnam: Office of the Director 
Subject Files, Entry 1430, Record Group 469, US National Archives and Records 
Administration, College Park.
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visiBility anD invisiBility

Despite this influx of eyes in the sky, little changed on the ground with respect 
to the boundaries of occupied zones along Highway 1. Although the bulldoz-
ers cleared hilltops and aerial photography missions helped to map new areas, 
French forces were unable to clear and hold frontier zones such as Hòa Mỹ 
or even coastal areas just a few kilometers north of Huế. In 1953 the French 
command launched an unprecedented airborne assault on the marshes and 
dunes, using American aircraft and an element of surprise to surround a Việt 
Minh regiment, the Ninety-Fifth, alleged to be camped there. Bernard J. Fall’s 
account of Operation Camargue, one of the largest French operations in the 
war, highlighted the continued inability of French and allied forces to even 
see their opponents. The combined air, land, and sea invasion involved over 
thirty batallions (approximately fifteen thousand troops) landing on all sides 
of the area of dunes, backswamps, canals, and arroyos. Mechanized battal-
ions of Spahis (French recruits from Morocco), Algerian infantry, ex-Nazi 
legionnaires, paratroopers, and amphibious units moved north on Highway 1 
to prevent Việt Minh forces from retreating hillward (figure 3.11). Fall 

figure 3.11. Operation Camargue. Source: Base layers courtesy of ESRI Inc. 
Details of operation from Bernard Fall, Street without Joy (Harrisburg, PA: Stack-
pole, 1961), 168.

[[fig 3.11]]
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reported that the invasion resulted for the Việt Minh in 182 dead and 387 
prisoners while costing the French 17 dead and 100 wounded. However, the 
bulk of the Ninety-Fifth Regiment’s forces escaped at night via a maze of 
canals and established trenches hidden by bamboo hedgerows.61

Fall’s account of the follow-up occupation of this region by Vietnamese 
allies highlights the failure of the French forces to connect not only with the 
complex landscape and ecology but also with the relatively invisible social net-
works binding Vietnamese people living in these zones. Fall recounts a con-
versation between two French batallion commanders after the operation:

“Funny,” said Major Derrieu from the 6th Spahis, watching some of the new 
[Vietnamese] administrators in the village of Dong-Qué, they just never seem 
to succeed in striking the right note with the population. Either they come in 
and try to apologize for the mess we’ve just made with our planes or tanks; or 
they swagger and threaten the farmers as if they were enemy nationals which— 
let’s face it—they are in so many cases. “That may be so,” said young Lieuten-
ant Dujardin, standing on the shady side of his M-24 [tank], “but I wouldn’t 
care to be in his shoes tonight, when we pull out. He’s going to stay right here 
in the house which the Commie commander still occupied yesterday, all by 
himself with the other four guys of his administrative team, with the nearest 
post three hundred yards away. Hell, I’ll bet he won’t even sleep here but sleep 
in the post anyway.”62

Comparing this observation by French officers to Nguyễn Chí Thanh’s quote 
at the beginning of this chapter about the strength of people fighting in their 
own territory, what both have in common is a ready apprehension of the 
centrality of human-based networks before, during, and especially after a 
major military action.

While French forces were repeatedly successful at violent insertions to 
occupy stretches of the central Vietnamese countryside, they lacked an ability 
to structure new village-level organizations in occupied zones. The French 
command’s reluctance to transfer authority to the ASV or military leadership 
to the VBD highlighted the double bind that noncommunist Vietnamese 
groups found themselves in, between the French and the Việt Minh.

What led majorities of elected representatives in the deliberative bodies of 
France and the United States to continue this war was not a lack of knowledge 
on the ground but an overwhelming faith in their global, aerial perspective. 
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For most Americans and French, Indochina was one space among many in 
a shifting global array of communist, noncommunist, allied, and nonallied 
spaces. The local concerns of VBD commanders or administrators were sub-
sumed within this larger, air-global set of concerns. Friction within such 
spaces as the central Vietnamese coast was inevitable, but French and Ameri-
can advocates of counterinsurgency continued to believe that sufficient clear-
ing of these spaces might ultimately open them to new social and spatial 
possibilities, integration into an expanding global network of commerce.
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ruins

the geneva accorDs, signeD on July 21, 1954, silenceD most of 
the guns. Slowly over the summer, combatants and governing bodies 
regrouped, abandoning forts and tactical zones they had established over 
nine years of conflict. In central Vietnam the Việt Minh moved to the north 
while French forces and State of Vietnam militias such as the Việt Binh Đoàn 
moved south. This period lasted three hundred days and permitted civilians 
and foreign observers alike the first glimpses of areas that had long been hid-
den behind battle lines. Evacuating French troops left behind caches of spent 
and abandoned weapons in urban posts. Most foreigners concentrated on the 
post-Geneva transition in the larger cities: Hà Nội, Hải Phòng, Đà Nẵng, and 
Sài Gòn. Very few made it to Huế or to rural areas of central and southern 
Vietnam.

Despite its proximity south of the new border and demilitarized zone 
following the seventeenth parallel, Huế and the central coast receded further 
from the limelight of nationalist performances, the protests and parades 
taking place on the streets of Hà Nội and Sài Gòn. On the central coast, the 
Geneva Accords brought a shadowy transition characterized by unchecked 
movements of soldiers, foreign and Vietnamese, recently released from active 
duty but not yet allowed to return home. Bands of French African soldiers 
camped on mountain slopes in former Việt Minh terrain while noncommu-
nist Vietnamese militias competed with one another for control of lowland 
villages. In the first year of cease-fire until July 1955, the Sài Gòn government 
continued a breakneck expansion of port, airfield, and military facilities at 
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Đà Nẵng, but only a trickle of this burst of American-funded military aid 
reached Huế and the airfield at Phú Bài. The idea that central Vietnam with 
its ancient delta villages and troubled hills might now be a noncommunist 
zone bore little relation to facts on the ground.

Before the Geneva Accords, the Việt Minh’s interzone governments 
claimed uncontested authority over large swaths of the central coast and the 
hilly interior. These areas were subject to ocassional French bombing raids 
and paratrooper operations, but since 1947, the Việt Minh organization had 
worked mostly unchallenged to develop new citizens, new soldiers, and new 
communes. They were the first Vietnamese state-building organization to 
integrate large areas of the central coast’s mountains into their networked 
nation of trails, clandestine logistics hubs, and radio transmitters. A map 
produced by American advisers in 1954 titled “The Viet Minh Situation in 
Indochina” (figure 4.1) shows the extent of these networks.

Unlike some key battle zones of the Indochina War in the north, much of 
the land in central Vietnam saw little damage until after the war’s end as tens 
of thousands of soldiers regrouped north and south. Ironically, it was the 
nature of the peace, not the war, that brought ecological ruin to many high-
land areas. The three-hundred-day regroupment meant that large areas of 
Việt Minh–evacuated hills and mountains were left without a replacement 
government. Party histories of the period describe life behind Việt Minh lines 
before the cease-fire as relatively orderly but subject to ambitious land reform, 
conscription, and literacy programs.1 The relocation of Việt Minh forces and 
party leaders north of the DMZ produced a political vacuum in the interzone 
that all but eliminated nine years of socialist nation building.

Many works by Vietnamese and foreign historians have examined the 
ebullient fervor with which Hồ Chí Minh and communist leaders in the north 
engaged in “building state socialism” while Ngô Đình Diệm and American 
allies in the south forged a Republic of Vietnam.2 Far from these crash pro-
grams in the capitals, however, life in the margins was more chaotic and 
splintered. In Huế rival militias sparred with the new national army. Diệm’s 
younger brother Ngô Đình Cẩn built a secret police unit and a network of 
business interests that by 1963 exerted a strong influence over the region’s 
politics and economy. He did all of this without holding any official office. 
He recruited a secretive network of junior officers from the VBD and from 
networks of fellow Catholics and local businessmen. Working through the 
Cần Lao (Workers) Party that supported his brothers Diệm and Nhu, Cẩn’s 

[[fig 4.01]]



figure 4.1. Việt Minh–controlled areas in 1953–54. Source: Security Classified 
General Records, 1950–61, MAAG-Vietnam Adjutant General Division, Record 
Group 472, US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park.
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network of spies and police commandos worked in a vaguely titled Special 
Works Division and pursued alleged communist agents and anyone who 
might rival the Ngô family.3 The United States was intimately involved in 
military construction and training around the Huế area by 1959, but its politi-
cal influence with Cẩn was nonexistent.

Today in Huế, Cẩn is most famous for his association with a special prison 
and interrogation center operated by his special police in the hills near Nam 
Giao. Chín Hầm (Nine Bunkers; figure 4.2) is now a national historical site 
and a memorial to over one hundred people who were taken by police and 
tortured there.4 As a site of well-documented suffering for all of Cẩn’s “ene-
mies,” the Nine Bunkers serves as a useful lens for exploring the ways a land-
scape of military and imperial “ruin” left behind after years of fighting and 
decades of colonial occupation played into this post-1954 period of extraju-
dicial torture and killing. As anthropologist Ann Stoler and others suggest, 
the term “ruin” reflects a “privileged site of reflection.”5 Certainly today, with 
the site’s individual prison cells preserved as historic reminders of the abuses 
of the American-Diệm era (1954–63), these ruins serve a highly constructed 

figure 4.2. An attendant at the Nine Bunkers monument opens the gate to 
Bun ker8, a bunker with twenty cells that were reserved for torturing Communist 
Party operatives, 1956–63. Photo by author, July 2015.

[[fig 4.02]]
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state-centered purpose of intentional reflection. Far less clear, however, are 
the ways that new ruins produced by the evacuation of French military forces 
in 1956 may have given rise to a man generally described (in communist and 
noncommunist works alike) as a monster.

Cẩn mobilized a secret police network that quickly established clandes-
tine settlements and outposts atop the ruins of the evacuated tactical zones. 
All of this he and his supporters did in spaces left behind after the evacuations 
of Việt Minh and French soldiers and the chaotic arrival of northern refugees 
and American aid workers. The Geneva-mandated evacuation, the sudden 
drawdown of French troops, and a flood of American equipment and weap-
ons produced the spaces and opportunities that enabled Cẩn’s ascent.

To understand why he chose to work through a special police network and 
not military or official government channels, one must appreciate the extent 
to which Vietnamese military commanders were allied either with French or 
American military networks. Cẩn’s deliberate choice to appear in public wear-
ing the traditional áo dài robes worn by mandarins and his refusal to appear 
in public with American officials suggest a careful attempt to craft an identity 
not tethered to the colonial past, to socialist networks, or to the growing 
American military infrastructure. Like so many Vietnamese, Cẩn made do 
amid the physical and legal debris of a prolonged anticolonial war. While the 
party-sanctioned biography of Cẩn duly marks out his many crimes against 
the resistance, one senses at some level a measure of respect even from party 
authors for the extent that his Special Works Division built a formidable secu-
rity infrastructure independent of people whom Cẩn viewed as sympathetic 
to French colonial hangers-on or subservient to American military advisers. 
As an American consul suggested in his reflections on Cẩn in 1961, the rapid 
expansion of this homegrown “shadow government” in Huế was in many ways 
a response with deep local support among Vietnamese who shared a resistance 
to the legacies of colonial and Cold War destruction.6

leaving the interzone

In the weeks after the conclusion of the Geneva Accords in August, the Việt 
Minh government of Interzone IV worked to remove the troops, political 
officers, archives, and equipment from its tactical zones south of the seven-
teenth parallel to portions of the interzone in the north. The Geneva Accords 
cut Interzone IV in half, and communities in the provinces of Thanh Hóa, 
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Nghệ An, Hà Tĩnh, and Quảng Bình received thousands of people relocat-
ing from south of the DMZ. Beginning in August 1954, the province’s party 
leaders gathered for final goodbyes at Hòa Mỹ, overseeing the removal of 
personnel and offices to the north. From August 17 to 19 almost three thou-
sand party cadres (cán bộ), military fighters, and civilians left Huế and started 
the trek north. On August 20 in Quảng Trị, another two thousand persons 
joined these northbound migrants. By October the northern half of the 
interzone had received over twenty-six thousand evacuees from Quảng Trị 
and Huế.7 

This orderly departure masked what party officials and local supporters 
recognized as a devastating gutting of Việt Minh government, communica-
tions, and security. As it completed the removal of its people and offices, 
Interzone IV’s new leaders issued the following words to party members who 
chose to stay behind: “Continue solving problems, agree with the provisions 
[of the Geneva Accords], follow the mission and new way of the Central Com-
mittee, fix mistakes, and address shortcomings. Staff at all levels have to see 
the [new] situation of Trị Thiên and the South. . . . The basic Party organiza-
tions must maintain confidentiality and ensure close ties with the masses. 
The work of reorganizing Party cells, choosing new Party members must be 
selective and proceed gradually, avoiding any shocks to the Party. Regular 
retraining of cadres is also needed to strengthen local organizations.”8 In 
effect, these words did little but soothe. The higher-ups relocating north had 
no inkling of the violence with which the new southern government would 
bring to Việt Cộng in the area (Việt Cộng nằm vùng). A party history of the 
tactical zone at Nam Đông reports that after the removal of most of the prov-
ince’s staff, remaining party members returned to the lowlands, where they 
were often imprisoned or killed by the Diệm government’s “denounce com-
munists, kill communists” (tố cộng, diệt cộng) campaigns. Many cadres stayed 
in the hills and relied on comrades from the highland groups to help them 
survive anticommunist purges in and around Huế.9

Months after the Việt Minh units departed, bands of French African sol-
diers moved into the abandoned tactical zones. Heavily armed bands of Sen-
egalese and Moroccan soldiers (including the goums) camped in abandoned 
Việt Minh areas and declared to South Vietnamese officials that they intended 
to stay. A memo by the province’s police chief noted that the Moroccan sol-
diers were generally friendly to area persons and were not violent. One group 
camped at a waterfall below the former tactical zone at Nam Đông. When 
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local people gathering fuelwood approached, the troops gave them bread. The 
police chief also noted that a French military plane made routine airdrops of 
food and supplies, suggesting continued military support of this effort.10

The consequences of this expansion of French soldiers uphill were not just 
political but ecological. Without any clear government authority, foreign 
troops and landless locals attempted to extract anything they could for their 
camps and to earn money. Peacetime freed them to cut forests without fear 
of attack. A new forestry chief in Huế attempted to counter the destruction. 
Nguyễn Hữu Đính wrote that nine years of war had taken a heavy toll on the 
region’s forests, but after August 1954 destruction of the pines “grew like a 
storm.” He estimated that over 1 million trees were cut in the nine months 
following the cease-fire.11 Đính and his colleagues implored French military 
commanders to rein in this forest destruction, comparable as it was to looting 
in the cities.12

chaos in the occuPieD zone

For the villages along Highway  1, the social and physical impacts of the 
Geneva Accords in the months immediately after their signing are poorly 
understood. State of Vietnam and French military records provide glimpses 
of the chaos and violence unfolding in such places as Hương Thủy and Dạ 
Lê. In the villages along Highway 1, Vietnamese military units and paramili-
tary police associated with a spate of pro-French political parties took advan-
tage of the cessation in hostilities to track down and detain communist rivals. 
Similar to Ngô Đình Cẩn’s shadowy government of Personalist Party mem-
bers and special police, these paramilitary police did not fully belong to the 
province or the state.

One of the largest such forces camped near Huế was the Bảo Chính Đoàn 
(BCD; Primary Security Division). This paramilitary force was made up 
mainly of northerners; it relocated south of the DMZ from the Red River 
delta. It enjoyed support from members of the royal family as well as many 
pro-French Vietnamese in a Greater Viet Party (Đảng Đại Việt). In Huế by 
September 1954 a fledgling Vietnamese national army shared power with the 
BCD and VBD, separate paramilitary groups jockeying for control in many 
lowland villages. Eager to forge a new space for themselves, the BCD agres-
sively pursued alleged communists too.
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In one incident of BCD-related violence, the post-Geneva province chief 
in Huế wrote to the central Vietnam delegate—another provisional govern-
mental position created by the French—about two alleged communists caught 
by BCD police in Thanh Thủy Thượng Village. Two BCD platoons stopped 
two individuals without legal identification papers at a checkpoint. As they 
apprehended them, the two individuals called out to fellow villagers for help. 
Instantly, over three hundred villagers surrounded the BCD platoons, threat-
ening them with bamboo spikes to let the two neighbors go. The platoons 
radioed in to a Vietnamese National Army (VNA) post at Dạ Lê for backup, 
and a company of soldiers soon arrived. They dragged away twenty-one vil-
lagers and the two detainees to the district jail.13

In these new spaces opened up by mass relocations and large supplies of 
surplus arms, bitter local contests also erupted between Vietnamese loyal to 
France and those who resented the French, feeling caught between destruc-
tive French military actions and Việt Minh military pressure. The newly 
formed VNA was divided from the top down, as officers challenged each 
other and on occasion South Vietnam’s leaders. From his first days as prime 
minister of South Vietnam in August 1954, Ngô Đình Diệm and his brother 
Nhu built networks of anti-French, Catholic allies to challenge the pro-French 
commander of the National Army, Nguyễn Văn Hinh. In Sài Gòn, American 
diplomats and spies assisted Diệm with President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
promising to directly support the National Army with a “crash program” of 
aid once it cut off relations with French advisers.14 Especially in the Ngô fam-
ily’s home lands around Huế, a pro-Diệm network led by Ngô Đình Cẩn 
worked to draw in significant numbers of lower-ranking officers from the 
paramilitaries, mounting a grassroots effort of sorts, even within networks 
in historic villages.

French military intelligence reports from the Huế Sector in August 1954 
reported these “anti-French activities” with great alarm. One such report, 
dated August 3, 1954, describes on the local scale how such campaigns worked. 
One Sergeant Hiếu accompanied two national guard soldiers from the post 
at Phú Bài airfield to a meeting at the house of Mr. Ngô Thảo in nearby Phù 
Bài Village. The sergeant, an intelligence service informant, reported that all 
attending were Catholic. His recounting of Mr. Thảo’s discussion bears read-
ing in full to convey the extreme range of military options being considered 
and the deep divisions within the anticommunist ranks. He said:
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Ngo Dinh Diem will travel shortly to America to ask the armed intervention 
of that country against the French and the V.M. [Việt Minh] If Ngo Dinh 
Diem lets the French share Vietnam, it is because he hopes that a US reaction 
will materialize in the atomic bombing of the V.M. area. France looks, after 
the division of Vietnam, like a prostitute who offers to everyone, even a leper, 
for money. It’s a treacherous enemy that we must fight before the V.M. who 
are our countrymen. Our duty, patriotic Catholics, is to effect all anti-French 
propaganda. This propaganda must emphasize the loss of prestige of France 
after the Geneva conference.15

While diplomats and heads of state negotiated in Sài Gòn, Paris, and Wash-
ington, similar conversations broke out in homes, garrisons, and schools 
across Vietnam. Contrary to popular notions that the Geneva Accords effec-
tively ended French involvement in Vietnam, these struggles revealed the 
depth of hostilities between Vietnamese and French forces even within the 
same military organization. Just a few days after this event in Phù Bài, another 
French military informant reported that an anti-French faction of local forces 
in central Vietnam led an assault on the army post at Dạ Lê on Highway 1. 
They took 28 Vietnamese soldiers hostage; only 2 escaped. More importantly, 
the anti-French faction made away with 17 submachine guns, 14 rifles, 2 cases 
of grenades, and other equipment.16

In some respects, the Geneva Accords prolonged the chaos by stipulating 
(in Article 2) that the French Union military forces had three hundred days to 
regroup at bases and camps in the south. Around the bases at Huế, this meant 
that European French commanders and French African troops remained in 
control of security at key ports and airfields until May 1955. Phú Bài airfield 
remained a center for French military commanders during this period, and 
occasional conflicts with Vietnamese workers and military units highlighted 
the unusual stresses of post-Geneva life.

As more Americans and military personnel traveled by air to Huế, Phú 
Bài airfield became a stage for local people, too, to air their grievances directly 
with Americans. One of the first such incidents took place in September 1954. 
After an American plane touched down, over two hundred workers mobbed 
the delegation on the tarmac. After July 1954, the French military stopped pay-
ing their salaries. The workers had not been paid for two months, so they 
protested to the new foreign advisers for their salaries. French military police, 
afraid for the safety of the Americans, fired tear gas into the crowd and severely 
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injured two women. An investigation into the “politically sensitive” incident 
involving senior American officials, French troops, and Vietnamese workers 
blamed delays in establishing new transfers of American funds from Sài Gòn 
to Huế. The United States had, even before 1954, been indirectly paying for 
the airport services; it sent payments to the French military commission that 
in turn paid the Vietnamese.17

Besides working out new ways to pay for and operate formerly French-
controlled installations, the South Vietnam government began the difficult 
and necessary work of excavating military materials while attempting to 
build new military infrastructure. French forces, upon evacuation, hastily 
buried caches of machinery, munitions, and weapons. In some cases, they 
dumped weapons in the rivers, and in others they covered bunkers with dirt. 
Vietnamese officials in Huế recorded scores of caches uncovered after French 
units evacuated; the hills around Huế were littered with them. One report 
dated May 25, 1955 lists the details of one such find: a mountainous junk pile 
of American-made brakes, radiators, pieces of GMC trucks, and totaled 
jeeps.18 Vietnamese police and military units, desperate to maintain stocks 
of ammunition and arms, noted with alarm the systematic destruction of 
weapons. One report dated March 9, 1955, described French barges loaded 
with ammunition leaving the beach at Thuận An, either to salvage the muni-
tions or dump them offshore. French troops along Highway 1 moved heavy 
guns, rifles, carbines, and pistols to dump in the rivers too. Wherever possible, 
Vietnamese police and troops intercepted them to recover these American-
made weapons.19

For South Vietnam, salvaging French military waste was critical because 
the Geneva Accords limited new purchases of weapons. Second, the possibil-
ity of unmanaged caches meant that rival groups or Việt Minh cells might 
recover the weapons themselves. Finally, this military junk produced chal-
lenges for American advisers to the Diệm government since most of the aban-
doned equipment was of American origin, materials lent or given to France 
through the mutual assistance programs.

american aiD anD the gloBal airsPace

Besides retrofitting South Vietnam’s military, American aid played a pro-
found role in connecting Vietnamese landscapes to a global air network. 
Where French troops had in 1947 returned to Vietnam by sea and reoccupied 
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urban strongholds and ports, Americans arrived at airfields and used them 
as critical nodes for nation building. Their unprecedented emphasis on air 
spaces was in many respects a byproduct of the boom in aircraft manufactur-
ing during World War II, especially of one plane, the C-47 Skytrain, a mili-
tarized version of the DC-3 (figure 4.3). As a plane designed to transport 
troops, bombs, and cargo, the C-47 played a pivotal role in the American 
D-day invasion at Normandy, dropping paratroopers behind German lines. 
Douglas Aircraft’s sprawling plants in Southern California produced thou-
sands of planes, as did Allied plants in Britain, Russia, and postwar Japan.20 
After 1945 the US military began selling off planes, and they found homes in 
the air fleets of American-backed nations such as South Korea or in private 
military charters such as Chennault’s pro–Chinese Nationalist CAT group. 
The plane became an icon of early Cold War struggles from the Berlin Airlift 
to the Indochina War.

After the Geneva Accords, DC-3s went into service for a South Vietnam-
ese airline, Air Vietnam, and militarized C-47s helped form the South 

figure 4.3. Shadow of a DC-3 / C-47 over rice fields. Source: File 10H3254, Service 
Historique de la Défense, French Air Force Photo Archives, Fort de l’Est, Paris.

[[fig 4.03]]
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Vietnamese air force. More DC-3s and C-47s arrived in 1956, providing many 
people with opportunities to travel by air across the country and overseas to 
such destinations such as Manila, Tokyo, Bangkok, and the United States. 
The planes had become global symbols of American aid from Berlin in the 
1948–49 airlift to urban and mountain airfields across Asia. Their low landing 
speed allowed them to land on shorter runways, and the all-metal construc-
tion of the C-47 permitted landings on dirt. They provided a physical air plat-
form for linking up remote airstrips in the central highlands with Sài Gòn 
and a regional network of affiliated fields in Southeast Asia and Japan. Viet-
namese bases and military organizations became linked into the network 
of air spaces in this military aerial economy and into an American-directed 
network of off shore contractors, technical experts, and military logistics 
managers working at key air materials areas in the Philippines and Japan. 
Given strict limitations on military personnel placed inside Vietnam, the 
United States relied upon this extraterritorial Pacific network to provide 
training and repair damaged equipment.21

On the ground in Vietnam, the American advisory mission was limited 
by the Geneva Accords to several hundred staff, but with connections to a 
global military logistics network they managed an unprecedented flow of mili-
tary materials in and out of Vietnam. In the first years after 1954, the operation 
was complicated by commitments to France and Vietnam. The United States 
had supplied the French military in Indochina with airplanes and equipment 
since 1950, and US military personnel such as airplane mechanics were already 
deeply rooted in French military operations at bases in Đà Nẵng and Sài Gòn 
by 1953. After the Geneva Accords, American military aid in Vietnam was 
bifurcated between the old program for France (in Indochina), the Military 
Assistance and Advisory Group–Indochina (MAAG-Indochina), and the new 
MAAG-Vietnam.22 In 1955–56 MAAG-Indochina facilitated the exit of French 
forces and their equipment while MAAG-Vietnam worked with abandoned 
French equipment and salvaged airplanes for the Army of the Republic of 
Vietnam. Because the Geneva Accords placed strict limitations on military 
buildup, MAAG-Vietnam had to salvage existing equipment without draw-
ing criticism from international observers sent after the 1954 cease-fire.23 This 
simultaneous export and import of military goods brought a flood of activity 
to the docks at Đà Nẵng and Sài Gòn. In one month, September 1956, MAAG 
staff signed off on US$230 million of materiel—trucks, ammunition, and 
aircraft—leaving the docks with French forces. In the same month, they 
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managed the overhauling and import of 25 C-47s for South Vietnam’s air force, 
seven hundred trucks, and several thousand tons of ammunition. While this 
equipment was heading into the port at Đà Nẵng, over fourteen thousand 
junked vehicles awaited export for similar repairs.24

While MAAG and TERM (Technical Equipment Recovery Mission) 
staffers in Huế never numbered more than a dozen, they played a pivotal 
role in 1955–56 in directing the refurbishment of an ARVN division and 
expanding facilities around Phú Bài. They linked ARVN military units to a 

figure 4.4. Comparison of 1952 and 1963 air photographs. Source: File TV279—
ELA54—June 4, 1952, French Air Force Photo Archives, Fort de l’Est, Paris; Mission 
F4634A, ON#69708, Record Group 373, US National Archives and Records Adminis-
tration, College Park. Digitizing, georeferencing, and annotations by author.

[[fig 4.04]]
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global infrastructure of military bases, supply depots, and repair facilities. 
A comparison of historical air photography from 1952 and 1963 shows the 
extent of this American-supported construction around Phú Bài (figure 4.4). 
While Phú Bài was small compared to Đà Nẵng, by 1963 it included radio 
antenna farms, runways capable of landing jet aircraft, an army base, several 
refugee settlements, a military administrative compound, and new ammuni-
tion bunkers. Airfields like Phú Bài became hubs of this American aerial econ-
omy. Longer runways, modern control towers, weather stations, high intensity 
lights, visual omni-ranges, hangars, and bunkers guided this traffic.

Besides rapidly urbanizing the dunes and bare hills of Vùng Phèn, the 
American focus on Phú Bài provided an opportunity for Vietnamese officials 
to move military personnel and the ruins of decades of colonial military 
occupation from sites inside the city, especially Nam Giao. A Vietnamese 
adviser for the region took advantage of the American construction to push 
ARVN military units out of the city. He noted that French officers and the 
goums had camped amid Nam Giao’s royal sites and tombs since 1947. By 
eliminating the military post and opening the site to the public, he hoped to 
reopen a “historic monument of state culture and religion.” He asked the 
MAAG office in Huế to remove buried piles of artillery shells and his military 
colleagues to relocate to Phú Bài.25

shaDoW government in french anD viê. t minh ruins

If the DC-3 was a symbol of US aerial influence, the Nine Bunkers was a 
fitting symbol for Cẩn’s reign in the cities and villages of the central coast. 
He held no official office in the RVN, but after the Geneva Accords he quickly 
assembled a network of anti-French, mostly Catholic loyalists from area 
businesses and the police who used the family’s political party to build a 
regional empire.26 As had the communists, he used a political party to 
connect leaders in military and civil affairs at all levels. His Cần Lao Party 
allowed him to coordinate loyalists, promote cronies, and punish critics.27 
He formed a special cases unit in the province police and claimed the aban-
doned bunkers on Ngữ Tây Hill near Nam Giao as a site for extralegal inter-
rogations and torture. He lived nearby with his mother and a former nanny, 
Mụ Luyến, who people regarded as his mistress, the “first lady of the Advisor 
of Central Vietnam.”28 Abandoned since the mid-1940s, the bunker complex 
functioned as a dark space. It held not only communists but any “enemies” 
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of the Cần Lao. Cẩn’s special police rounded up such adversaries as “French 
spies,” the manager of the Morin Hotel, and, after a series of protests in 1963, 
Buddhist clergy and students.29 While rumors in Huế swirled around the 
abandoned bunkers, by 1956 Cẩn’s network reached far beyond Huế to Đà 
Nẵng and down much of the coast. In Huế he combined use of the Nine 
Bunkers prison site with what American intelligence observers feared were 
“death squads” to engage in targeted assassinations of suspected commu-
nists and political rivals.30 More than his brother Nhu in Sài Gòn, Cẩn was 
adamant in keeping his special police unit separate from CIA operatives too. 
Americans at the US consulate in Huế remained largely cut off from the Cần 
Lao networks.

In such villages as Dạ Lê and Phù Bài, the Cần Lao enforced support by 
insisting that all members of village councils and police offices be members 
and therefore subject to regular training courses in Huế. Anthropologist 
James Trullinger, based on his interviews with residents in 1975, describes in 
more detail how this new organization coerced locals to participate. Besides 
swearing allegiance to the Cần Lao, village councilmen serving at the time 
engaged in common abuses of power such as renting out communal lands in 
exchange for bribes. Whether they supported the Cần Lao or not, villagers 
knew that in order to rent land or obtain “public” medical services, they 
needed to pad the pockets of the village council. Those councilors in turn 
paid part of these bribes to district and provincial Cần Lao Party officials 
for the “privilege” of collecting them. Village councilors were also required 
to ensure the party’s success at the ballot box through coercion or ballot box 
stuffing.31 Most threatening however, especially to families who had children 
in their teens, was the requirement that all village youth join the party’s 
Republican Youth, an organization modeled directly after the Hitler Youth 
with similar brown shirts and militaristic assemblies. Those children who 
did not attend rallies or assist local military forces were deemed antigovern-
ment or, worse, as “Vietnamese communists in the region.”32

This pyramid-like corruption scheme resulted in private enrichment and 
funds traveling up the chain of command, but it rarely returned benefits to 
the village. Council members in Dạ Lê realized this in 1956 when they 
attempted to regain control of their village’s school from the district military 
commander. Only the richest residents in the village could afford to send 
their children to Huế for school, but the village school promised education 
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to all. Residents had built the school from their own funds after the August 
Revolution in 1945, and the school operated from August 1945 until February 
1947, when French soldiers invaded and claimed the school grounds, turning 
it into a military post. After July 1954, the ARVN continued to occupy the 
school grounds, keeping the school closed.

The village council—all loyal Cần Lao members—first asked the local 
military commander and then wrote directly to President Diệm in 1956. They 
explained their plight and asked him to relocate the military down the high-
way near Phú Bài. That summer and fall, in a series of exchanges between the 
village council, the province chief, the central Vietnam regional delegate, and 
the Ministry of Education, everyone repeatedly agreed that the school 
grounds should be returned. However, no office volunteered the funds to pay 
for the school’s reconstruction or the creation of a new military post. The 
province chief finally asked the village to contribute funds to pay for a new 
miiltary post if they wished to regain the school.33 This failure of local Cần 
Lao partisans to bring even the most essential nation-building benefits back 
to the village highlights the stark limits to development or aid beyond mili-
tary bases and certain privileged groups.

Besides building its political networks in the lowland villages, Cần Lao 
partisans also pushed their influence hillward, establishing refugee settle-
ments directly on top of the two largest Việt Minh tactical areas, Hòa Mỹ 
and Nam Đông. Strictly from a landscape perspective, a development focus 
on these abandoned sites made sense, as both were logistical hubs located on 
transportation corridors linking the lowlands to key highland valleys. From 
a more symbolic perspective, however, these two former tactical zones were 
critical nodes in the social and logistical networks that the Việt Minh had 
developed with participation from highland groups. Hòa Mỹ and Nam Đông 
were “cradles of the revolution” (cái nôi của cách mạng), not just defensive 
bulwarks. They were centers where many highlanders became literate (in 
Vietnamese), joined party ranks, and participated in the defense and gover-
nance of the interzone.

The Cần Lao’s special police thus viewed both of these highland gateways 
as special targets in their reign of terror. They directed the province’s allotment 
of American bulldozers, road-building equipment, and funds for refugee reset-
tlement to raze the grounds and then repopulate both sites with refugees from 
the north, most of them Vietnamese Catholics from the Red River delta. This 
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joint sedentarization and gentrification program produced a facade of a refu-
gee settlement at each location while special police and military units hunted 
for the region’s remaining communists. Their violent tactics in the lowlands 
all but eliminated former Việt Minh political cadres in lowland villages while 
several hundred Việt and highlander members hid out in the hills. Local party 
histories describe this moment as one of the darkest in its history. At the 
signing of the Geneva Accords, some 23,400 persons were party members in 
Thừa Thiên–Huế; by 1958 the number had dwindled to several hundred.34

While the province government in Huế presented these settlements as 
models for a nationwide agricultural development center (dinh điền) scheme, 
American visitors to both sites expressed deep skepticism. In the southern 
highlands and the Mekong delta, the US Operations Mission supported the 
government’s refugee program to establish new settlements for thousands of 
individuals. On the central coast, however, marginalized by Ngô Đình Cẩn, 
Americans had little contact with these projects and viewed them as thinly 
veiled fronts for Cần Lao domination. The American consul in Huế, John 
Heavner, paid a visit to both sites in 1959, as they had been built with US 
equipment and funds. At Hòa Mỹ he noted that Cẩn’s party followers directed 
the aid money into a Cần Lao business growing kenaf for paper manufactur-
ing. American food aid and equipment supported the settler-workers while 
profits directly benefited Cần Lao loyalists. At Nam Đông, he noted a similar 
mix of military and civic aid. Bulldozers cleared debris for new military posts 
while settlers depended on food aid arriving on trucks.35

At Nam Đông in particular, this new wave of development was a radical 
departure from earlier Việt Minh settlements in both ecological and social 
terms. Ecologically, the new settlement emphasized intensive agriculture 
in what had always been a swidden system. Further, the construction of an 
all-weather road from Huế opened up the valley’s forested slopes to clear-
cutting, triggering mudslides. While in the past Vietnamese had ventured to 
Nam Đông by foot trails, the new road brought in half-ton GMC trucks, bull-
dozers, and armored vehicles. With materials arriving on flatbed trailers, a 
roadside town emerged with military post, school, dispensary, post office, 
and government office (figure 4.5). However, once the refugees arrived at their 
rows of hastily built homes on a new grid of gravel roads, they struggled to 
build an agricultural economy from the razor-thin topsoil. They remained 
dependent on aid. An RVN summary of the settlement at Nam Đông enu-
merated various schemes to expand rice paddies and plant industrial crops. 

[[fig 4.05]]
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None of the plans worked, and the instant community of resettled northern-
ers remained dependent on aid shipments and the protection of the ARVN 
outpost across the river.36

This new development model at Nam Đông, a suburb-like village with 
gridded streets and a nearby base surrounded with guard towers and fencing, 
was also a radical social departure from the Việt Minh community that pre-
dated it. The RVN government, especially President Diệm, insisted on estab-
lishing sedentary agricultural communities in the highlands, a move that 
alienated the Katu people who had farmed swidden plots there for centuries.37 
Many RVN officials still viewed the Katu as “savages” (mọi) and fostered a 
divide between lowland settlers and the Katu. The settlement featured ethnic 
Vietnamese army posts and was developed exclusively for ethnic Vietnamese, 
cementing Katu support for the communists. The Việt Minh by contrast 
continued to encourage swidden cultivation partly as a means to survive and 

figure 4.5. Nam Đông settlement. Source: Mission J7321, ON#94794, Record 
Group 373, US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park. 
Annotations by author.
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partly to retain vital Katu support. Lacking roads and foreign aid, they relied 
on Katu crops such as cassava. When party leader Lê Duẩn visited in 1953, he 
urged Katu comrades to “turn the hilly wilderness into swidden gardens.”38

The relationships that Việt Minh leaders forged with the Katu during the 
interzone years proved resilient even during these RVN intrusions. American 
anthropologist Gerald Hickey noted this with Katu people and spoke publicly 
about the RVN’s deep alienation of highland groups, drawing attacks from 
the Diệm government. Hickey encountered this tension firsthand when he 
visited a settlement a few mountain ridges south of Nam Đông in 1957. He 
traveled upriver from Đà Nẵng with a Katu-Việt merchant and an American 
missionary. Upon reaching the Katu village, he met men wearing loincloths, 
their long hair decorated with boar tusks. At the village, the group met with 
a village chief in a room decorated with the spears used in the group’s “blood 
hunting” raids. When the American group attempted to present the chief 
with a donation of American medical supplies and rice, the chief surprised 
them by declining, explaining “the ‘Viet Minh’ would not like it.” His son 
had “gone north” in 1954, “and the Viet Minh would be angry if we took food 
from [Westerners].”39 Relationships between the Việt Minh and the Katu were 
key to sustaining highland trails.

remilitarizing the highlanDs

The refugee settlement at Nam Đông marked the beginning of a new Amer-
ican-backed military struggle in the highlands. The base-like settlement with 
its fenced-in grid and triangular footprint of an ARVN military post became 
a center for launching new raids in surrounding hills. The Ngô family and 
the Cần Lao Party ramped up police sweeps (càn quét) across South Vietnam 
in 1958–59 while stories of corruption and torture from the Nine Bunkers 
spread on the streets of Huế. This settlement at the end of the road was pre-
cariously perched on a political and ecological boundary where government-
controlled land gave way to steep slopes and forests returning to Việt Cộng 
influence.

The combination of military sweeps and development campaigns insisting 
on the sedentarization of the highlanders triggered a new communist-led 
military response. Organized by communist and Katu leaders who had fled 
into the mountains, local self-defense units began to fight back.40 Party cadres 
established a new headquarters four kilometers from Nam Đông and started 
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their own campaign to “suppress traitors” (trừ gian) via harassment and 
assassination of RVN officials who participated in the sweeps. A party history 
of Nam Đông district notes that in 1957 party cadres assembled a self-defense 
force including lowlander cadres who had escaped sweeps in the lowlands, 
Katu youth, and some who had returned from the north. They rebuilt weap-
ons stockpiles and trained the youth in guerilla warfare, forming the self-
defense units into platoon-sized groups. They redoubled their efforts, too, to 
expand trails across the high ridges to Laos and North Vietnam.41

These local trail-clearing actions were born out of necessity, but they 
quickly demonstrated to such party leaders as Lê Duẩn in Hà Nội the value 
of trails should North Vietnam throw its support into a new war. Develop-
ment of trails running through Laos, outside RVN borders, allowed delivery 
of new weapons and the return of experienced military officers who had gone 
north in 1954. Cẩn’s police and paramilitary units had destroyed much of the 
underground network in the lowlands and hills during his reign of terror, but 
parts of the most remote trails in the highlands had survived. The Trị-Thiên 
Committee (a spinoff of the Interzone IV Committee) began work on a sec-
tion of this new trail in Laos in 1956. As Cẩn’s bulldozers expanded settle-
ments, bases, and all-weather roads to Nam Đông and the more remote A 
Sầu Valley, the Laos trail became vital for maintaining communications from 
Hà Nội to parts of the south. By 1958 as Lê Duẩn promoted his “Road to the 
South” strategy with party leaders in Hà Nội, a few dozen travelers passed 
through its rest stations nightly. The trail outside Thừa Thiên–Huế Province 
had eight rest areas each a day’s walk apart from the other. Each stop was 
managed by a Vietnamese cadre and nine youths from area highland groups. 
Katu, Pacoh, and other groups supplied the rest areas with tubers, manioc, 
and dry rice raised in swidden plots.42

The targeted assassinations of RVN officials and rumors of soldiers 
returning from the north caused even more repressive, violent responses 
from Sài Gòn. In May 1959 Diệm announced the draconian Decree 10 / 59 
authorizing tribunals of ARVN officers to try suspected communist members, 
issue death sentences, and carry those sentences out immediately. These mili-
tary tribunals became roving death courts; some even traveled with a portable 
guillotine. Local military commanders at the district level could detain any-
one, determine whether he or she had committed treasonous crimes, and then 
determine a sentence without appeal.43 Besides an immediate response from 
the party in the north to aid their southern brothers in arms, this suspension 
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of any semblance of due process brought mass protests from students, Bud-
dhist groups and, decisively, ARVN military leaders who had built extensive 
ties with the United States through officer training schools and frequent visits 
to other American-allied countries.

In Hà Nội that May, Lê Duẩn called for party comrades to reopen the trail 
system. He had already made trips to the Soviet Union to guarantee Soviet 
support and secret trips south of the DMZ to advance the plan with southern 
comrades. Party leaders were already assembled in Hà Nội for the fifteenth 
plenum, and Lê Duẩn used the opportunity to gain support for southern 
communists’ military resistance. They passed Resolution 15 creating the 559 
Transportation Group, a military division responsible for developing the trail 
system. After passage, China and the Soviet Union immediately pledged their 
support with the trucks, guns, and ammunition needed to rebuild a liberation 
army in South Vietnam.44

Farther away in Honolulu, the escalation of fighting in such places as Nam 
Đông and broader American concerns about Diệm’s military tribunals 
caused a shift in US military advising too. On May 25 the US commander in 
chief, Pacific authorized American military personnel to accompany RVN 
military units on operational missions. Before 1959 the United States was 
prohibited by Diệm from sending US soldiers on operations with the ARVN; 
meanwhile, US Special Forces teams roamed much of Laos and reported on 
the trail building.45 This decision did not commit ground forces, but it per-
mitted MAAG advisers to visit RVN forts and outposts at Nam Đông and 
Hòa Mỹ. It also allowed US soldiers and spies opportunities to forge closer 
relations with ARVN commanders outside the watch of the Ngô family or 
their Cần Lao networks. These advisory visits contributed to rising fears in 
American intelligence communities that traffic on the trails through Laos 
might ignite a global conflict in the small country’s rugged mountains.

At Nam Đông, the first battle in this new era took place in July 1960 during 
part of the party’s General Uprising, timed to coincide with the sixth anni-
versary of the Geneva Accords. Party cadres and self-defense forces partici-
pated in a cluster of raids on RVN posts. They netted automatic weapons that 
the MAAG had delivered to RVN troops. Working with a mix of Việt and 
ethnic minority cadres, they expanded this local force from several dozen in 
1960 to over a hundred by the year’s end. They counted in their ranks key 
party officials of the Katu minority as well as several dozen Việt cadres who 
lived secretly among refugees in the settlement. Some Katu who had gone 
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north in 1954 had now returned, too, now fluent in Vietnamese with military 
and political training.46

The July General Uprising worsened dissent between ARVN commanders 
and the Diệm government, causing a coup attempt that ended with ARVN 
military rule in the hills and mountains of Thừa Thiên–Huế. The Novem-
ber 11, 1960, coup attempt in Sài Gòn ended Cẩn’s influence in the highlands 
and replaced it with military commanders. In Sài Gòn the commander of 
ARVN forces for Đà Nẵng and Huế, General Trần Văn Đôn, joined with 
other generals in the coup while his lieutenants advanced on RVN adminis-
trative posts in the hills. Diệm averted an overthrow by giving ARVN gener-
als a greater say in regional and national governance, allowing them to take 
control over the border regions too. This lesser part of the conciliation, giving 
the generals and their officers control of such posts as Nam Đông, was a 
decisive turning point for the war in the highlands. It opened up these remote 
posts not only to more military units but to new levels of American military 
involvement as special forces and CIA counterinsurgency teams moved in.47 
Rather than redress local complaints or even attempt rapprochement with 
the highlanders or former Việt Minh supporters, the First Division initiated 
a wave of new offensives in 1960–61 to attack the trail networks. Down in 
Huế, the province chief (a Cần Lao loyalist) complained bitterly to South 
Vietnam’s prime minister how this burst of new military operations was 
turning the entire district into a war zone.48

maPPing insurgents

The new military rulers in the uplands province introduced new political maps 
with light and dark pink shadings that conveyed their singular aim of counter-
insurgency (figure 4.6). While such maps fed into national military planning 
for the RVN, they also informed American military allies who had for years 
been drawing up similar maps in neighboring Laos and Thailand.49 The authors 
of this map used dark pink shading to indicate areas still largely under the com-
munists’ control. They used a lighter shade of pink to indicate lighter opposition 
in the hills west of Hòa Mỹ and southwest of another evacuated area, Khe Trái. 
As a cartographic projection of the ARVN’s ambitions in 1960 for mopping up 
these bases of communist support, the map presented communist-controlled 
regions in symbolic terms very familiar to American counterinsurgency experts 
at the time. Small pie charts in each highlands commune showed, via colored 

[[fig 4.06]]
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sections, the approximate percentage of people who were “Việt Cộng in the 
region,” still a majority across the hills. Lighter pink shading indicated areas 
with diminished support, and colored or empty circles indicated villages that 
supported a particular side or had been abandoned, respectively.

Excerpts of this map (plate 2) highlight the map’s deep pink areas, the hills 
around Nam Đông and the A Sầu Valley. They bear closer inspection, for they 
show how ecological and political boundaries coincided, often separating 
ARVN posts from communist base areas by only a few kilometers. Reconsti-
tuted communist self-defense units and cells, pushed almost to annihilation 
during years of unrelenting police sweeps, extended their political and com-
munications networks to the sources of streams on the highest slopes. ARVN 
troops could not easily penetrate the dense forests without support from Katus 
and highland groups while communist partisans retained the older practice of 
navigating by rivers and mountain ridges with help from native highlanders.

figure 4.6. Map of upland district, 1960. Source: File 17331, Record Group ĐICH, 
Vietnam National Archives Center no. 2. Annotations by author.
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Plate 2. (Top) Communist-held highlands near Nam Đông. Source: File 17331, Record 
Group ĐICH, Vietnam National Archives Center no. 2. Plate by author.
Plate 3. (Bottom) A Sầu Valley with ARVN bases and communist tactical areas. Source: 
File 17331, Record Group ĐICH, Vietnam National Archives Center no. 2. Underlying 
shaded relief courtesy of ESRI Inc. Map georeferenced and annotated by author.
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In this new era of increased military support to ARVN bases from South 
Vietnam and US counterinsurgency programs, the A Sầu Valley became a 
new focal point in a quickly globalizing conflict (plate 3). During the First 
Indochina War, this valley was largely outside the travels of French and Việt 
Minh forces alike. Việt Minh trails closer to the coast were sufficient for 
conveying troops and supplies north. However, as Cẩn’s police units swept 
through Hòa Mỹ and Nam Đông in 1957, local party leaders retreated to this 
remote valley to forge new networks. From a tactical sense, however, the val-
ley terrain was highly problematic. Two high ridges of mountains from one 
to two thousand meters high walled in a valley floor several kilometers wide 
that ran forty kilometers before exiting at both ends into Laos.

Only after development of trails in Laos became essential did communist 
groups focus on the A Sầu Valley. Controlling the valley required climbing 
its thickly forested rocky slopes. ARVN bases were located along the eastern 
side; the middle base at A Lưới included a small settlement zone, somewhat 
like Nam Đông, that was previously a Việt Minh area. One road connected 
A Lưới with Huế over thirty kilometers of rugged terrain, and a jeep track 
connected the three ARVN bases. Communist self-defense units reestab-
lished control of an old Việt Minh tactical area, Khe Trái, and built a new one 
along a critical east-west gateway from the middle of the A Sầu Valley into 
Laos. A post across the border in Laos was a key communist rest area, a vital  
link in the new trail network.

This resurgent communist program of trail building supported larger 
attacks, culminating in December 1960 with the formation of a National 
Liberation Front to, once again, link up these local efforts into a coordinated 
national campaign. The NLF’s declaration called for the creation of a national 
military, the Peoples Liberated Armed Forces (PLAF), in South Vietnam and 
a revolutionary government in areas liberated from the RVN. The pace of 
battles around outposts like Nam Đông and A Lưới picked up in 1961, as 
American officials grew more worried about the collapse of the RVN.

fortifying the loWlanDs

After the 1960 coup, the city streets of Huế and villages along Highway 1  
functioned as an increasingly important performance space both for sup-
porting the NLF and fighting the Diệm government. The old villages of the 
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Inner Road in particular provided daily examples of the deep sectarian and 
ideological differences ripping traditional society apart. Cẩn’s paramilitary 
approach with Cần Lao cronies and “brownshirt” youth triggered increas-
ingly violent responses from pro-NLF residents in the early 1960s. After the 
formation of the NLF, communist groups retaliated against the most abusive 
of the Cần Lao officials and started nighttime attacks on military convoys on 
the highway. These triggered increasingly violent and sectarian responses 
from Cần Lao units. Residents of Dạ Lê Village described one retaliation, a 
sweep operation that took place on Wesak Day, a Buddhist holiday, in 1962. 
At approximately 5 a.m., several hundred army soldiers moved in a line from 
the highway through the village. Three PLAF commandos fled but ran into 
another group of waiting soldiers and were killed. The sweep resulted in about 
thirty other men being detained and interrogated while the Cần Lao para-
militaries looted chickens, ducks, a sewing machine, and cash. One peasant 
recalled that after every sweep, “they made more friends for the V.C.”50

While villagers, Buddhist monks, and students at Huế University 
increased their protests about the Ngô family’s abuses, Cẩn attempted to 
contain the widening array of protesters by turning one of the oldest villages 
on the Inner Road, Thanh Thủy Thượng, into a strategic hamlet (ấp chiến 
lược). The strategic hamlet program was a favored strategy of Cẩn’s brother 
Nhu in Sài Gòn, but he assented to build one along Highway 1 as a showcase 
likely to appease Americans traveling into Huế from the airport. Cẩn had 
openly disagreed on the utility of strategic hamlets in central Vietnam’s 
coastal villages. Instead he preferred to use paramilitaries who volunteered 
and trained in a military-style boot camp with indoctrination into the Cần 
Lao Party. The US consul in Huế in 1961, John Helble, noted that in central 
Vietnam strategic hamlets mostly began and ended with iconic bamboo 
fences. Helble and local American counterinsurgency specialists concurred  
that Cẩn’s paramilitary strategy was more effective than Nhu’s strategic ham-
lets because it recognized that insurgents were “more deeply rooted in the 
village than the Government has been willing to admit.”51

Perhaps just to appease Americans or Sài Gòn bureaucrats, the provincial 
government built its “showcase” strategic hamlet at Thanh Thủy Thượng, con-
veniently located on Highway 1 between the airport and Huế. Thanh Thủy 
Thượng was one of the oldest Vietnamese villages on the central coast, and 
youth of the village had participated in revolutionary struggles since the 
August Revolution. The main village area had for centuries existed with little 
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changes in house plots or buildings in the narrow coastal strip lying between 
the highway and railroad and the rice fields. In this urban-like strip of land, 
family shrines and a Buddhist pagoda sat surrounded by houses and hedge-
rows of the village’s founding families. Highway 1 and the national railroad 
bisected this strip, separating it from the hilly back slopes.

While Cẩn’s sentiments toward the fortification project may have been 
minimal, locally, the construction of barricades and manning of checkpoints 
was deeply disruptive. By fencing in just the residential portion of the village, 
cutting people off from estuary fields in the lower hamlets and ancestral 
tombs in the upper section, the chief effect was not protection but a new form 
of militarized enclosure. Villagers were forced to build three rows of bamboo 
stockades separating the residential area from their fields and tombs (fig-
ure 4.7). Once complete, every resident had to produce papers upon entering 
and leaving this stockade, even if traveling to rice fields or the hills. Res idents 
in Thanh Thủy Thượng had to face Popular Force soldiers at each checkpoint, 

figure 4.7. Aerial photo of Thanh Thủy Thượng, 1963, with USGS topographic 
overlay. Source: Mission F4634A, ON#69708, Record Group 373, US National 
Archives and Records Administration, College Park. Annotations by author.

[[fig 4.07]]
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and their children were required to serve in these units as well as Cần Lao 
patriotic organizations such as the Republican Youth. A commune history 
describes this strategic hamlet as a “prison camp,” as the barricades deterred 
many people from leaving their homes for fear of abuse or shakedowns at 
checkpoints.52

While the strategic hamlet program was by most accounts deeply restric-
tive, the construction of barricades and increase in military checkpoints 
on Highway 1 reflected the Huế government’s mounting concerns over the 
communists’ gradual regaining of the upland territories. Since 1961 PLAF 
platoons had engaged in dozens of battles against ARVN patrols around the 
mountain bases. They extended their controlled areas across most of the A 
Sầu Valley and the mountains surrounding Nam Đông. At midnight on 
March 3, 1963, Company 105 of the PLAF attacked the ARVN camp at Hòa 
Mỹ, pushing the boundaries of the liberated zone almost to their original 
area in 1947. In a one-hour assault, they killed twenty-seven ARVN soldiers, 
took six Cần Lao officials hostage, destroyed two tractors, and took two tons 
of rice along with the post’s radios, guns, and ammunition.53

The attack on Hòa Mỹ was both strategic—demonstrating the PLAF’s 
capacity to strike in the hills—and symbolic. The first Việt Minh tactical zone 
established in 1946, after 1954 Hòa Mỹ had become one of Cẩn’s pet develop-
ment projects. Both sides understood the historical and tactical significance 
of Hòa Mỹ as a gateway into the highlands, and the PLAF’s destruction of the 
camp, turning it to ruins again, sent an important message to the population. 
Cẩn had sent loyal Cần Lao operatives to manage the settlement and defended 
it with two platoons of paramilitaries. As a development site close to Huế, 
Hòa Mỹ attracted more official and foreign visitors than the mountain sites. 
Greater foreign attention resulted in richer stocks of rice, medicine, tractors, 
and especially guns.

This string of NLF victories in early 1963 was followed by waves of RVN 
political reprisals that produced a firestorm of media attention on Diệm’s 
government and Kennedy’s “special war” at home in the United States. In 
Huế on May 8, 1963, the army and police fired live ammunition into a crowd 
of Buddhist protesters, killing nine, including two children who were crushed 
under armored personnel carriers. The Buddhist Crisis escalated that sum-
mer when a monk from Huế, Thích Quảng Đức, immolated himself in protest 
in a Sài Gòn street intersection. From June until the army coup that elimi-
nated the Ngô brothers on November 2, the American consul in Huế, John 
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Helble, provided Washington with regular updates on protests and police 
actions on the streets of Huế. The old imperial city on the narrow coast, just 
sixty kilometers south of the DMZ, became a focal point for global concerns 
about an escalating war.

Cẩn’s final day in Huế on November 5, 1963, marked a surprising rever-
sal to the homegrown authority he built in the shadows of an American- and 
Sài Gòn–driven buildup of military and civilian aid. After years of avoiding 
direct contact with Americans and other foreigners in Huế, Cẩn sought safe 
passage via American aircraft and the State Department. He showed up at 
the consulate in the back of an old Citroën, lying on the floor while a man 
dressed as a priest drove. Consul Helble cabled Washington for instructions 
and asked Cẩn where he would like to go for asylum. Cẩn replied, “Tokyo.” 
A few hours later, Helble together with a CIA officer and American military 
advisers drove in a convoy to Phú Bài airport, where a CIA-owned C-46 
landed and picked Cẩn up without incident. The plane whisked Cẩn off to Sài 
Gòn’s Tân Sơn Nhất Airport, where the Vietnamese military intercepted the 
plane, dismissed Helble, and took Cẩn into custody.54 The postcoup govern-
ment tried him in April 1964 and executed him in Huế on May 9, one year 
and a day after the RVN troops in Huế had fired on Buddhist protesters.

a neW War Begins

The deaths of Diệm and Nhu and the arrest of Cẩn marked an important 
turning point not only for RVN-US relations but also for the NLF and North 
Vietnam’s position in the war. At the ninth meeting of the central committee 
in Hà Nội in December 1963, the party formally committed the material and 
personnel of the People’s Army of Vietnam to support NLF operations south 
of the DMZ. By early 1964 PAVN soldiers openly participated in combat 
operations against RVN troops, threatening the ARVN posts at Nam Đông 
and A Lưới. 

Although most American histories of the Vietnam War begin with an 
alleged North Vietnamese torpedo boat attack on US navy ships in the 
Tonkin Gulf in August, in Huế a real battle involving PAVN troops and the 
killing of US soldiers began one month earlier at Nam Đông. Soldiers in two 
PAVN divisions fought with PLAF units to wage a concerted series of attacks 
on the mountain bases and along Highway 1. Consul Helble in Huế was one 
of the few Americans who reported this act of war to Washington, and for 
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unknown reasons senior American diplomats and military commanders 
buried the story. Helble was celebrating his farewell party at the consulate on 
July 2 after completing a long tour as Huế’s American consul. During the 
party in his villa, a courier notified the ARVN’s First Division general that 
PAVN and PLAF forces had blown over forty bridges on Highway 1 and were 
attacking the ARVN military post on the highway just seventeen kilometers 
north of Huế. Two captured soldiers wore PAVN unit insignia, and they con-
fessed that their battalion-sized force (six hundred men) had camped and 
trained with PLAF units for ninety days in the A Sầu Valley before commenc-
ing the attacks. Helble cabled this news to Washington, as it constituted a 
direct attack by North Vietnamese soldiers across the DMZ on Americans. 
William Westmoreland, a new American commander at a rapidly expanding 
headquarters for the Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV) in Sài 
Gòn, discounted Helble’s report and denied PAVN involvement.55 The com-
bined attacks that summer marked Hà Nội’s decision to wage all-out war in 
the south, and this concerted uprising (đồng khởi) focused on demolishing 
the RVN’s strategic hamlets and, if possible, overrunning the mountain bases 
supported by US Special Forces.56

Regardless of Westmoreland’s political maneuvers with Washington, 
for the American soldiers camped at Nam Đông war began decisively on 
July 6, 1964, when the PLAF 802nd Battalion supported by PAVN troops 
attacked the American special forces A-team there. Approximately nine hun-
dred communist troops attacked the special forces camp with artillery and 
human wave assaults just after midnight. Twelve Americans served in the 
A-team with a protection detail of sixty Nung ethnic minority soldiers, high-
lander mercenaries who fought with French troops near the mountainous 
Chinese border before 1954. Outside the American camp was a base with over 
three hundred ARVN troops. Anthropologist Gerald Hickey, one of the only 
Americans to have studied the Katu, happened to be at the camp the day 
before to interview local Katu residents. He describes the American group’s 
defense in a chapter titled “Victory at Nam Dong” in his memoir, Window 
on a War. Roughly one hundred of the ARVN troops secretly supported the 
NLF and attacked sleeping comrades to reduce the defenses while opening a 
hole in the base perimeter for the attacking NLF battalion. The Americans, 
Nungs, and remaining ARVN soldiers emptied their arsenal on the attackers, 
holding the offensive off until morning when American planes arrived from 
Đà Nẵng. The grisly scene that morning included over one hundred ARVN 
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soldiers dead, sixty PLAF dead, several American soldiers dead, and one 
Australian soldier dead. Marine helicopters transported scores of wounded 
combatants and civilians to hospitals in Đà Nẵng.57

ruination

In a period that most political histories of the Vietnam War describe as either 
a peaceful interlude or a time of competing nation building, the view from 
the ground in Thừa Thiên–Huế was more one of violently targeted ruin-
ation. Physical vestiges of the French–Việt Minh war, the Nine Bunkers and 
the former tactical zones, became focal spaces for new military activity. In 
the hands of Cẩn’s secret police, the Nine Bunkers were reborn as a space for 
torture, and the former “cradles of the revolution” were reborn as model 
settlements ruled by Cần Lao party loyalists and military authorities. 

In sites such as Hòa Mỹ and Nam Đông, the outward appearances of 
constructive activity—building refugee camps and roads—masked a targeted 
form of annihilation by replacement. Through paramilitaries and the Cần 
Lao, Cẩn worked hard to destroy traditional village relationships, dissolving 
forms of communal autonomy that had survived since colonial rule. Whether 
through police sweeps or by surrounding a village with barricades, these 
actions brought violence and corruption into village life, as the government 
encouraged children to report on parents and neighbors to act against each 
other. Finally, the combined PAVN-PLAF assaults on Hòa Mỹ and Nam Đông 
in 1964 marked a retaliatory form of ruination, largely destroying what 
ARVN troops and American funds had built.

Evacuated Việt Minh camps and evacuated French bases became sign-
posts for what was, from 1954 to 1964, a most violent period. Cẩn drew glob-
ally from such groups as the brownshirts of Nazi Germany to give a logic to 
his program of destruction. His followers understood the deeper colonial and 
communist contours of the landscape. Into this deeply inscribed, militarized 
space littered with physical and political wreckage came American soldiers 
and an American military intent on socially and physically reengineering the 
landscape yet again.
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Creative destruCtion

american military intervention after 1964 Was markeD not 
only by unprecedented destruction but also by extraordinary construction. 
Lt. Gen. Carroll H. Dunn, in charge of US military base construction in 1972, 
remarked: 

In February 1966, the Directorate of Construction was established in the Mil-
itary Assistance Command, Vietnam, to provide centralized management of 
the U.S. program. . . . Embracing ports, airfields, storage areas, ammunition 
dumps, housing, bridges, roads and other conventional facilities, the con-
struction program was probably the largest concentrated effort of its kind in 
history.1

Contrasted with the Americans’ urban sprawl, too, were the persistent con-
structive efforts of NLF and People’s Army supporters to maintain critical 
bunkers and shelters despite unimaginable waves of bombing. Trần Mai 
Nam, a North Vietnamese journalist traveling through the hills above Huế 
in 1967, recalled:

But soon my eyes are drawn to some precise points on this picture. Little 
houses scattered among the bomb craters. . . . For a quarter of a century, bombs 
and bullets have not stopped raining on this narrow strip of land. . . . Those 
mud and straw houses, so tiny, breathe an indomitable courage like those 
fighters who keep themselves going on wild plants, go barefoot. . . . On my 
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left lie the ruins of an enemy outpost destroyed by the P.L.A.F. On my right,  
a long trail of denuded nothing running up into the mountains, indicating 
the run of B-52s. . . . This was where the B-52s made their first raid on the Tri-
Thien area. Before the bombing, the enemy dropped millions of leaflets over 
the area, carrying a photograph of these planes and information about their 
formidable cargoes of death.2

Working out of landscapes defined by earlier layers of military construction 
and destruction, American and Vietnamese combatants escalated their efforts 
after 1965. The American base-building effort to 1972 turned older bases and 
airstrips into base cities with round-the-clock air traffic and tens of thousands 
of American troops. Meanwhile in the hills thousands of NLF and North 
Vietnamese volunteers operated thick networks of trails crossing high moun-
tains with trucks, diesel fuel pipelines, and ammunition bunkers. Matched 
with these duel constructive efforts were unprecedented acts of violence. The 
B-52 strikes noted by Trần Mai Nam brought a destructive capacity several 
orders of magnitude greater than bombing during the French war. Besides 
saturation bombing, Americans introduced new ecologically destructive tech-
nologies such as chemical defoliants and mass drops of napalm that had dev-
astating effects on both natural and built environments. 

While levels of construction and destruction were unprecedented, the 
logics behind these new landscape constructions followed older patterns. 
Communist forces returned to original strategic zones such as Hòa Mỹ 
despite repeated American and RVN attempts to clear the area. The former 
tactical zones reemerged as critical gateways. While the American construc-
tive presence, especially its sprawling bases, transformed horizons on the  
coast with radio towers, jets, and row upon row of barracks, for communists 
the many small shacks dotting the bomb-cratered hills held an equally 
important symbolic value. B-52 strikes in the area in 1966 produced lines of 
craters visible from space, but the underlying logic of this space—the gateway 
function of the strategic zones and the concentration of foreign troops along 
Highway 1 —had not changed much since 1947.

In some senses, the American struggle to escape this historical spatial 
logic, a contest between the coastal highway and the highland forests, led 
war advocates to propose ramping up the intensity of bombing and destruc-
tion. Harvard political theorist Samuel Huntington, in a famous essay sup-
porting the American war effort, even revisited the old notion of “creative 
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destruction” as articulated by Werner Sombart in Krieg und Kapitalism (1913) 
and Joseph Schumpeter in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (1942). Hun-
tington noted, as did Sombart, that the intensive bombing was slowly turning 
South Vietnam into an urban nation. Refugees from the mountainous con-
flict areas flooded into cities such as Saigon and Danang while other new 
villes popped up around bases at Nha Trang, Pleiku, Buôn Ma Thuột, Kon 
Tum, Chu Lai, and Quy Nhơn.3 After three years of base-building and stra-
tegic bombing, Huntington noted that South Vietnam had a greater pre-
centage of its population living in urban areas than Sweden, Canada, and all 
of Southeast Asia except Singapore. Most of the surge, of course, was due to 
war refugees living in slums, but Huntington nevertheless seized on it and 
drew wide attention in the United States. Possibly this was a means of escap-
ing Vietnam’s history and its landscapes. 

Huntington wrote: “The effective response [to national liberation move-
ments] lies neither in the quest for conventional military victory nor in the 
esoteric doctrines and gimmicks of counter-insurgency warfare. It is instead 
forced-draft urbanization and modernization which rapidly brings the 
country in question out of the phase in which a rural revolutionary move-
ment can hope to generate sufficient strength to come to power.”4 Aside from 
the moral problems inherent in this deadly means of encouraging urban 
development, Huntington’s thesis also failed to appreciate a key feature of the 
NLF’s revolutionary movement. It, too, was focused on an urban and indus-
trial future. While communist networks lacked the concrete-hardened edges 
of airport runways, docks, and bunkers, their vision for Vietnam was an 
urban, socialist one built out of cities. While political cadres stressed smash-
ing feudalism and imperialism in villages and the cities, they did not advocate 
physically smashing the villages and cities. Destroying physical landscapes, 
as NLF forces learned in their 1968 Tết Offensive in Huế, threatened to 
unravel popular support that was vital to sustaining their cause. Villages, 
cities, and even the mountain bases were not just temporary communities to 
be evacuated after the conflict. To carry out a socialist revolution, party lead-
ers understood that historic landscapes were important as platforms for “cul-
tivating” new followers and launching new construction out of the old.

This chapter follows the spatial tensions dividing American, ARVN, and 
communist logics of landscape as Americans brought new technology, espe-
cially aerial technology, to float above the layered surfaces below. It begins 
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with the Americans’ amphibious entry, on the coast, of US Marines in 1965 
and then traces Vietnamese responses to the fighting, especially protests 
and fighting on the streets of Huế. Rather than following central political 
maneuvers and military decision making in Sài Gòn or Hà Nội, it focuses on 
the landscapes of the central coast and what engagements in those spaces 
meant for evolving, global debates over creative destruction in Vietnam.

aerial visiBility

From the first days in 1943 when Army Air Force planes began their flights 
over Indochina, one of the biggest challenges facing Americans in Vietnam 
was literally seeing the land surface below. Especially in the higlands, dense 
forests and cloud cover obscured it. When American aid officials attempted 
to reach many towns in 1950, they found roads in disrepair and runways too 
short to land DC-3s. After 1954 much of the civilian aid given to the Republic 
of Vietnam went into the construction of runways and the installation of 
navigational equipment. After the ARVN’s attempted coup in 1960 and the 
formation of the National Liberation Front, American aid for airbases went 
into overdrive. The airbase and depots at Phú Bài mushroomed into a web of 
roads and compounds, plus a runway long enough for jets. American aid paid 
for construction of an aerial platform allowing increased surveillance, faster 
troop transports, and a workaround for the friction of terrain. In the early 
days of the United States’ expansion after 1960, new airstrips popped up like 
small islands carved into the hills beside ARVN outposts.

At Nam Đông and the A Sầu Valley, new airfields became a vital link for 
keeping the bases supplied in the event of attack. By late 1961 the dirt runways 
and helipads became the bases’ primary link to Huế as PLAF forces cut the 
roads. American covert aid concentrated on a string of three bases in A Sầu as 
ARVN teams bulldozed an all-weather road along the valley floor (plate 3).5 
Seeing these bases from above with the sea in the background revealed their 
closeness to the coast. At eleven thousand feet, the A Sầu Valley was but a ten- 
minute flight from Phú Bài (figure 5.1). However, besides the friction of dif-
ficult terrain limiting movement on the ground, dense cloud cover for much 
of the year obscured aerial views and made landings treacherous (figure 5.2). 
Forests straddling the mountainous Vietnam-Laos border were almost always 
shrouded in low clouds.

[[fig 5.01]]

[[fig 5.02]]
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The American drive to see wider areas on both sides of the DMZ, in Laos 
and in neighboring China led to technological advances in several aspects of 
aerial surveillance, especially high-altitude aerial photography. Views from 
eleven thousand feet produced a sense of proximity between mountains and 
sea, while views from seventy thousand feet showed proximity to Chinese 
bases on Hainan Island as well as PAVN camps in the north. Just days before 
he left office in 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower established the National 

figure 5.1. Oblique view of A Shau airfield, November 1961. Source: Frame 08, 
Mission J5921, ON#69611, Record Group 373, US National Archives and Records 
Administration, College Park.
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Photographic Interpretation Center as a clearinghouse where several thou-
sand photo interpreters, working for intelligence services and the military, 
pored over newly snapped images of central Vietnam to assess the military 
assets of communist forces. This new photographic effort was part of a 
broader American campaign to innovate high-altitude spy planes and satel-
lite photography to monitor Cold War adversaries. Concerns over activity on 
the trails in Laos drew some of the first high-altitude spy missions using the 
new U-2 aircraft. Figure 5.3 shows the winding path of one U-2A plane at 
seventy thousand feet as it photographed the DMZ and Chinese military 
bases on southern Hainan Island.

From 1961 until the end of the war, this unending stream of high-altitude 
spy photography over Vietnam became a staple of presidential briefings on 
the “Vietnam situation.” Year after year, the photography and interpretive 
reports of the National Photographic Interpretation Center improved, shap-
ing US policy and reliance on this aerial perspective. The center produced a 
series of photographic intelligence reports focused on road building in the 
Laos panhandle with excerpted images from U-2s and other aircraft outlining 

figure 5.2. Close-up of A Shau, 1961. Source: Frame 11, Mission J5921, ON#69611, 
Record Group 373, US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park.

[[fig 5.03]]
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PAVN rest areas and bivouacs. The American desire to view Vietnam from 
high altitude even figured into the space race programs as the United States 
launched a series of keyhole photographic satellites, codenamed CORONA, 
under the cover of its civilian Discovery program. By 1965 these satellites, 
carrying twin cameras, produced high-resolution black and white prints 
covering long segments (keyholes) of territory roughly thirty kilometers wide 
and 240 kilometers long.6

All of this photographic imagery, however, could not cut through the 
clouds, foliage, tunnels, and camouflage hiding much of the PLAF and PAVN 
infrastructure below. The Americans’ need to see through dense layers of 
vegetation brought one of the most controversial aerial technologies, herbi-
cide spraying, in an attempt to physically modify the landscape to suit the 
aerial perspective. From the first tests of herbicides in 1961, senior policymak-
ers including John F. Kennedy and Ngô Đình Diệm themselves acknowledged 
the legal and ethical challenges of such a tactic.7 Considering the growing 
network of villages and upland strategic areas under communist control as 
well as concern about communist gains around key cities such as Huế, the 
US Department of Defense along with its RVN counterpart viewed the use 

figure 5.3. Path of U-2 Mission G 3018. Source: CIA Photographic Intelligence 
Center. “Mission G 3018 3 January 1961,” Document CIA-RDP02T06408R0003000 
10004-3, US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park.
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of herbicides for clearing rights of way as a top priority for securing roads 
and exposing communist base areas to aerial surveillance. A secret US history 
of the herbicide program noted President Kennedy’s particular concerns 
about the international political optics of this program. At a Septem-
ber 25, 1962, meeting with the RVN’s secretary of state, Kennedy replied to 
RVN requests for immediate crop destruction in the highlands with the fol-
lowing two concerns: “First that the GVN could differentiate between Viet 
Cong crops and Montagnard crops and secondly, that the usefulness of such 
an exercise would outweigh the propaganda effect of communist accusations 
that the US was indulging in food warfare.”8 Americans understood the pro-
paganda downside to this tactic, but their aerial bias led them to downplay 
the spillover effects of destroying crops. The very notion that a reconnais-
sance officer in a spotter plane might be able to differentiate which crops went 
to Montagnards and which to communist soldiers ignored what was then 
common knowledge about the communist reliance on swidden crops.

The American decision in 1963 to start spraying highland crops signaled 
an abrupt shift from clearing lines of communication and base perimeters to 
a direct attack on the communist trail network. A joint US-RVN team tar-
geted three hundred hectares of crops in the southern tip of the A Sầu Valley 
for crop destruction on February 16, 1963. After delays from bad weather 
and the observance of the Tết holiday, a chemical crew in an H-34 helicopter 
marked with the gold- and red-striped flag of the RVN took off from Đà 
Nẵng. This southern end of the valley marked a key junction where the Hồ 
Chí Minh Trail in Laos met paths running east toward Nam Đông and the 
coast. The first five flights carried an arsenical herbicide (later known as 
Agent Blue) used for killing rice. The last two flights carried Agent Purple, a 
precursor to Agent Orange with the same dioxin-tainted herbicide, 2,4,5-T. 
It attacked woody vegetation and broadleaf crops such as cassava. Flying the 
slow-moving helicopter near the ground exposed the crew to ground fire, and 
the crew aborted most of the runs. Helicopter pilots also contended with steep 
terrain, radarless navigation, and rapidly changing weather conditions. After 
one week they had sprayed just fifteen hectares.9

While these spray missions had little if any effect on the fighting in the A 
Sầu Valley, they added potent fodder for antiwar activists and galvanized the 
prowar camp in Hà Nội. Local NLF leaders in the valley decried the “poison-
ous sprays” dropped by the “US-puppet regime.” General Võ Nguyễn Giáp, com-
mander of the People’s Army, drew on this new phase in the spray missions 
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to accuse the United States of engaging in chemical warfare and violating the 
1925 Geneva Protocol. He brought a formal complaint to the International 
Control Commission that the spray missions in A Sầu violated two articles 
of the 1954 Geneva Accords too. While the RVN government produced radio 
broadcasts and newspaper articles explaining that the herbicides were not 
poisonous to humans, DRV and NLF “Liberation Radio” programs amplified 
their charges. On June 6 the DRV ran a radio program likening the sprayings 
to the Nazi gas chambers used in the Holocaust.10

As communist forces expanded their networks in the A Sầu Valley in 
1964–65, this new chemical approach held limited positive benefits while 
exposing new ecological challenges. MACV initiated a series of intensive 
spray operations in late 1965 and early 1966 in a last-ditch effort to secure the 
badly embattled special forces bases in the highland valley. PAVN and PLAF 
forces continued to expand their own posts on the slopes fringing the valley 
floor, and they cut off travel by road to Huế. MACV sent thousands of gallons 
of Agent Orange to the base perimeters via C-123 cargo planes outfitted with 
sprayers on the wings. This new spray aircraft delivered a two-hundred-
meter-wide path of herbicides over a distance of six kilometers. The planes 
filled their tanks at Đà Nẵng, sprayed in circles around the airstrips, then 
returned for more runs (plate 4). Because Agent Orange was an herbicide that 
killed broadleaf vegetation but not grasses, it destroyed woody brush but then 
opened the valley to fast-growing grasses and reeds that thrived in the heavy 
rainfall and open sun. One of the most pernicious grasses was an invasive 
that hitchiked from American bases in Guam: elephant grass (Pennisetum 
purpureum). This grass, along with species of cane and the food crop sorg-
hum, thrived in the defoliated perimeters of the bases, producing a two-meter- 
tall savannah. Communist troops adapted to the grass, forging new paths 
and adding new camouflage.11

In addition to advancing new forms of high-altitude photography and 
aerially sprayed herbicides, American forces also brought new radio tech-
nologies for communications and war. Built into the expanded base facilities 
at Phú Bài in 1962 was a state-of-the-art radio-listening post operated by the 
US Army Security Agency’s Eighth Radio Research Unit (RRU). Managed by 
the National Security Agency and operating until the end of the US military’s 
encampment, the Eighth RRU was one of the most heavily defended sites in 
the province. Surrounded by networks of trenches encircled by minefields, 
it enabled long-distance secret communications and supported a novel radio 
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detection program designed to “peer through” mountain foliage to locate 
PLAF and PAVN radio transmissions.12

The Phú Bài station was part of a top-secret network of electronic listening 
stations that US intelligence agencies had operated across mainland South-
east Asia since 1961. Airborne radio direction finding (ARDF) had become 
an important feature in electronic warfare since World War II, and techno-
logical innovations accelerated rapidly during the Cold War. An ARDF hit, 
for example, led ARVN forces and their US advisers into the disastrous Battle 
of Ấp Bắc on January 2, 1963. As the war expanded in 1963, so did the RRU 
facilities. One NSA analyst at the Eighth RRU in Phú Bài later broke the NSA’s 
code of secrecy and told journalists that he and hundreds of other NSA and 
military communications specialists worked at these stations, triangulating 
signals and calling in airstrikes.13

After the 1963 coup toppled Diệm and brought in a ruling junta of ARVN 
generals, the US MACV moved quickly to expand radio operations from the 
secret RRUs to more public broadcasting including one American staple of 
the Cold War, the Voice of America (VOA). The stretch of highway between 
Huế and the bases at Phú Bài turned into a frontier for American and South 
Vietnamese broadcasting. On May 12, 1964, US Ambassador Henry Cabot 
Lodge requested that the junta’s leader at the time, General Nguyễn Khánh, 
locate a parcel near that stretch of highway for the United States to install 
radio antennas for VOA. With a US consulate in Huế and the RRU facility at 
Phú Bài, this was the ideal location for a forward transmitter to send Ameri-
can radio programs into communist-controlled areas. Because of this highly 
symbolic land use, implanting the “voices” of America in Vietnam’s airwaves 
while taking valuable village fields, General Khánh personally signed the 
decree awarding the land just five days after the passage of the Tonkin Gulf 
Resolution.14 Compared with the Diệm era, when Ngô Đình Cẩn would have 
stringently opposed such a move, the ARVN generals ensured a speedy 
transfer.15

While the expansion of these American radio transmitters and the 
research units reflected American concerns over airspace in Vietnam, the crea-
tion of radio broadcasting facilities opened up new opportunities for Viet-
namese voices as well. Just south of the new VOA antennas on Highway 1, 
US engineers refurbished the transmitter and towers for Radio Huế (Đài 
Phát Thanh Huế). Radio Huế, like the VOA, broadcast a variety of Western 
and Vietnamese pop music as well as “Voice of Freedom” programs aimed at 
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listeners in “controlled” and “liberated” areas.16 Linked to Radio Huế’s studio 
in the European quarter of Huế, the radio station would become an impor-
tant protest tool when Buddhist and student demonstrators took over the 
studio in 1966.

amPhiBious lanDings

All of this aerial activity, however, could not alleviate the worsening situation 
for the RVN in mid-1964. While visual evidence confirmed the expanding 
construction of communist trail networks in the hills, photography could 
not halt them without commitments to large-scale bombing. The gains of 
PLAF and PAVN troops, especially in the A Sầu Valley in 1964, triggered 
rapid American responses to prevent what by July looked to be a dire situa-
tion. Nine months after Diệm’s assassination, communist forces had regained 
control over most of former Interzone IV. American special forces units and 
ARVN soldiers struggled to retain the camps at Nam Đông and A Lưới and 
required constant helicopter support. After communist soldiers destroyed 
the US base at Nam Đông, the Tonkin Gulf Incident in August 1964 provided 
the US president with a pretext to order bombing in North Vietnam while 
escalating military actions in the south.

The subsequent American move to rapidly escalate the air war in February 
1965 did, according to local sources, check the advances of northern troops 
via bombing north of the DMZ. However, it did little to prevent over ten 
thousand PAVN soldiers already south of the DMZ from operating. These 
men and women came primarily from two PAVN divisions, the 324th and 
325th, comprised mostly of natives from the central coast. ARVN military 
commanders—most of them also native sons—wrote sobering reports that a 
“sea change” was continuing in the countryside despite the bombing. The 
bombing had little effect on the PAVN and NLF battalions active in the hills 
west of Quảng Trị, Huế, and Đà Nẵng.17 They had built bunkers, new tunnels, 
and defensive positions around the A Sầu Valley and along the trails in Laos. 
After the assaults in July 1964, PLAF forces took back the agricultural devel-
opment centers at Hòa Mỹ and Nam Đông. The next summer, in 1965, they 
moved downhill from one settlement to the next, taking over villages and 
even crossing Highway 1 in several coastal areas. One evening, several squads 
even returned to the strategic hamlet Thanh Thủy Chánh just outside Huế 
and razed the bamboo palisades.18
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Recalling Huntington’s comments about American bombing and 
“forced-draft urbanization,” the South Vietnamese commander provided a 
sobering corrective. Cities alone would not save South Vietnam. Without 
the countryside, the new urbanites would starve. Furthermore, communist 
military operations suggested that after surrounding the cities they would 
not stop. These ground truths, the necessity of food and access to fields, 
brought RVN and US leaders to an understanding that US soldiers would 
be needed to protect the air bases and reclaim the urban fringes to prevent 
an impending invasion.

The American ground war in Vietnam began on the central coast on 
March 8,1965, when two battalions of the US Ninth Marine Expeditionary 
Brigade landed on the beach near Đà Nẵng. Their first mission was to secure 
the perimeters of the American base complex there. A month later two more 
battalions arrived and were airlifted by helicopter to Huế–Phú Bài. Given con-
cerns about local responses to foreign troops, the military government in Sài 
Gòn limited the American troops to small tactical areas of responsibility 
(TAORs) around each base. The TAOR in Đà Nẵng consisted of two hills west 
of the airbase and at Phú Bài the bare land across the highway from the airport. 
The marines moved a larger force from Okinawa to Vietnam in late April 1965 
to expand a third base for fighter jets at Chu Lai, then described as an “uncul-
tivated waste” on the beach seventy-five kilometers south of Đà Nẵng.19

Even with these first landings, American military commanders were 
highly aware of the symbolic significance of a mission that they envisioned 
as different from the “expeditionary” missions of French soldiers. They even 
changed their name to reflect this aim. A marine history of the landings 
noted: “on 7 May 1965, III Marine Expeditionary Force was redesignated III 
Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF) for political reasons. The word, expe-
ditionary, smacked too much of the gunboat imperialism of a bygone era and 
had been used by the French forces which entered Vietnam at the end of the 
Second World War.”20 This relatively small detail points to a deeper problem 
for US ground forces in Vietnam, embedding in a landscape long defined by 
foreign military occupations.

The marines’ mission was amphibious not just in the traditional sea-to-
land sense but also in terms of their mixed military-civil presence in old vil-
lages such as Phù Bài. Their tactical area overlapped with the outer hamlets of 
Phù Bài Village (figure 5.4). As a protective force for the airbase, the marines 
also engaged in civilian duties termed “civic action.” Civic action, military 

[[fig 5.04]]
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leaders proposed, would distinguish the American military occupation from 
earlier armies as the “amphibious” name change suggested. Communist pro-
paganda already labeled the Americans as invaders (kẻ xâm lược), linking 
them with earlier French, Japanese, Chinese, and Mongol invaders. In con-
trast, revolutionary campaigns were described as the “resistance” (kháng 
chiến) or the “national resistance against foreign invaders” (toàn quốc kháng 
chiến chống ngoại xâm).

The marine mission was also amphibious in the sense that American sol-
diers integrated their operations with South Vietnamese troops. This was 
a conscious effort to break with the Japanese and French forces that segregated 

figure 5.4. TAOR for combined action companies at Phú Bài, 1965. Source:  
Russel H. Stolfi, U.S. Marine Corps Civic Action Efforts in Vietnam, March 1965–
March 1966 (Washington, DC: Headquarters US Marine Corps, 1968), 2b. Base image 
derived from a composite of a 1963 aerial photograph showing the base area and a 
1968 CORONA satellite image showing the larger surroundings including Phù Bài 
Village and the hills. 1963 image: Mission F4634A, ON#69708, Record Group 373,  
US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park; 1968 image: 
CORONA Frame DS1050-1006DF129, courtesy of US Geological Survey Earth 
Resources Observation and Science Center. Composite image by author.
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themselves in the 1940s. From mid-1965 this image of American and Viet-
namese soldiers working side by side in local civic and military affairs circu-
lated widely in American media. The marines called this integrated fighting 
unit a combined action company, later a combined action platoon (CAP). 
Four of these integrated teams assembled as a company in Phú Bài in mid-
1965, and a former US Special Forces adviser, First Lieutenant Paul Ek, headed 
them. Following the model of special forces advisers in the highlands, Ek 
sought to “blend” his teams in everyday life. He took an intensive course in 
Vietnamese at Okinawa and gave his teams a two-week course on Vietnamese 
customs and the unique nature of their combined mission before they 
arrived at Phú Bài.21 In an interview he stressed the importance of this strat-
egy of embedding in the village landscape: “We tried to get the people to accept 
us as members of the community. The Marines’ training was geared to teach 
them as much as we could about Vietnam and the Vietnamese people so that 
they could actually live with them in a close relationship, not as an occupa-
tional force but as members of that village . . . at the same time carrying out 
their primary mission of a military capability.” 

Becoming “members of the community,” however, was both difficult to 
imagine and dangerous to carry out. The marines spent much of their energy 
bouncing back and forth between military and nonmilitary activities: polic-
ing checkpoints, providing free medical care, setting up ambushes, repairing 
roads, interrogating prisoners, and teaching English. Some in the US military 
championed this blended approach to counterinsurgency, but many others 
criticized it for forcing soldiers trained in military boot camps to place them-
selves in situations for which they’d received little training.22 The Americans 
also had little sense of the history of their Vietnamese allies in the village. 
Many of the Popular Force paramilitaries came from families who had affili-
ated with the Cần Lao just a few years earlier. Their bid to win over Việt Cộng 
sympathizers was often undermined by allies who had a reputation for past 
violence.

While the Americans in the CAPs lacked a deep knowledge of the village’s 
history or the personal histories of their local allies, from time to time their 
detective work revealed glimpses of the underground networks moving food, 
supplies, and people from village markets into the hills. For instance, they 
observed that older women tended to smuggle rice. An extreme drought in 
summer 1965 forced the NLF to seek additional rice in lowland village mar-
kets, providing cash for women to buy it at the markets. These older women 
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acted as mules, buying rice in quantities slightly larger than permitted and 
delivering the surplus to underground caches. Since the French war, the RVN 
had placed strict limits on amounts of rice that villagers could store in their 
homes or buy at the market. The CAPs and the Popular Forces recorded pat-
terns of activity that appeared unusual, identifying individuals where pos-
sible. When Lieutenant Ek and his Vietnamese counterpart detained several 
women, they admitted right away to working as food carriers for the NLF. 
The CAP interrogators then attempted to recruit them as double agents, but 
only one woman turned, revealing the location of several rice caches. The 
other women endured the detentions and weeks later were caught buying 
rice again.23

A story that played well with American audiences at home, American 
policymakers repeatedly highlighted these CAP success stories to boost sup-
port for their rapidly expanding, conventional buildup. Civic action success 
offset the bad news coming in via secret channels from the highlands. The 
CAPs, especially the teams at Phù Bài Village, reinforced the arguments of 
MACV commander General Westmoreland asking Congress for more com-
bined activity together with funds to carry out strategic bombing on PAVN 
troops in the highlands. Marine commanders advertised CAP operations as 
“little victories” in press reports that were republished in the 1966 US Senate 
spending bill for the war. The US$4.7 billion appropriations bill supported 
an increase in ground troops to over four hundred thousand persons and 
included funds for building new ports, roads, and base facilities. In the 
middle of floor debate about troop numbers and the enormous costs, mili-
tary experts mentioned a report titled “Phu Bai: Model of Counterinsur-
gency” that emphasized the blended approach.24 The article downplayed the 
military aspects of CAP work and instead emphasized their socially con-
structive aims:

Civic action is conducted at all levels, from an individual marine teaching  
a child to read, all the way up the scale to the use of large units on projects 
which are national in scope. An example of a really large project would be the 
development of the Ohio River Valley by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The 
extensive road net built by the Roman legions in the time of the Caesars is 
another . . . civic action is taken at every level and, in a campaign of the sort 
we’re conducting in Vietnam, it’s often those individual or group local proj-
ects which pay the biggest dividends.25
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The strange reference to Roman legions hints at the imperial scale of this build-
ing project for what was to be an occupation army. Roman roads may have been 
durable, the ancient world’s autobahns, but first and foremost they conveyed 
Roman armies. Juxtaposed against the obvious windfall that the bill brought 
to American construction and engineering firms, the “success stories” from 
villages like Phù Bài were targeted at winning support from skeptical senators 
who were more interested in President Lyndon Johnson’s domestic War on 
Poverty. The Senate nonetheless passed the spending bill, voting 93–2 in favor.

What the civic action reports did not emphasize, however, was the intensely 
dangerous nature of this work for foreign soldiers attempting to embed in the 
ancient landscape. Village inhabitants, by contrast, had been forced to adapt 
to several decades of police sweeps, detentions, and military actions. In many 
cases, persons who appeared least likely to carry out violent attacks—seniors 
and young women—became the most dangerous. Women often had an easier 
time crossing checkpoints and patrols, and some volunteered to carry out 
suicide attacks. While military-age men in the villages often left to avoid 
detention or conscription into the ARVN, women stayed behind, procuring 
supplies and providing the NLF with intelligence. While American reports 
highlighted the CAPs’ successful ambushes and detective work, party histories 
emphasize NLF successes. On one occasion, an NLF commando force attacked 
a CAP team in its residence on Highway 1 at Dạ Lê Village. A month later two 
women from Dạ Lê Village smuggled antipersonnel mines inside their bags 
and detonated them in an infirmary where Americans were receiving treat-
ment, killing several US soldiers and an American nurse.26

War in the highlanDs

While Americans attempted to eliminate the NLF’s political infrastructure 
in coastal villages, combined PAVN-PLAF units focused a series of attacks 
on US-ARVN bases in the highlands, including a successful defeat of the A 
Shau Special Forces Base on March 9 and 10, 1966.27 In their spatial and 
environmental logics, the communist attacks on American bases in the hills 
were mirrors of the American operations in the lowland villages. Where 
Americans struggled to move from an aerial perspective to one grounded in 
the daily movements of people in village markets and on the roads, the com-
munist forces attempted to use force on the ground to destroy the Americans’ 
aerial platform. 
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Compared with the Americans’ “success story” in Phù Bài Village, com-
munist forces pointed to their “success story” in the devastating assault on A 
Shau. A vicious battle that left several hundred dead and wounded, it dem-
onstrated how after years of trail construction and with material support 
from China and the Soviet Union, communist ground networks could 
severely limit the Americans’ aerial platform.

At A Shau in the winter of 1966, communist forces used a thick layer of 
low clouds hanging over the valley to conceal their early preparations for the 
assault. They opened the attack with 80-mm guns planted on the mountain 
slopes with views of the base below the cloud line and views of incoming 
aircraft above the clouds. Among the first targets of their assault was the radio 
communications hut on the base. The first strikes commenced at 3:50 a.m., 
instantly cutting radio links to Phú Bài and Đà Nẵng. Only after four hours 
of artillery barrages did US soldiers reestablish a radio contact and call for 
air support. However, when the bombers and gunships arrived, they could 
not see PAVN troops through the clouds, and batteries of anti-aircraft guns 
in the hills began shooting down at American planes from the ridgeline. An 
AC-47 Spooky, a DC-3 plane with heavy guns mounted on one side, circled 
over the camp to provide covering fire, but 80-mm guns destroyed it. Ameri-
can cargo planes attempted to drop ammunition and rations inside the 
embattled camp, but they dropped many supplies in areas already overrun. 
ARVN and US Marine transport helicopters attempted to land and effect a 
rescue, but several were attacked with heavy fire and destroyed. At sundown, 
PAVN-PLAF forces launched a new attack on the base with 75-mm recoilless 
rifles, reducing many buildings to rubble.

The following day, PAVN-PLAF infantry commenced a ground assault, 
moving through dense thickets of elephant grass that concealed their move-
ments. Because the grass had rapidly spread around the defoliated perimeter, 
covering a belt of landmines, ARVN troops would not move out into the grass 
to engage the communist troops. On the evening of the second day, commu-
nist forces overran the base. Of 434 persons in the camp—US special forces, 
Nung guards, ARVN soldiers, interpreters, and civilians—248 went missing 
while 172 were confirmed killed. What the after-action report described as 
“the disaster at A Shau” was not an isolated incident either. Across the high-
lands, mixed PAVN-PLAF forces engaged in similar large-unit offensives. 
The surviving Americans fled the base and their dead comrades on March 
10. Only two months later on a dry, cloudless day in May did a detachment 
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of soldiers from Đà Nẵng bring nine helicopters to the grisly scene at A Shau 
to bury the dead. They found twenty-four Vietnamese bodies and only one 
American. They collected information on the Vietnamese bodies and buried 
them on-site; then they lifted the lone American body in a body bag and flew 
it to Đà Nẵng for the journey home. Investigators suspected more bodies were 
concealed in the thick elephant grass covering the destroyed perimeter of the 
cratered airstrip, but they feared attack from communist snipers or inadver-
tently setting off landmines.28

While there are no communist after-action reports available, one cap-
tured document from Nguyễn Dức Bống, a platoon leader in the PAVN 325A 
Regiment suggests that these offensives took a devastating toll on communist 
troops too. Bống’s notebook detailed a blacklist of individuals who criticized 
the wisdom of the attack on A Shau after a large percentage of men died, 
especially in the second wave of assaults through the grass. The notebook 
recorded personal details of the troops killed, destined to inform families at 
home. The platoon commander recommended measures to “purify the unit 
politically,” too, sending soldiers who were too shell-shocked to fight to per-
form support duties.29 However, neither the notebook nor the soldiers reached 
their destinations. An American infantry unit destroyed the platoon when 
they assaulted another mountain base later that summer.

BomBing the hills, moving solDiers By air

Such bitter encounters with PAVN-PLAF forces in the highlands in 1965–66 
produced a sobering realization among American policymakers at home. They 
could not win the war in the mountains with air support alone; instead, they 
approved an increase of several hundred thousand American ground troops 
along with assault helicopters and high-altitude bombers. General West-
moreland drastically expanded aerial attack capabilities, advancing what 
would become a signature feature of the war, helicopter-borne “air cavalry” 
offensives. Considering the three elevational zones of the central coast, this 
air cavalry approach signaled a new effort not just to dominate the air above 
fighting zones in the hills but to quickly ferry hundreds of soldiers by helicop-
ter to the fighting. Additional marine and army units arrived on the coast in 
mid-1966 to fill out these operations, expanding camps along Highway 1 and 
outside the air bases. They mounted helicopter-borne search-and-destroy 
missions into the coastal hills, often clearing lone huts and attacking lone 
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individuals caught in these areas. To seal off the hills, MACV ordered heavy 
bombing in the highlands too. Around South Vietnam’s borders, they dropped 
electronic sensors and increased air surveillance. PAVN units, however, coun-
tered with “mop up” operations, overrunning isolated camps and rebuilding 
new tactical areas around these ruined camps.30

As American troops continued to pour into Vietnam’s ports and com-
munist forces expanded areas of control in the highlands, the deforested, bare 
hills in between once again became a volatile battlefront. US Marines encoun-
tered especially strong resistance near Hòa Mỹ in December 1966 when they 
launched sweeps in the hills while establishing new camps along Highway 1. 
The PAVN 324th Division had been expanding its offensives eastward from 
trails in Laos along Highway 9, the region’s main highway connecting Laos 
with Quảng Trị Province and the coast. One of the 324th’s battalions, the 
Sixth, operated with the PLAF 802nd Battalion further south in Thừa Thiên–
Huế Province with the aim of reopening the east-west trail system to Hòa 
Mỹ. As the marines pushed west into the same hills, both forces met in a series 
of scattered attacks near this former “cradle of the revolution.” Over one 
thousand PAVN-PLAF soldiers opened attacks on the American camps, 
assaulting base perimeters along Highway 1 with small weapons and lobbing 
artillery and rockets inside. The marines had not expected communist attacks 
deep in the lowlands on the highway, and MACV added three more battalions 
(over 1,500 men) to counterattack while bomber aircraft razed the hills with 
napalm and B-52s engaged in saturation bombing around Hòa Mỹ. On Christ-
mas Day 1966, the marines opened Camp Evans, named for the first American 
killed in the communist offensive.31 The battles continued for four more 
months with no substantial gains in territory.

This particular location, the marine camp on Highway 1, and the communist 
movements through Hòa Mỹ, represented in the starkest of environmental 
terms the difficult position of American and ARVN forces along the highway. 
Communist forces repeatedly attacked not only from the mountains but also 
from the marshes and dunes. The Americans responded by calling in inten-
sive bombing strikes on both sides. American bombing over a four-month 
period leveled Hòa Mỹ and ten surrounding hamlets in the hills. When com-
munist soldiers attacked the camp from the coastal dunes, an AC-47 Spooky 
gunship emptied three thousand pounds of bullets on them. A map of recorded 
American bombing missions derived from a US Department of Defense data-
base shows the intensity of bombing in just this four-month period (plate 5).32
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This sudden escalation of troops and bombing in 1967 produced an unprec-
edented phase of base construction along the coast while pounding the hillsides 
with thousands of tons of munitions. Here the idea of creative destruction was 
being tested in the extreme. The cratering of the hills produced the “forced-
draft urbanization” that Samuel Huntington described, sending refugees from 
bombed areas fleeing for their lives to refugee camps near American bases 
on the highway. The bare hills and “waste lands” that had borne the brunt of 
fighting in many past wars now received most of the American bombs dropped 
in the course of these expanded operations. This search-and-destroy campaign 
with bombing and helicopter assaults was no longer isolated to a few remote 
bases in the mountains or civic action around the air bases.

The fighting around Hòa Mỹ and Camp Evans in 1967 was one small part 
of a much wider string of operations in the belt of low hills fringing the cen-
tral coast. Figure 5.5, derived from the same bombing database as in plate 5, 
shows the clustering of bombing operations in central Vietnam in 1966 and 
1967. South of the DMZ, the densest areas of bombing occurred in the foot-
hills. North of the DMZ, American bombing concentrated on the coast, 

[[fig 5.05]]

figure 5.5. US bombing missions on central coast, 1965–67. Source: Bombing point 
data, US Air Force THOR GIS. Background layers courtesy of ESRI Inc. Map and 
annotations by author.
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where PAVN forces traveled by rail or road before turning inland to the trails 
in Laos. A tally of all the bombs dropped in the missions captured in this frame 
counted 110,000 tons. Eighty-one percent of these were general-purpose 
bombs while 8 percent were incendiaries (napalm, white phosphorus) and 
4 percent were cluster bombs. For comparison, the area in figure 5.7 is roughly 
equivalent to the area of West Virginia or Norway (62,000 square kilometers). 
In just this one part of Vietnam, the tonnage dropped in these two years 
amounted to more than half of all bombs dropped over Western Europe in 
1943.33 With the exception of some battlefields in World War I, nowhere on 
earth had received so many bombs in such a concentrated space.

War anD the city

While the greatly expanded areas of US bombing and military operations 
may have, à la Huntington’s theory, produced a bifurcation of populations 
and landscapes, cities such as Huế were never wholly insulated from the war. 
Military and political conflict in Huế did not begin with the 1968 Tết Offen-
sive but instead grew out of earlier student and Buddhist protests against 
the Sài Gòn government, the military, and especially the US troop buildup. 
The rapid escalation in American military operations in 1966, especially the 
increased bombing in the hills, triggered a new current of popular resistance 
on the streets among a spectrum of people, including ARVN military leaders, 
Buddhist leaders, and even officials in Huế.

After protests by students and Buddhist monks against the Diệm govern-
ment, a new Struggle Movement led by a Unified Buddhist Church emerged 
on the streets of Huế and Đà Nẵng in 1966. Protests erupted in March 1966 
when the head of the military junta in Sài Gòn, Nguyễn Cao Kỳ, removed a 
charismatic ARVN commander of I Corps, General Nguyễn Chánh Thi. Thi 
had a long career in the Vietnamese military, was active in past coup attempts 
against Diệm, and was a Buddhist. Like many military leaders in central 
Vietnam, he was alarmed by the Kỳ government’s antidemocratic policies 
and by Kỳ’s ready acquiescence to American requests to expand military 
operations. Thi, together with other military, civilian, and Buddhist leaders 
in central Vietnam, refused orders from Sài Gòn to break up student protests, 
leading Kỳ to order his removal.34

Considering the mostly urban and coastal spaces where US military and 
civilian agencies pursued civic action, the Struggle Movement in Huế was a 
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direct challenge to the notion that Vietnam’s urban areas were firmly allied 
with the Americans. After General Thi’s ouster, student protesters descended 
on Radio Huế, where they commenced broadcasting anti-American pro-
grams. Huê’s civilian and military leaders offered no resistance. Radio station 
staff in Huế and Đà Nẵng allowed the students to broadcast for several hours 
each day. Neither Huế’s police nor ARVN troops followed orders from Sài 
Gòn to remove the students for several months. Given the “radio corridor” 
established by the United States from 1963 to 1964 with antenna farms and 
the RRU at Phú Bài airfield, this move struck at the heart of US ambitions to 
win Vietnamese hearts and minds over the airwaves. In Huế and Đà Nẵng, 
city officials and staffers encouraged what Kỳ and others argued was an open 
rebellion against Sài Gòn and a public condemnation of the expanding Amer-
ican military presence, especially its bombing missions.35

While protesters aimed their anger at the military junta too, they eventu-
ally clashed with US soldiers in Huế. On March 26 a US enlisted man pulled 
down an anti-US banner. The move triggered an immediate response on 
Radio Huế where protesters and their ARVN supporters demanded that the 
enlisted man publicly apologize and replace the banner. General Westmore-
land ultimately intervened, offering an apology to prevent a spectacle.36 Pro-
tests continued that spring as more American troops arrived. In May an 
American soldier shot an ARVN soldier who accompanied the protesters, 
triggering another wave of anti-US protests with strong support from ARVN 
soldiers. After the man’s funeral on May 26, protesters burned down the US 
Information Service library in Huế. Kỳ then ordered the ARVN’s First Divi-
sion, the Huế military unit whose leaders had refused to put down the pro-
tests, to relocate to Quảng Trị. In protest of this move, protesters sacked the 
US consulate.

As American-made tanks driven by pro–Sài Gòn military units approached 
the city to restore order, the protesters adopted a new tactic of resistance, 
placing family ancestral altars wrapped in Buddhist flags in the middle of city 
streets. This symbolic act, placing one’s ancestral altar in the path of approach-
ing tanks, was a highly unusual but deeply effective form of protest. The tanks 
avoided the altars and waited outside the city limits of Huế and Đà Nẵng.37 
This small-scale act of family-centered defiance highlighted a deep conflict 
for many Vietnamese whose family ties reached beyond the urban periphery 
into the same stretches of countryside subjected to carpet bombing and 
search-and-destroy missions. Many of Huế’s families were but one generation 
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removed from ancestral villages, and many thousands of youths had left 
families in the countryside for schools in the city. Because of family ties link-
ing students (and ARVN soldiers) to ancestral homelands in the war zones, 
American military actions in these hilly border zones often had indirect 
impacts on young people living in Huế. Base construction also exacerbated 
tensions as the RVN seized village lands, especially areas with tombs. During 
the escalated fall 1966 operations, marines operating at Phú Bài took one hill 
in a hamlet of Dạ Lê and renamed it LZ Tombstone for the many graves 
around the makeshift landing zone.38

• • •

The communist Tết Offensive that began on January 30, 1968, marked a 
pivotal turning point in the spatial and landscape terms of the conflict. The 
Battle of Huế began in the early morning hours on the Lunar New Year, 
January 31, 1968, and lasted over a month as over four thousand PAVN-PLAF 
forces took control of the city, flying the NLF’s red and blue flag with its 
central gold star above the citadel. This takeover was a surprise, and it 
punched a hole through Huntington’s urbanization theory, proving that the 
cities were not impregnable strongholds of American sympathizers.

For many communist troops and their families, it was also a return of 
sorts. The 1968 battle was not the first Tết offensive in recent memory but 
the second. Several thousand Việt Minh youth fled the city when French 
troops invaded Huế in February 1947. That year the Việt Minh Trần Cao 
Vân Regiment together with irregulars fought unsuccessfully at blown 
bridges and trenches to thwart the invasion. They retreated to the safety of 
the tactical zone at Hòa Mỹ and redoubts in the highlands. This regiment, 
later named the 101st, became a part of the People’s Army 325th Division in 
1951. After 1954 soldiers in the regiment relocated north while extended 
families stayed behind, many of them suffering reprisals for being “VC in 
the region.” Twenty years later in 1967, the Trần Cao Vân Regiment fought 
in the Trị-Thiên front along Highway 9 in Quảng Trị. In May 1967 its politi-
cal leaders reorganized with cadres from PLAF divisions and local district 
committees to form a Tactical Region IV Party Committee to coordinate 
the attacks from January 20 to 31.39 The Trần Cao Vân prepared for a large-
scale assault on the US Marine camp at Khe Sanh in the hills on Highway 
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9 just south of the DMZ.40 In May 1967 artillery units from the regiment 
probed American and ARVN defenses along the highway with rocket 
attacks. On May 27 a PLAF artillery unit sent rockets into Huế to test the 
city’s defenses, hitting the American MACV office, the ARVN First Division 
headquarters, and the broadcasting office of Radio Huế. During the fall 
these units stockpiled over sixty-one thousand tons of supplies at caches in 
the hills along trails and at recovered tactical zones at A Lưới and Nam 
Đông.41

In social terms the communist assault on the city was also significant 
because Vietnamese troops had not led a major military assault against other 
Vietnamese troops defending the city since the Nguyễn fleet’s invasion in 
1801. Despite communist propaganda that repeatedly characterized the war as 
a resistance struggle against American “invaders” and Vietnamese “lackeys,” 
this violent shift resulted in widespread destruction in the city and inadver-
tent killing of many civilians; it blurred the boundaries between liberators 
and invaders. As American and ARVN units eventually cut off PAVN-PLAF 
troops inside the old walled city, the communist units fought a violent, devas-
tating retreat to the hills, leaving entire companies for dead along with 
hundreds of civilians caught in the crossfire.

Communist preparations for the attack, secretly hiding weapons and sol-
diers at homes inside the city, also illustrated the intense ideological differ-
ences dividing neighbors and families. Under the noses of ARVN soldiers 
and secret police, the PLAF smuggled into the city caches of weapons needed 
to supply several thousand soldiers. By December 1967 soldiers from the 
PLAF’s Phú Xuân Sixth Regiment (1,800 soldiers), four infantry battalions 
(1,300 soldiers), one rocket company (100 soldiers), and another 1,000 local 
soldiers had managed to move into the city without detection.42 Just outside 
the city in the hills, soldiers from the PLAF Ninth and Fifth Divisions and 
various special units added another 4,000 soldiers, who secretly took up 
positions outside the city to block movements of American and ARVN sol-
diers from such bases as Phú Bài.43

This secretive and successful preparation for the offensive highlights 
the vital role that families played in supporting, hiding, and feeding the 
troops. Many people who had in past eras suffered as “Việt Cộng in the area” 
supported the troops. North Vietnamese veterans of the battle recounted 
hiding with families for several weeks, taking care not to let neighbors hear 
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their distinctive northern dialect.44 Communist forces transported weapons 
that arrived in trucks carrying flowers and fruit to the holiday markets. Fake 
funeral processions delivered coffins filled with weapons and ammunition, 
and supporters buried them at pagodas and churches. Baskets of rice and 
vegetables concealed explosives. Communist soldiers arrived dressed in civil-
ian clothes and some even in ARVN uniforms; they mixed into crowds gath-
ered for Tết celebrations and holiday markets.45

The offensive began under heavy cloud cover that prevented American 
helicopters from safely reaching the city and helped communist units reach 
their targets. On January 31, 1968, at 2:30 a.m., PLAF forces poured shells 
and rockets at several dozen preselected targets in the city. Then, PAVN-PLAF 
infantry forces met at designated points and took over the citadel region 
north of the river, the old imperial city. By morning light, a giant NLF flag 
with a gold star in the middle was visible on the flagpole atop the old imperial 
fort in front of the royal palace. Over the next few days, PLAF forces on the 
other side of the river in the European quarter attacked government offices 
and almost overran the American MACV office before US Marines from Phú 
Bài reinforced the post. The ARVN First Division, quartered inside a walled 
fort in the citadel, barely held off repeat waves of attacks.46 Over the next 
several days, PAVN and PLAF soldiers walked freely inside the old imperial 
city while troops across the river in the “new town” fought American units 
and inflicted heavy casualties.

As the clouds lifted days later, descriptions of the fighting blanketed radio 
and television airwaves, conveying scenes of NLF flags and street fighting to 
stunned global audiences. On February 6, CBS News aired a segment follow-
ing two companies of US Marines who had broken out from the MACV 
headquarters and were fighting to take two city blocks around Huế University 
and the provincial headquarters. The news cameras followed as the marines 
blasted giant holes through homes and university buildings, coming up 
against communist forces crewing machine guns. At the end of the segment, 
the marines reached their objective and hoisted a US (not RVN) flag at the 
province headquarters, tearing up the captured NLF flag.47 Such television 
accounts showed millions of viewers worldwide a degree of carnage that 
belied the confident reports of social scientists such as Huntington. CBS 
News anchor Walter Cronkite traveled to Vietnam two weeks after the Tết 
Offensive ended, reporting from Sài Gòn, Huế, and other cities. When he 
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returned, he delivered a historic condemnation of the American war effort 
that galvanized public opinion against the war.48

The physical destruction brought by a month of fighting, conveyed in 
photographs and statistics, underscored the heavy costs to the city’s mostly 
civilian population. Heavy shelling and use of tanks had destroyed over ten 
thousand homes and left 40 percent of the city’s population homeless. More 
than five thousand civilians were listed as dead or missing.49 In July 1969 the 
chief of the ARVN’s military history division released a 490-page account of 
the Tết Offensive, devoting over forty pages with graphic images to the battles 
in Huế. This account highlighted the mass arrests of RVN officials and their 
subsequent killings by communist forces as they fled the city with the prison-
ers under fire. Drawing from captured NLF documents, it detailed plans for 
targeted arrests as well as assessments of the offensive after the retreat on 
February 23.50 The official PAVN history of the war naturally avoids a dis-
cussion of the killing of over 1,300 “traitors” and “puppets” and the disposal 
of their bodies in a mass grave; however, it does in somewhat circuitous terms 
acknowledge breakdowns of discipline as communist forces fled under heavy 
fire from ARVN and US troops. The history states: “Our soldiers’ morale had 
been very high when they set off for battle, but because we had made only 
one-sided preparations, only looking at the possibilities of victory and failing 
to prepare for adversity, when the battle did not progress favorably for our 
side and when we suffered casualties, rightist thoughts, pessimism, and hesi-
tancy appeared among our forces.”51

The urban experience of such devastating violence in Huế also catalyzed 
artists who produced some of the era’s most famous songs and stories about 
the war. They noted scenes of dead bodies, wrecked homes, and people 
everywhere wearing white headbands in the weeks after the fighting, mourn-
ing deceased relatives and friends. The urban battles, because of their imme-
diacy, highlighted the violence of fighting that had been raging in the hills 
for years; perhaps better than news stories, artistic responses pointed to the 
war’s complex scarring of personal relationships and family histories. One of 
South Vietnam’s most popular singers, Trịnh Công Sơn, wrote such songs as 
“Ballad for the Dead,” recounting grisly scenes from his hometown:

Xác người nằm trôi sông, phơi trên ruộng đồng
Trên nóc nhà thành phố, trên những đường quanh co
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Xác người nằm bơ vơ, dưới mái hiên chùa
Trong giáo đường thành phố, trên thềm nhà hoang vu

Corpses float on the river current, dry on the fields
On the roofs in the city, on the encircling roads
Corpses lying helplessly, under the eaves of the temple
In the city church, on the edge of the wastelands52

Author Nhã Ca’s Mourning Headband for Huế relates in more personal 
details how the communist siege and American bombing shattered family and 
neighborly relations. She’d traveled to Huế before Tết to attend her father’s 
funeral. She then spent several weeks hunkered in a bomb shelter, carefully 
rationing out stores of food and moving during pauses in the fighting. After 
surviving the fighting, she returned to Sài Gòn and published stories about 
the siege in a pro-peace newspaper, Hòa Bình.53 Her stories detailed a non-
aligned view on the terrors faced by civilians as families desperately sought to 
protect teenage boys and vulnerable loved ones from one side or the other.54

military city-BuilDing

While the American political response at home to the Tết Offensive devel-
oped in surges of protests and debates through the summer’s Republican 
and Democratic party conventions to the November election, the military 
response was rapid and unprecedented. Within months new bases mush-
roomed along the central coast. MACV moved out from Sài Gòn’s airport to 
a sprawling air base facility thirty kilometers north. It created a new Forward 
Command at Phú Bài and turned the hills of Vùng Phèn and the lands above 
Dạ Lê into a military city, lights blazing all night around helipads and a 
busy runway. Just weeks after the fighting in Huế had subsided, US Navy 
construction battalions (Seabees) arrived to repair damaged infrastructure 
and quickly erect scores of prefab barracks, hangars, and roads for some 
forty-five thousand troops slated to follow.

The communist offensive had caused severe disruptions to the existing 
infrastructure, especially the marine bases along Highway 1, disrupting flows 
of all materials from bullets to c-rations to oil. Sapper battalions had blown 
most of the major bridges from Huế to the DMZ, and infantry units had taken 
the mountain pass separating Huế from Đà Nẵng. They blew pipelines and 
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damaged the tanks supplying aviation fuel to Phú Bài. During the fighting 
in February, US forces required resupply by air when the winter clouds 
parted. US troops consumed more than 2,600 tons of supplies each day that 
month. An additional 45,000 US Army troops were due to arrive by the sum-
mer, so the demand for housing and logistics facilities was particularly 
acute.55 As MACV moved its offices, General Westmoreland ordered the US 
Army’s 101st Airborne Division to relocate to the hills above Dạ Lê. Following 
President Johnson’s emergency request to Congress for increased troops 
and spending, he added to the division a brigade (3,000 men) of the Eighty-
Second Airborne Division and a US Marines Regimental Landing Team 
(approximately 1,000 men) from Southern California. The forward command 
included army and marine generals who negotiated with the navy and air 
force for coordinated campaigns involving units from all branches.56

The Seabees destined for Huế set off from Port Hueneme, California, in 
January 1968 with a fleet of transport ships carrying prefab buildings, bull-
dozers, cranes, and tools to repair broken infrastructure around Huế and 
construct the new army base. The annual yearbook of MCB Team 8 provides 
a vivid pictorial account of activities in the area. As the Battle of Huế wound 
down, MCB 8 repaired the fifteen-kilometer road connecting Thuận An with 
Huế, including vital bridges and the petroleum-oil-lubricant pipeline run-
ning from a tank farm near the coast to Phú Bài (figure 5.6).

As had the marines before them, the Seabees devoted part of their efforts 
to rebuilding civilian infrastructure; however, the team was not prepared for 
the extent of broken buildings, rubble, and trash they encountered that 
spring. Photographs in the yearbook detail the skeletal hulls of buildings in 
Huế—the shot-up Huế University building, blown bridges, and piles of rubble 
inside the citadel. When the Seabees arrived at the site for the army base, the 
marine staging area LZ Tombstone, they found the hill covered in a thick 
layer of garbage. The fighting in February covered the hill in empty tins, shell 
casings, boots, and boxes (figure 5.7). Two snapshots in the yearbook, one of 
a boy lacing up a pair of combat boots and the other of him and other boys 
inspecting materials in the rubbish heap, point to the high level of material 
consumption during the fighting. When MCB 8 arrived, accompanying 
ARVN troops permitted Dạ Lê’s villagers to visit the rubbish piles to collect 
anything they wanted before bulldozers razed the site.

As the American military supply chain expanded on the central coast in 
1968, nearby villages became mired in this new construction and its material 

[[fig 5.06]]

[[fig 5.07]]
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flows, especially wastes. MCB 8’s bulldozers shaved the hilltop and carved 
out roads linking the army base with Phú Bài. The bulldozers plowed through 
several dozen tombs before ARVN and village protests forced them to reroute 
roads and buildings around them. By summer, army engineers and a private 
firm, Pacific Architects and Engineers, arrived to complete construction of 
cantonments for the 101st Airborne Division’s Camp Eagle. By September 
army units were in place and the base was operational. Residents of Dạ Lê 
no longer dared to venture to their old hamlet, Dạ Lê Thượng, now laying 
partially inside a perimeter of minefields and exploding incendiary fougasse 
devices. A network of watchtowers, perimeter lights, and machine gun 

figure 5.6. Reconstructed petroleum-oil-lubricant tank farms near Thuận An. 
Source: US Navy Mobile Construction Battalion Eight, MCB 8: Hue, Phu Bai, 1968 
(Minneapolis: American Yearbook Company, Military Division, 1968), 9.
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emplacements guarded the outside fringes too, as soldiers looked for any 
movement as a sign of an attack.57

Inside the fence, Camp Eagle was in material and cultural terms a small 
city. The skies buzzed with activity as helicopters took off and landed around 
the clock, ferrying troops and supporting a new network of hilltop firebases 
in the mountains. Each unit at Camp Eagle had its own club, and the base 
featured an ampitheater, the Eagle Entertainment Bowl, to host performers 
such as comedian Bob Hope and shows of dancing girls and rock and roll 
bands playing to crowds of ten thousand or more.58 Some villagers sought 
day-labor work inside, lining up by entrance gates; several dozen worked 
blue collar jobs. The base produced great volumes of trash, and villagers 
helped haul it to makeshift dumps while others picked through it. In anthro-
pologist James Trullinger’s 1975 interviews with residents of Dạ Lê, villagers 
repeatedly recalled the dangerous trips to visit family tombs on the hilltops. 
One recounted being shot at by troops while attempting to clean a tomb with 
his son.59

By 1969 this constellation of military camps had grown as large as Huế. 
The camps, the roads, and even some of the hilltop firebases formed a new 
infrastructure visible from space. The following photograph, a declassified 
image taken from a top-secret American spy satellite on March 20, 1969, 

figure 5.7. Children gleaning materials from military waste at Hamlet 5. Source: 
US Navy Mobile Construction Battalion Eight, MCB 8: Hue, Phu Bai, 1968 (Minne-
apolis: American Yearbook Company, Military Division, 1968), 108.
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shows the extent of this buildup after one year (figure 5.8). In the top center 
of this image, the squarish outline of the Huế Citadel gives a spatial reference. 
Each side measured two and a half kilometers in length. The 101st Airborne 
Division was headquartered at Camp Eagle while the MACV Forward Com-
mand and US Marine units were located at Phú Bài Combat Base. This section 
of what Washington’s photo interpreters called a keyhole image was about 
one-third of the long, rectangular frame. A close-up detail from the image 
shows the city-like nature of these new base areas with buildings and roads 
forming dense grids (figure 5.9). The hedgerows of fields and households are 
visible on the fringes of the base.

In a violent reprise of the ancient founding village and upland satellite 
model, the US military established fire support bases (firebases) on the hill-
tops to direct artillery fire into the highlands. Like their ancient analogues, 
each firebase was like a hamlet, connected for supplies and direction to its 
parent base. Camp Eagle was a political and material center near Highway 1, 
sending people and materials via helicopter to these mountaintops. In figure 
5.8, the white filament of a gravel road, provincial Route 547, snakes west from 
the base across the Perfume River into the hills. This road, like the root of a 
plant edging further into the soil, provided a vital conduit for truck convoys 
carrying artillery shells, troops, armaments, c-rations, beer, fuel, spare parts, 
and napalm to satellites such as Firebases Birmingham and Bastogne.

figure 5.8. Base areas, March 20, 1969. Annotations by author. Source: CORONA 
Frame DS1050-1006DF129, courtesy of US Geological Survey Earth Resources 
Observation and Science Center.

[[fig 5.8]]

[[fig 5.9]]
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From the moment of their violent creations to their evacuation several 
years later, the firebases were the most concentrated destructive sites of the 
war. The US military, the world’s largest logistics organization in 1968, pro-
duced manuals with step-by-step instructions to guide commanders in rap-
idly constructing these hilltop fortresses. The following quote from a First 
Cavalry guide gives a sense of the destructive powers available:

If the proposed site is one of dense jungle where it would take ground crews 
considerable time to clear even the smallest opening, it would be to the com-
mander’s advantage to use more efficient means, such as large Air Force 
bombs that would completely demolish all vegetation in the drop area. The 
750-pound bomb called the “Daisy Cutter” detonates approximately ten feet 
above the ground, completely destroying all vegetation within a ten-foot 
radius and knocking down trees in a considerably larger area. The 10,000-
pound bomb (instant LZ) performs the same devastation but over a much 
larger area . . . it is important that preparatory fire play a large part in clearing 
fire bases.60

figure 5.9. Phu Bai Combat Base, March 20, 1969. Source: CORONA Frame 
DS1050-1006DF129, courtesy of US Geological Survey Earth Resources Observation 
and Science Center.
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In the hills west of Camp Eagle, military commanders ordered the “instant 
LZ.” After the initial bombing, they followed additional guidelines. Cargo 
helicopters dropped drummed napalm in “flame drops” that incinerated the 
downed trees and burned away brush along the perimeter. An even larger 
helicopter, the CH-54 Skycrane, airlifted bulldozers and then howitzers as 
troops and engineers built bunkers, gun emplacements, and set up camp. 
Within days construction was complete. Helicopters from base camps ferried 
howitzers, shells, provisions, and people daily. Helicopters with spray rigs 
visited periodically to douse the base perimeter with herbicides and DDT to 
kill mosquitoes.

figure 5.10. Firebase Spear, April 2, 1971. Caption on the original photo reads: 
“Alpha Battery, 1st Battalion, 321st Artillery, 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile)  
is inserted.” Source: Box 8, Information Officer Photographic File, 101st Airborne 
Division, Record Group 472, US National Archives and Records Administration, 
College Park.
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This airborne network of bases and firebases tested the limits of the Amer-
ican aerial platform to the extreme. However, even with the new base cities 
and a force of over five hundred thousand American soldiers on the ground, 
this system could not regain control over the highlands. In addition to com-
munist attacks, the dense vegetation, steep slopes, and ever-present clouds 
challenged this hilltop approach. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate these chal-
lenges of this terrain as US forces with the 101st Airborne attempted to clear 
one hilltop and then airflift materials. In the center of each image, a CH-47 
helicopter hovers over the site, giving a sense of scale. Despite the proximity 
of helicopters, big guns, and radio contact, firebases often lacked visibility of 
the lands below and remained shrouded in clouds from the skies above. In 
the fall and winter months, heavy rains added to soldiers’ troubles, turning 
denuded hilltops into thick slopes of sticky mud.

figure 5.11. Firebase Spear, completed, April 22, 1971. Source: Box 8, Information 
Officer Photographic File, 101st Airborne Division, Record Group 472, US National 
Archives and Records Administration, College Park.

[[fig 5.10]] 
[[fig 5.11]]
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From the opening days of the Tết Offensive through 1968 and 1969, this 
escalation in US troops and expansion of firebases was accompanied by a 
threefold increase in bombing compared with the 1966–67 period. Figure 
5.12, depicting the same stretch of central Vietnam as in figure 5.5, shows US 
aerial bombing missions from January 1968 through December 1969. Using 
the comparison to World War II bombing in Europe, bombing in these two 
years was equal to almost double the volume of all Allied bombs dropped 
over Western Europe in 1943. Bombing intensified greatly over the Hồ Chí 
Minh Trail in Laos, and it extended westward from the cratered hills into the 
forested peaks, especially around the A Sầu Valley.

communist right of Way

While Americans extended their airborne networks from base cities to fire-
bases on the hilltops, communist forces ramped up their own infrastructure 

figure 5.12. US bombing missions on central coast, January 1, 1968, to December 31, 
1969. Source: Bombing point data, US Air Force THOR GIS. Background layers 
courtesy of ESRI Inc. Map produced by author.

[[fig 5.12]]
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development along the trail networks and around base areas. CIA intelligence 
memorandums developed from U-2 and CORONA photographs reported 
that in the A Sầu Valley, PAVN-PLAF forces had, since their victories in mid-
1966, expanded their own network of all-weather roads, improved wired 
communications (to avoid detection of radio transmissions), and even cleared 
the old runways on abandoned special forces bases, perhaps in anticipation 
of their own air cargo drops. After fending off the Tết Offensive, US bombers 
pounded these abandoned bases and any site that suggested evidence of com-
munist camps. The CIA report highlighted suspect depots and camps in Laos, 
and it provided a map showing over two hundred miles of gravel roads that 
PAVN-PLAF engineers had completed linking the trails in Laos with battle-
fronts along Highway 9 in Quảng Trị and in the A Sầu Valley (figure 5.13). Along 
these roads, still serviced by the 559th Transportation Group, construction 
units expanded vehicle depots, added anti-aircraft guns, reinforced barracks, 
and ran an eight-inch pipeline supplying diesel and kerosene.61

These top-secret discoveries in 1968 and 1969 pointed to a corresponding 
communist urbanization scheme that, contrary to the American construc-
tion along the coast, was establishing altogether new Vietnamese urban 

figure 5.13. Excerpt from figure 1, “Road Construction 1967–68,” in Intelligence 
Memorandum 68–48. Source: CIA CREST Declassified Documents, Report Number 
CIA-RDP85T00875R001500220048-6.

[[fig 5.13]]
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corridors in lands that before 1945 were hardly mapped. While the American 
bombing campaigns and military assaults after Tết were undoubtedly 
destructive for thousands of men and women working on the trail system, 
the systematic wasting of hilltops, communist roads, and large swaths of 
forests was a double-edged sword. In the short term, it forced trails to be 
rerouted, wires and pipelines to be reconnected. In the long term, the violent 
clearing of old growth rainforest and indigenous claims by B-52 Stratofor-
tresses and napalm drops opened the slopes to communist state-builders.

With respect to the urbanization of networks in the region, the CIA map 
also pointed to another troubling spatial fact. As PAVN-PLAF engineers 
pushed their roads east, they would eventually reach the new roads and cor-
ridors that Americans had extended west from bases on the coast. Near the 
DMZ, the embattled marine camp at Khe Sanh marked the 1968 boundary 
while near Huế after the Tết Offensive, PAVN-PLAF engineers controlled 
Route 547 east to the 101st’s Firebase Bastogne. If one viewed these dueling 
construction campaigns from space, one might even imagine they were two 
sides attempting to connect.

hamBurger hill

While American pilots and firebase gun crews may have cursed the low 
clouds and heavy rain, the same torrential rain turned communist roads to 
muck and stalled this construction effort every fall and winter. Communist 
fighting was intensely seasonal. PAVN-PLAF forces planned a 1969 winter-
spring offensive after the rains eased while they built up caches and troops 
over the rainy winter. This seasonality played into the timing of the 1968 Tết 
Offensive, and a year later it guided the first follow-up battle with reinforced 
American troops where the highways met.

This battle, later known by Americans as the Battle of Hamburger Hill, 
took place on the hills overlooking the embattled highway junction where 
the communist “highway” from Laos ran into the A Sầu Valley and the start 
of Highway 547. As the clouds and rains lifted in March 1969, both sides 
concentrated on this road junction as essential for advancing and protecting 
their efforts. The communists’ Trị Thiên Region Committee ordered several 
thousand troops to the valley to protect road-building efforts and push east 
to the American firebases. With Camp Eagle fully operational, US Army 
planners were eager to draw upon their networks of firebases and helicopter 
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groups to break the communist forces. The Trị Thiên Committee moved a 
regiment (approximately three thousand soldiers) of the PAVN 324th Divi-
sion into the western hills above the junction of Highway 547 and 548 (figure 
5.12). Soldiers dug trenches around hilltop bunkers and moved heavy guns 
including anti-aircraft weapons to the peak of A Bia Mountain. The PLAF 
Sixth Regiment, one of the main forces at the Battle of Huế, supported the 
effort, even cutting rice rations over the fall and winter to stockpile food for 
the battle.62

Comparing US military histories of the battle with People’s Army histo-
ries, it may come as no surprise that both sides suffered high casualties but 
nevertheless claimed victory in what was by all accounts a meat-grinder 
engagement. One American report published by the air force in October 1969 
paid close attention to coordinated ground and air-based attacks on com-
munist troops on the hill. US-ARVN forces fought for ten days to take the 
peaks on A Bia. The fighting left over a thousand soldiers wounded and sev-
eral hundred dead. As aerial bombing and artillery reduced the mountain to 
a moonscape, after the battle there was little of anything to claim. US-ARVN 
troops did not dare to build a firebase so deep in communist territory. Mean-
while, the PAVN-PLAF forces retreated to safe havens in Laos. Both sides waged 
smaller battles in the valley throughout the summer. Perhaps most important 
from an environmental standpoint was the decision by the US command after 
May 31 to designate the entire valley a Specified Strike Zone, meaning that air-
strikes could be ordered without observing on the ground local allied units. 
A radio listener at Phú Bài or a photo interpreter could present evidence of 
communist troop movements to a commander, who could then order bomb-
ing at designated coordinates. This strike zone opened the valley to saturation 
bombing and increasing use of defoliants.63

As with the Tết Offensive, news of Hamburger Hill at this remote highway 
junction jolted US debates at home. Newspaper reporters in Sài Gòn wrote 
of the fierce resistance posed by PAVN troops and the cost of these battles 
in American lives. Two Los Angeles Times stories on May 28 and June 18 
epitomized popular responses against these dangerous insertions into the 
mountains. The first headline read, “US Troops Abandon Viet Hill, Center of 
Con gressional Storm,” and the second read, “Reds Back on Viet Hill; US Gen-
eral Ready to Fight.”64 Heavy casualties and the seeming pointlessness of 
these battles deep in the mountains energized antiwar protests in the United 
States.
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chemical Warfare anD american environmentalism

In addition to widespread public protests in the United States about these 
deadly stalemate battles, by 1969 scientists, environmental activists, and some 
military leaders began to express concerns about the environmental effects 
of US activity. In particular, the Department of Defense and the Department 
of State were concerned about 1968 reports that the herbicide 2,4,5-T in Agent 
Orange contained high concentrations of the contaminant, 2,3,7,8-TCDD 
(dioxin). While communist propaganda had since 1963 likened the chemical 
spraying to poison gas attacks, the troubling findings in 1968 suggested that 
if the operations were exposing people to dioxin, there might be a shred of 
truth to the claim. In January 1968 the American ambassador contracted 
senior scientists from the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence to commence investigations of the herbicide’s alleged toxicity. The full 
report appeared in the association’s flagship journal Science in January 1969. 
The report was inconclusive, but it galvanized scientists and the public at large 
to investigate a bevy of alleged health impacts from exposure to dioxin. The 
Science article triggered a public debate at American universities and around 
the world, even leading to the coining of a new word, ecocide, to describe the 
intentional destruction of South Vietnamese forests. US agencies, including 
the Department of Defense, and the president had since 1963 expressed con-
cerns that targeted destruction of forests and fields might result in such 
charges of war crimes; antiwar activists seized on the reports and published 
their own accounts of ecocide.65

At the heart of this debate were the many chemicals that American troops 
used in Vietnam to open paths through forests or attack enemy camps. 
Besides Agent Orange and tactical herbicides, the US military introduced a 
broad suite of other chemicals to combat adversaries in jungle environments 
as well as to protect American bases from human and insect assaults. Chemi-
cal platoons assigned to individual bases managed supplies of tactical materi-
als such as napalm and Agent Orange. They also managed use of pesticides 
inside the bases and defoliation using diesel fuel. The US Army introduced 
airborne drops of tear gas (CS and CS2) to push soldiers from underground 
bunkers above ground. American combat activities in war zones such as the  
A Sầu Valley involved a mix of tactics with soldiers, helicopter assaults, aerial 
bombing, electronic surveillance, and chemical spraying.
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Teasing out military and scientific debates over the toxicity of Agent 
Orange from broader concerns about the war and chemical pollution in the 
1960s remains difficult even fifty years later. While press reports in 1969 and 
1970 focused on Agent Orange, they largely ignored the broader role of chemi-
cal units in both US-ARVN and PAVN-PLAF forces. Most large units had 
chemical companies or platoons for managing tactical chemicals such as 
explosives as well as nontactical disinfecants, insecticides, solvents, and other 
chemicals. While American antiwar activists in 1969–70 focused on Agent 
Orange, few paid much attention to the fact that the same dioxin-containing 
herbicide had been used at home in gardens and along rights of way since the 
late 1940s.66

Also lost in the Agent Orange–centered history is a more nuanced under-
standing of the wide array of other chemicals (many also later banned) used 
by American forces. For the 101st Airborne at Camp Eagle, the Tenth Chemical 
Platoon of the Army Chemical Corps managed the delivery of tactical chemi-
cals like Agent Orange to war zones as well as spraying the base with DDT for 
mosquitoes. The chemical corps was formed in 1918 during World War I when 
US Army troops encountered gas attacks in Europe. After 1945 the chemical 
corps expanded its responsibility to biological, radioactive, and nuclear weap-
ons, and during the 1950s it supervised the development of herbicides like 
Agent Orange for use in the challenging highland forests of Indochina. It also 
managed supplies of napalm and the tear gas CS. When the 101st Airborne set 
up at Camp Eagle, the Tenth Chemical’s unit of officers, soldiers, and assault 
support helicopter pilots managed this chemical stockpile.

A one-day snapshot of the Tenth Chemical’s operations at Camp Eagle 
suggests the scope of chemical activities. On the morning of January 21, 1970, 
helicopter pilots with the Tenth Chemical Platoon commenced aerial spray-
ing around Firebase Bastogne with a 2:1 mix of Agent Orange (350 gallons) 
and diesel (200 gallons). Using a UH-1 Huey helicopter with a spray rig, they 
made five trips from Camp Eagle to the firebase. In the afternoon, Tenth 
Chemical soldiers at the helipad loaded a CH-47 Chinook helicopter with 
drums of napalm for a “bulk flame drop” (figure 5.14). Crew on board strapped 
a dozen drums together (660 gallons), and once over the target they pushed 
it out the rear hatch. As the drums fell to the ground, a fighter jet swooped 
in and strafed it with bullets to create a giant fireball that singed the ground 
and suffocated anyone hiding below. The Tenth Chemical ran eleven bulk 
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flame drops that afternoon, targeting a coastal area of marshes and dunes 
where the 101st Airborne’s Third Brigade was fighting. After these missions 
concluded at 3:30 P.m., the Tenth Chemical ran one final operation reserved 
for dusk, a “sniffer mission.” The “sniffer” crew piloted a “Huey” fitted with a 
high-tech, ammonia-sniffing device. They flew low and slow, just above the 
treetops, to record minute traces of ammonia in the air. For each ammonia 
trace detected, they recorded map coordinates, setting targets for air attacks 
that night or the following morning.67 Figure 5.14, which pictures a different 
chemical platoon loading a CH-47, details a “bulk CS drop,” in which crews 
dropped barrels of CS instead of napalm to produce giant clouds of tear gas 
over suspected communist tunnels.

Even though US military planners worked closely with RVN counterparts 
to select target zones for the herbicide spraying months in advance of mis-
sions, problems of spray drift and accidental destruction of noncombatant 
or “friendly” crops highlighted the volatile ecological and political effects of  

figure 5.14. Loading CS tear gas drums into a CH-47. Source: Box 17, General 
Records, Command Historian, Headquarters US Army Vietnam, Record Group 472, 
US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park.
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the chemicals. A US military review of the herbicide program noted that 
thousands of farmers petitioned the South Vietnamese military for damage 
to crops. The highly volatile form of 2,4,5-T used in Agent Orange tended to 
drift several kilometers with the wind. Another American study noted that 
failures to compensate farmers posed deep political and tactical problems. 
Some disgruntled farmers joined the insurgents, and American attempts to 
reimburse farmers presented opportunities for widespread corruption as 
the South Vietnamese government lacked sufficient oversight to verify crop 
damage claims.68

In both strategic and economic ways, Agent Orange’s physical drift into 
friendly fields or onto allied soldiers pointed to deeper, underlying problems 
with the logic of using an herbicide to fight a war. Pilots of the sprayer planes, 
flying missions on predetermined coordinates, did not attempt to distinguish 
friends from enemies on the ground. After the Tết Offensive, many students 
and antiwar activists in South Vietnam began to protest the overall destruc-
tiveness of American operations; chemical damage only added to their 
claims. More scientific reports published in 1969 pointed to dioxin’s potential 
hazards to fetal development, so US military leaders attempted to justify the 
noncivilian impacts of defoliation, even in such fought-over places as the A 
Sầu Valley. The following excerpt from a 1970 planning document illustrates 
how far the military’s logic of mitigating damage to civilians had been 
stretched. It explained: “Intelligence estimates indicate approximately five 
regiments or a total of 10,000 NVA / VC troops are located within the target 
area. No friendly or pro GVN inhabitants are known to be living in the area 
and the Montagnard population is estimated to be approximately 9600. The 
resultant native population density of the entire area is less than four indi-
viduals per square kilometer.”69 This strange math, averaging the indigenous 
population across the area of the entire spray run, reflected a grim attempt 
to distract from the likelihood that concentrated villages of highlanders were 
squarely in the spray paths and would be exposed to a potentially teratogenic 
chemical while also losing their crops. This diminished valuing of highlander 
lives drew increasingly severe responses from South Vietnamese allies who 
faced criticism from senior leaders and protesters.70

In heavily bombed areas of the A Sầu Valley, much of the herbicide washed 
into circular, muddy ponds left by thousands of bomb craters. Residues of the 
oily herbicides broke down over several weeks in sunlight and washed into 
the A Sáp River, where people fished and turned the water to irrigate rice 
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paddies. While the herbicide degraded, the heavier dioxin molecules settled in 
the sediment of the crater ponds. The former special forces bases, overrun by 
communist troops in 1966, were especially targeted for spraying and bombing 
in 1969 and 1970. A 1968 CORONA image (plate 6) shows white dots of bomb 
craters running in lines, the results of saturation bombing runs visible from 
space. Additional circles indicate bombing runs that took place after the 1969 
battles. The spray missions visible in plate 6 reflect the plant-centered logic 
of herbicide spraying. The A Sáp River through the A Sầu Valley was a rice-
growing area, so a different herbicide, Agent Blue, was used as it targeted grasses. 
Runs of Agent Orange and Agent White covered the mountain slopes on both 
sides of the valley. These selective herbicides killed trees and broadleaf crops.71 
When the fall and winter rains hit, these defoliated (and napalmed) forests 
tumbled down the slopes in mudslides, clogging and flooding the valley.

Besides the international and local political fallout from this chemical 
war, defoliating broadleaf plants also brought new ecological challenges. 
By selectively killing broadleaf plants, Agent Orange in effect created grass-
lands, and communist troops adapted, forging new paths and adding new 
camouflage.72 PAVN-PLAF veterans also adapted to the napalm attacks, chang-
ing camouflage from light green (grasses) to gray (defoliated trees) to black 
(napalmed hillsides) as they traveled. Veterans interviewed by the author near 
Huế repeatedly touched on the challenges that spraying posed for camou-
flage. One veteran of a PLAF unit described how American helicopters 
dropped “gasoline bombs” (bulk flame drops) that singed hills black while 
suffocating people hiding underground. After these runs hit his area, he cov-
ered himself in blackened char to avoid being spotted by American planes.73

In North Vietnamese stories, these chemically devastated landscapes 
formed a popular backdrop in many war stories and later war movies. Travel-
ing through post-spray hillsides in 1967 near Huế, North Vietnamese journal-
ist Trần Mai Nam wrote: “We march in the desolate gray of the forest. Around 
us, giant trees, their foliage stripped by poison chemicals, thrust their stark 
branches into the sky. Their ghostly silhouettes march across a low and cloudy 
sky, heavy like a soaked quilt. . . . here, on these mountains once green with 
heavy growth, such a rage against nature seems insane. One finds himself 
asking: ‘But what do they want?’ Is it possible that the superforts [B-52s] fly 
all the way from Guam, so far through the air, just to change the color of this 
forest?”74 By 1969 photographs of the dead trees and gray hillsides began 
appearing in American antiwar newspapers and pamphlets. In 1970 one 
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antiwar activist, Barry Weisberg, published the first journalistic book on the 
subject, Ecocide in Indochina: The Ecology of War. Weisberg popularized the 
North Vietnamese argument that the military herbicide program amounted 
to a war crime and backed it up with pictures.75 Agent Orange spraying 
ceased in April 1970 after President Richard Nixon ordered a partial ban on 
the 2,4,5-T herbicide, and spraying of all tactical herbicides ceased in 1971.

While audiences in Hà Nội, Washington, and Sài Gòn seeing pictures of 
blackened hillsides or color photographs of grayscale lands may have imag-
ined total annihilation of South Vietnam’s forests, the spray missions were 
usually very targeted. For the most part, they followed both communist and 
American roadways. In the 1960s, few Americans questioned the spraying 
because the same herbicides were used commercially at home for almost 
identical purposes, clearing rights of way along roads, powerlines, and airport 
runways. Power companies in the United States and Canada even employed 
helicopters with sprayers to deliver 2,4,5-T over rugged terrain in rural areas. 
Plate 7, a compilation of all recorded spray runs in the province, shows the 
spraying concentrated along the mountain highways (547 and 548) and 
around the communist tactical zones at Hòa Mỹ, Nam Đông, and the A Sầu 
Valley. In addition to the communist tactical zones and routes, sprayer 
planes also doused American firebases guarding the highways running to 
the coast. Three firebases on Highway 547, Birmingham, Bastogne, and Veghel, 
were exposed to both fixed wing spraying and perimeter spraying by army 
helicopters.

Of all the firebases in Vietnam in 1969–70, Firebase Bastogne was one of 
the most sprayed and attacked. The last stop on the gravel road running west 
from Camp Eagle, it was a mirror in some respects to communist gateway 
camps such as Hòa Mỹ. However, while communist tactical areas quickly 
moved people and supplies through, the firebases were troublingly static and 
confined spaces. Soldiers and materials arrived by truck or helicopter, but 
those stationed there did not venture far on foot from the heavily defended, 
defoliated perimeters. Besides problems of terrain and these air-supported 
networks, the name of this firebase in particular, Bastogne, provides some 
clues to the American military’s view of this terrain and the struggle. The 
name derived from a Belgian town in the hilly Ardennes forest, the site of 
the 101st Airborne’s successful defense against a Nazi German offensive in 
the December 1944 Battle of the Bulge.76 Army leaders viewed the firebase’s 
location in communist-controlled hills as one liable to large-unit sieges, as 
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Bastogne had been in World War II. The 101st Airborne’s victory in 1944 also 
rested on critical reinforcements arriving by air including paratroopers and 
food. At that point, however, all similarities ended.

vietnamization anD Base closures

As this escalation of the war after 1968 delivered few tactical victories for 
MACV-ARVN forces, President Nixon and other US leaders opted to remove 
American grounds troops and “Vietnamize” their war effort. In central Viet-
nam this resulted in substituting ARVN soldiers in the American aerial plat-
form as MACV-ARVN planners attempted an unprecedented push west on 
highways 9 and 547 across the border deep into Laos. Operation Lam Sơn 719 
began in the Huế–Quảng Trị area in February 1971, and it was in some 
respects a last-ditch effort not unlike the 1953 French Operation Atlante 
described by Bernard Fall in Street without Joy. US and RVN military leaders 
attempted to destroy the main corridors of the communist trails in Laos by 
sending more than twenty thousand ARVN soldiers by tank, helicopter, and 
plane to communist base areas in Laos. More than ten thousand American 
troops, including units from Camp Eagle and Phú Bài, played a supporting 
role, flying aircraft and coordinating bombing strikes. Soldiers from Huế’s 
ARVN First Division and other regional units traveled by helicopter above 
the bombed-out pavement of Highway 9 in Quảng Trị into Laos.

The operation, while bold in conception, was a disaster for the ARVN. In 
Laos ARVN soldiers attempted an airborne landing in the middle of what, 
by 1971, were trail cities, heavily fortified mountain bases supporting several 
thousand soldiers. PAVN-PLAF units here were reinforced with anti-aircraft 
batteries and tanks, and they shot down over one hundred aircraft and seized 
many ARVN artillery guns. Several years of Soviet and Chinese aid produced 
heavily armored, formidable defenses there. Roughly two thousand South 
Vietnamese soldiers were killed with another six thousand wounded. An 
ARVN general concluded that the essential weakness for ARVN troops was 
“lack of ground mobility,” but the ARVN units struggled with the aerial 
platform as well as the terrain.77 During five years of American operations, 
ARVN troops had fought mainly as infantry units while Americans operated 
most of the helicopters and operational control over high-altitude air strikes 
and aerial surveillance. While American units such as the 101st Airborne may 
have excelled in using these aerial technologies, ARVN troops had not.
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The PAVN-PLAF victory derived from strong ground defenses in their 
base areas and increased sophistication on the airwaves. Communist radio 
operators took advantage of weak radio discipline by ARVN soldiers who 
routinely gave away positions by not speaking in code. Twenty-five years after 
Việt Minh forces established the first nationwide radio network, PAVN-PLAF 
units had in 1971 a plentiful supply of Chinese-made radio sets along with 
captured American Motorola backpack units. Communist radio operators 
by 1971 used radio-jamming technologies to cut off South Vietnamese units 
and interfere with the airborne radio-finding missions too. In his history of 
the operation, the ARVN general commended the communists on their radio 
discipline, taking special notice of a female voice he’d heard on the commu-
nist radio nets issuing combat orders. The presence of this female voice sig-
naled both the total participatory effort involving women on the communist 
side as well as superior radio discipline.78 This operational disaster combined 
with widespread public outrage in the United States over President Nixon’s 
ordering saturation bombing deep inside Laos and Cambodia pressured the 
rapid removal of US troops. Troop levels were decreased from more than five 
hundred thousand in 1969 to fewer than fifty thousand in 1972.

leaving the Bases

The American base closures in 1972 created a new “ruins” problem just as 
chaotic as the evacuations in 1954. The reduction in troops hollowed out an 
urban infrastructure of airstrips, radio towers, camps, and roads that primar-
ily American funds and advisers had built since the early 1950s. On the pla-
teaus of the central highlands, American bases at Kon Tum and Pleiku dwarfed 
the villages after which they were named. On the central coast, especially after 
1966, such American bases as Camp Evans and Camp Eagle supported encir-
cling towns of refugees and ARVN veterans. Like American bases elsewhere, 
these towns depended on the base for much of their income. The rapid Ameri-
can departure stunned local authorities and ARVN commanders. At Camp 
Eagle more than ten thousand men with tons of equipment disappeared in the 
first two weeks of January 1972. Compared with the process of building these 
spaces, the removals were frenzied. They left behind ghost towns to ARVN 
allies who would have to face new assaults from the mountains.

The turnover of Camp Eagle became a flashpoint for local protests in Huế, 
too, not about American troops leaving so much as over the ruins they left 
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behind. Further angering ARVN generals was the news that American forces 
were not simply giving back these properties but selling them via long-term 
international loans. Per the terms of base agreements, the United States 
charged the RVN for all improvements on these lands.79 Officially, MACV 
maintained that the bases would continue to support Vietnamese units in 
fighting communist adversaries. However, in practical terms, when American 
troops evacuated they took most essential elements of the base. This was not 
only due to the US military’s need to conserve resources, redeploying them 
elsewhere, but also because the US military did not legally own much of the 
equipment. Given the rapid timeframe for base construction, the United 
States had paid construction companies such as Pacific Architects and Engi-
neers to build and operate key parts of base infrastructure.80 When the 
American military mission ended, property transfers between the US and 
South Vietnamese militaries did not include the contractors. The US military 
had also repositioned usable equipment such as fire trucks and radio equip-
ment to smaller enclaves. Camps such as Camp Eagle were left without 
defenses and littered with industrial wreckage, garbage landfills, and pits of 
discarded chemicals. Essential systems—high voltage generators, perimeter 
lighting, air conditioners, water pumps, water treatment plants, telephone 
switchboards, radios, and signal equipment—disappeared.81

On January 21, 1972, NBC Nightly News aired a short segment showing 
the official transfer ceremony at Camp Eagle. The segment started with the 
lowering of the American flag while a bugler played “Taps”; then it cut to 
images of gutted buildings with empty holes left from removed air condition-
ing units. It finished by following American soldiers loading one of the wall-
mounted units into a jeep.82

filling the voiD

Just two months after the Americans cleared out of Camp Eagle, PAVN-PLAF 
forces launched one of the largest conventional mass offensives, the Easter 
Offensive, to take the central coast. An estimated forty thousand soldiers in 
infantry and artillery units marched with several hundred tanks across the 
DMZ down Highway 1 to Quảng Trị, taking the town’s nineteenth-century 
citadel and surrounding areas. On Highway 9, the main east-west road link-
ing the coast with Laos, PAVN-PLAF units marched east past Khe Sanh with 
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ease. They overpowered ARVN units stationed in former American bases, 
connecting with the groups that had marched south to Quảng Trị. In the A 
Sầu Valley, just as the winter cloud cover was starting to thin, communist 
forces marched to A Lưới past A Bia Mountain (Hamburger Hill) and started 
down Highway 547 toward Firebase Bastogne (figure 5.15). ARVN troops on 
the hilltop base took heavy fire all summer while US bombers pulverized the 
surrounding area. The PAVN 324th and PLAF Sixth Regiments seized Bas-
togne in July and then turned its guns toward Camp Eagle.83 The speed of these 
communist advances surprised US and RVN leaders alike as they realized 
that American efforts to open paths with herbicides and bombs now aided 
PAVN units driving Soviet tanks over widened roads. 

figure 5.15. US bombings from July 30, 1972, to February 22, 1973. Source:  
US AMSFE L607, Air Force Thor Dataset. Map by author.
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While military leaders and foreign journalists saw the 1972 communist 
offensive as a show of force during peace negotiations in Paris, locally in Huế 
journalists focused on the fight at Firebase Bastogne and fears of a total col-
lapse. Malcolm Browne, famous for his iconic photograph of Buddhist monk 
Thích Quảng Đức’s self-immolation in 1963, reported on the fall of Bastogne 
for the New York Times. As American B-52s pounded communist forces with 
round-the-clock bombing north of Quảng Trị, communist units in A Sầu 
Valley hit Bastogne and neighboring firebases with “several thousand shells 
a day.”84 Browne described a tidal wave of the communists’ heavily armored 
military onslaught along Highway 547 followed by the equally catastrophic 
American air bombing campaign that stalled it. A map of US bombing mis-
sions from July 1972 to the final day of bombing, February 22, 1973, shows 
the extent of this targeted, intense bombing. Concentrated on the large 
PAVN-PLAF troop movements north of Quảng Trị and west of Bastogne, 
American bombers dropped more tons of bombs on these two areas in six 
months than they had over three years of fighting from 1965 to 1967. 

cease-fire anD ruins

Except for one important point, the Paris Accords signed on January 27, 1973, 
reprised the Geneva Accords of 1954. It produced a cease-fire, called for the 
creation of an international control commission, and permitted foreign 
nations to continue supporting their Vietnamese allies with existing levels 
of weapons and equipment. However, in one critical geographical aspect it 
differed: US negotiators dropped their demand that communist forces evacu-
ate their tactical areas in the mountains of South Vietnam. An ARVN general 
in a history of the conflict’s final years noted that communist forces had made 
uncontested claims to these territories that they again governed as they had 
before 1954. However, with the advances on Quảng Trị and Huế, they dem-
onstrated the capacity to take these cities by force against a well-armed 
adversary. 

Unlike Geneva, the Paris Accords signed on January 23, 1973, legalized 
communist government in highland areas, recognizing provisional revolu-
tionary government (PRG) councils. There would be no political voids or troop 
relocations. After the cease-fire began on February 22, the PRG took every 
opportunity to challenge stipulated boundaries of the liberated zones in South 
Vietnam. They planted NLF flags at every key crossing point on roads and 
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rivers, asking international observers to map each flag.85 Their resolve to hold 
highland areas and endure American bombing stemmed from experiences in 
1954 and 1968. PAVN-PLAF networks in the mountains had never been stron-
ger than in 1973, while ARVN forces struggled to defend the emptied Ameri-
can bases. 

After several failed general offensives, party leader Lê Duẩn paused. He 
emphasized building more political and material infrastructure in the hills. 
Mountain valleys such as A Sầu were no longer just corridors; they would 
become future towns. During the cease-fire, PRG troops played what one 
ARVN general called a “game of flags” where at night they moved boundary 
markers into RVN territory. By day, ARVN troops moved the flags back. Inter-
national observers were like umpires officiating the contest.86

In material and landscape terms, what was most different in 1973 from 
1954 was the quick retreat of American support for South Vietnam’s coastal 
networks of bases, highways, depots, electric grids, ports, ammunition sup-
plies, heavy weapons, and especially airplanes. The military and industrial 
infrastructure that two decades of US congressional appropriations had 
funded could not continue without new imports of heavy equipment, ammu-
nition, and especially oil. The OPEC oil embargo in 1973–74 created severe 
shortages and price hikes for petroleum supplies in the United States too. This 
interruption in the global supply of oil meant delays in the supply chain to 
bases in Vietnam. (Ironically, oil explorers in 1974 identified offshore oil fields 
off the southern coast of Vietnam.)87

This final phase of the war before the communists launched their spring 
1975 offensive highlighted a key weakness in the American militarization-
urbanization strategy. The petroleum, chemical, electronic, and mechanical 
supply lines that enabled the world’s most modern military to develop land-
scape-altering campaigns of airborne assaults and surveillance could, in their 
sudden absence, render these landscapes a liability. Even worse, the clearing 
of forests and hilltops to insert advance forces opened up ideal spaces for com-
munist forces to position their own units. Communist histories about the 
1973–74 period detail a steady expansion of military campaigns aimed to fur-
ther hobble South Vietnam’s military infrastructure. Party political leaders 
organized wave after wave of political protests in southern cities while mili-
tary sapper units attacked ARVN infrastructure, blowing pipelines and crip-
pling equipment. In June 1974 commandos detonated explosives destroying 
petroleum tanks and ammunition bunkers near Phú Bài. A tally of the damage 
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inflicted from February to September 1974 included destruction of more than 
forty-seven thousand tons of bombs and bullets and fourteen petroleum tanks 
and seizure of the highest mountaintop observations posts within sight of 
the coast.88 In these six months of small-scale battles, the communist forces 
around Huế had for the first time gained an aerial advantage over their 
adversaries.

In contrast with previous communist offensives that took advantage of 
lingering cloud cover, a newly combined People’s Army II Corps (comprising 
the PAVN 324th and PLAF Sixth Regiments) planned the spring 1975 offen-
sive in Huế to occur after the cloud cover had lifted. This was a first. With 
South Vietnam’s military forces running out of vital supplies and no signs 
of American high-altitude bombers, they used the bright, clear skies to their 
advantage. With forces positioned north and south of Huế, they started 
their siege of the coast at 5:45 a.m. on March 8. Over the next two weeks, 
these units fought their way into Huế, taking control of the airstrip at Phú 
Bài and rushing past the abandoned barracks at Camp Eagle. The final Huế-
area battles with ARVN troops concluded on March 24 and 25 at the beaches 
along Thuận An. The symbolism of the location—the point where French 
marines had started their invasion in 1884 and again in 1947—was not lost 
on communist military historians.89 The following morning at 6:30 a.m., 
members of the PLAF Sixth Regiment climbed the historic citadel in front of 
the Noon Gate and raised the blue-and-red NLF flag above the city. The war, 
at least in Huế, was over.
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postwar

after the War enDeD in 1975 the Pavn moveD in to the olD Bases 
while the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV) commenced a new era of 
postwar governance. As in previous postwar moments, especially 1945 and 
1954, this one in 1975–76 included its fair share of social and environmental 
ruins. Faced with international isolation, food shortages, and an economic 
depression in 1976, the unified socialist state had few resources to redevelop 
militarized areas. Nor was there a large-scale demobilization of military 
forces after 1975. The People’s Army sent troops to occupy Cambodia in 1978, 
and in 1979 it fought a border war with China. As a socialist planned econ-
omy, the SRV was not inclined to follow Western countries that had redevel-
oped old bases into industrial parks. Instead, the SRV embarked on new 
campaigns for agricultural collectivization and small-scale industrialization 
while local gleaners picked apart scrap metal and any usable materials from 
the hills.

Given the scale of construction around Huế, especially after 1968, pro-
cesses of deconstruction, salvage, and recovery were extremely slow at first. 
In 1980–81, a documentary film team from WGBH in Boston visited Huế 
collecting footage for Vietnam: A Television History. Footage shot along High-
way 1 from the airport into Huế shows the hills running up to the former 
Camp Eagle. In figure 6.1, a tank and armored vehicle stand frozen in time 
from 1975, yet to be rendered into scrap metal. In the distance, two squares 
of utility poles form the outline of a helicopter hangar now stripped of its 
siding. This graveyard-like image of abandoned war machines, standing in 

[[fig 6.01]]
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place for over six years, suggests that removal of this equipment was not 
slowed just by the physical challenges of cutting armor plating with hand 
tools but by social and political indecision about what vestiges of the war 
to keep.

Especially for many PAVN and PLAF veterans, these dead tanks did not 
just signify victories but also served to remind people of the scale of destruc-
tion in the war, something easier to forget now that most of the war’s remains 
have disappeared. While not discussed in official histories, these local debates 
over the preservation of war remains were common. I learned about them 
firsthand in 2001 while driving by motorbike on a stretch of highway north 
of Sài Gòn. I found a tank parked beside the highway, its large gun poking 
out of some trees. I stopped the bike and, without thinking, crawled up on 
the tank, curious as to why this war object had been left on the side of the 
road with no signs, no historical markers, no explanation. Moments later, an 
older man on motorbike drove by and then circled back, no doubt surprised 

figure 6.1. Screenshot from a 1981 WGBH film clip, “Destroyed US Army Base.” 
Source: WGBH Media Library and Archives, Vietnam: A Television History, March 1, 
1981, Phú Bài, Vietnam, http: /  / openvault.wgbh.org / catalog / vietnam-713cae -destroyed 
-u-s-army-base.

http://openvault.wgbh.org/catalog/vietnam-713cae-destroyed-u-s-army-base
http://openvault.wgbh.org/catalog/vietnam-713cae-destroyed-u-s-army-base
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to see a foreigner standing on the tank. He parked his bike next to mine and 
waited for me to climb down. When I addressed him in Vietnamese and 
answered his questions about where I came from and what I was doing in 
Vietnam (working toward my PhD), the conversation turned more than a 
little bit uncomfortable. I was an American on the upper edge of military-
serving age with a shaved head, speaking Vietnamese. We talked about the 
tank. He’d served in a PLAF unit that fought along this highway, what Ameri-
can GIs referred to as Thunder Road (Highway 13). He explained that after 
the war, he and other veterans organized to keep the tank on the roadside as 
a memorial to the people who died there. In 2015 I drove the same stretch of 
highway again, but the tank was gone.

This decision about what vestiges to keep or let go is a complex one with 
many parallels around the world. Landscapes are often at the center of  
debates involving veterans and national history. Walls pockmarked by shrap-
nel or metal skeletons of tanks and downed planes often serve as focal points 
for state-guided reflection. Proponents of memorialization seek such ruined 
monuments so that people will never forget, while others seek to erase these 
old war vestiges to move on. Communities are often divided, too, in trying 
to balance the desires of veterans and the younger generation. Mr. Phương, 
a resident of Dạ Lê Village who fought with the 324th Regiment, described to 
me his shock after 1975 when the one-time cityscape of Camp Eagle “looking 
like New York, bright lights like crazy” turned into the empty wasteland in 
figure 6.1. A native of the village and a political officer with the 324th, he 
returned to the village in 1975 and hoped to preserve parts of Camp Eagle 
while also salvaging some of the metal siding to build his house. He went 
north to Hà Nội for training courses in the early 1980s (when the shot in 
figure 6.1 was captured); when he returned home the tanks were gone.

They cleared [the hills] so that several years later there was nothing left; 
before when I looked from Chín Hầm out here it was like New York City, 
bright lights like crazy. But then they cleared out after several years and left  
it empty; they managed it so nobody could take anything. . . . I returned here 
and just farmed. My house then was an iron siding house, just built. At that 
time, I resolved to preserve one military tank here as a reminder, but then  
I went to Hà Nội to study and the people here took it [for scrap], removing 
everything. . . . I had intended to preserve the [American] base in Hamlet 5; 
because I lived near it I knew to preserve the base intact so that later our 
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children and people could come and visit. But they’d taken and broken up 
everything already. The stuff the Americans had left was all destroyed. . . .  
I only took some iron siding, brought a motorcycle cart to carry them, but  
I didn’t take anything else.1

Half a world away in the United States, veterans and journalists also 
sparred over similar debates about these landscapes in Vietnam. Paul Sci-
pione served in the 101st Airborne at Camp Eagle during the war, and he 
wrote a letter to the editor of the New York Times after reading journalist 
Craig Whitney’s account of a return visit to Phú Bài and Camp Eagle in 1983. 
Whitney worked in Huế in 1972 and 1973 as a reporter, writing for the Times 
on the communist offensive and the fallout after the American troop with-
drawals. In his essay Whitney remarked on scenes of new construction along 
Highway 1 and the empty spaces where the American bases once stood. Sci-
pione responded in a letter to the Times:

I found Craig R. Whitney’s retrospective, “A Bitter Peace: Life in Vietnam” 
(Oct. 30, 1983) provocative. However, I must respectfully disagree with his 
observation “that only stones were left where American bases had stood—
Camp Eagle, home of the 101st Airborne Division; military airfield at Phu 
Bai.” . . . As a former NCO [noncommissioned officer] in the 101st who spent 
a short but incredibly intense part of my life at Phu Bai and Camp Eagle, I 
know with certainty that more is left there than a few stones—things like 
honor and comradeship, our former naïveté and the blood of ourselves and 
others, in the sand. For those of us who fought there, Phu Bai and Camp 
Eagle remain something indelible—a place in our minds and memories, not 
just places on a map.2

Both Scipione’s and Phương’s struggles concerned the meanings of past trau-
mas inscribed not only in the physical landscape but also in their minds. That 
Camp Eagle and Dạ Lê Village were halfway around the world from Metuchen 
was irrelevant.

ProBlematic ruins anD family reunions

Contrasted with postwar moments in 1945 and 1954, the postwar period fol-
lowed one of the most concentrated, physically destructive wars in modern 
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history. War’s footprints on the landscape—abandoned bases and millions 
of bomb craters—remained vivid, but there were countless internal scars too. 
Residents in Dạ Lê Village, for example, described major demographic shifts. 
First, many of the men did not come back; in the first years after the war, it 
was a village of women. Then, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, many pro-RVN 
families began to disappear, secretly escaping in the dark of night to fishing 
boats on the coast. Finally, new settlers from the north central province of 
Quảng Bình, a mix of PAVN veterans and refugees from zones north of the 
DMZ arrived. They attempted to reclaim the bare hills of Hamlet 5 inside the 
former Camp Eagle. One man recalled that until the mid-1980s not even euca-
lyptus trees would grow in these compacted, chemically sprayed soils.3

Vietnam’s embargo on media descriptions of postwar troubles eased a bit 
in the early 1990s after the historic Đổi Mới (Renovation) reforms of 1986. 
Vietnamese veterans began publishing short stories and novels that pointed to 
painful personal tragedies, shattered marriages, and crippling post-traumatic 
stress. First published as a newspaper serial in 1991 and translated into English 
in 1993, veteran Bảo Ninh’s The Sorrow of War has become a classic of this 
genre for foreign audiences, providing readers a glimpse of these seldom 
documented but widely acknowledged, stressful engagements with former 
war sites as well as struggles simply going home. While the following passage 
takes place near Hà Nội, it could have easily taken place in the villages around 
Huế. It describes the protagonist, Kiên, a veteran suffering from intense post-
traumatic stress disorder who returns to Hà Nội only to find a city hollowed 
out by bombing where the love of his youth has forgotten him. The sorrow 
that Bảo Ninh conjures in a story that jumps back and forth in time and dis-
solves into dreamlike encounters with ghosts seamlessly joins individual suf-
fering with dystopic landscapes. In describing Kiên’s visit to a fallen comrade’s 
family to return his personal items, Bảo Ninh writes:

The landscape was half marsh, half rubbish dump. The scrawny children wore 
rags. . . . The hamlet’s inhabitants were semibeggars, gathering garbage for 
their meager living, and there were small dumps of obviously stolen goods 
lining the paths where thieves had set up tiny stalls. Someone pointed Vinh’s 
family house to Kiên. It was like all the others, a shanty of tin and old timber, 
surrounded by garbage. Vinh’s little sister was barely fifteen then. Her eyes 
had swollen and sent tears down her cheeks as she recognized her brother’s 
knapsack and his personal belongings. There was no need to ask why Kiên 
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had come to visit them. The sad news was there for them to touch. Vinh’s 
blind mother sat with the girl, feeling the items as she handed them over.  
A cloth hat. A folded knife. An iron bowl. A broken flute. A notebook. When 
Kiên rose to leave, the old lady had reached up and touched his cheek. “At 
least you came back,” she said quietly.4

Repeatedly in the novel, Bảo Ninh emphasizes the intense struggles that sur-
round this soldier’s return home in landscape terms—coming back to ruined 
spaces. The novel captures in such personal exchanges what has remained for 
decades after 1975 one of the most difficult processes of postwar recovery for 
millions of Vietnamese.

Especially in the former border provinces of Thừa Thiên–Huế and Quảng 
Trị, of the first landscapes to attract private attention were the lands dotted 
with tombs and family shrines. With the economic reforms of the 1990s, the 
SRV permitted remittances from overseas Vietnamese to relatives who stayed. 
These remittances quickly ran into billions of dollars. Much of the money went 
to ancestral homelands (quê hương), not only money for personal needs, med-
icine, and so on, but also to rebuild the village and especially family tombs.5

As a frequently traveling in-law (rể) in an extended Vietnamese family, 
with ties to a paternal homeland in Trung Đơn, a tiny village in Quảng Trị 
Province, and maternal relatives in Huế, I had frequent opportunities to 
attend village and family ceremonies while negotiating my own roles as a 
son-in-law to a founding family. Through my father-in-law, Lý Tô, I was privy 
to one man’s experience of working with a cousin in Huế, Uncle Nghiên, to 
get money back to the village. Like many central Vietnamese families, the Lý 
family was split in its wartime affiliations mostly along gender lines. Tô’s 
father encouraged him and his elder brother to get advanced educations; they 
matriculated through Huế’s best schools and traveled to the United States on 
engineering scholarships. The same father, following traditional village cus-
tom, discouraged his four daughters from studying beyond the third grade. 
In the 1960s three of them joined the NLF, where they received a revolution-
ary education. They met their future husbands working with the PLAF and 
the party. At one family reunion in Huế, one of these “rebel aunties” half-
joked with me saying she was in her youth just like the women in the black 
pajamas with the AK-47, “bang bang.” This split family situation, some sib-
lings moving to the United States and others staying in Vietnam, was not 
uncommon during the war, especially on the central coast.
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As Vietnam expanded its diplomatic and trade relations with the United 
States in the mid-1990s, these split families began to reconnect. Tô and his 
brother Đãi joined an association of overseas Trung Đơn villagers and focused 
on supporting family reunions and village projects with other family clans, the 
Hoàng, Ngô, Hồ, and Nguyễn. As did other family- and village-based networks, 
they raised tens of thousands of dollars over twenty years to bring electricity 
to the village, rebuild roads, build bridges, and carry out other constructive 
works. The Trung Đơn Network raised funds for college scholarships at Huế 
University. Mostly Buddhists, they also raised funds to build a new Buddhist 
pagoda and restore family tombs. Uncle Nghiên acted as a go-between with 
overseas relatives, making sure the funds reached their destination.

As an in-law and a Vietnamese-speaking foreigner on trips to Trung Đơn, 
I enjoyed lavish feasts and a front-seat view on one family’s effort to reconnect. 
We met the uncles who as war heroes helped manage government paperwork 
required to turn overseas remittances into roads and scholarships. A member 
of the village people’s committee joined one death anniversary (ngày đám giỗ) 
feast for my wife’s grandfather. After the meal several men from the family 
led me to the recently reconstructed Lý family shrine honoring the founding 
ancestor who had settled in the village in the mid-1500s.

In addition to overseas relatives, increasingly wealthy urban family 
descendants in Vietnam have joined in this family-centered form of history-
making. Family members whose parents served in PAVN-PLAF forces and 
some whose parents served in the ARVN have joined these village networks, 
contributing to construction efforts, and have tapped in to family and village 
networks when they travel abroad. Provincial and communal public works 
departments have grown wealthier, too, and they have replaced remittance-
funded projects with wider roads, more electric power, bridges, and other 
public services. Now more than forty years since the war’s end, the increasing 
number of village festivals and family reunions and the ever-more-opulent 
tomb and shrine constructions suggest hopeful signs for rebuilding village 
landscapes and healing the tangible and intangible wounds of war.

chemical ghosts

Like the ghosts that haunt Kiên in Bảo Ninh’s novel, the chemical remains 
of war on the central coast present a different political and environmental 
challenge. One of the most troubling remains from the war are the many toxic 
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chemicals left not only from the herbicide program but also from industrial 
chemicals disposed at landfills around former bases. Lacking expensive, 
high-tech methods for genetic testing or mass spectroscopy in soils, many 
people living in former spray zones or near former bases are left to wonder 
whether clusters of birth defects or cancers are associated with invisible 
toxins. One resident of Dạ Lê Village born in 1925, Mr. Minh, described a 
familiar pattern of ailments that he believed were associated to his exposure 
to Agent Orange. He explained how he regrouped to the north in 1954 and 
then returned south along the Hồ Chí Minh Trail in Laos, where he worked 
during the war in the 1960s managing a fifty-person transport team in charge 
of five boats at a ferry crossing called Tà Khống. He and his team were repeat-
edly sprayed with herbicides. He suspected that his son’s severely deformed 
legs may have been related to his exposure to these “poisons” but he had no 
way to prove it.6 Minh’s story is common in Vietnam, and over the decades 
newspapers, books, and films have popularized these fears with calls for jus-
tice and reparations from the United States.

My initial interest in using historical records to track these chemical foot-
prints pushed my interest in the larger historical project, and it also raised 
my awareness of the more general problem posed by so many different chemi-
cal traces in the land. My research in Huế began around the research of 
historical maps and records identifying possible chemical hotspots near for-
mer US bases. I conveyed scans of the Tenth Chemical Platoon’s daily records 
at Camp Eagle to the Director of Thừa Thiên–Huế Province’s Department of 
Science and Technology, and we discussed using historical records to more 
accurately pinpoint suspected chemical dumps.7 While Agent Orange 
remains a highly restricted topic for foreign research in Vietnam, this more 
general problem of toxic waste cleanups at former US base sites is of equal if 
not greater importance to local economic and development policies.

Using military text records and imagery, I worked with a handful of geog-
raphers and a remote sensing specialist in Huế to generate land cover maps 
of both Camp Eagle and the Phú Bài Combat Base. We digitized historic air 
photos of the base areas in 1972 as a starting point and then digitized land 
cover areas using the UN Food and Agriculture Organization’s standard land 
cover categories. We digitized land cover layers from satellite imagery pro-
duced in 2001 and 2009, and we analyzed the 1972 air photos using text 
records and visual inference to locate suspected storage depots. In 2012 we 
presented the maps with suspect chemical hotspot candidate sites to officials 
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from the province and the district. As is common with foreigners involved 
in such matters, the group politely accepted my data then said goodbye. I 
readily understood that local debates and follow-up strategies would not be 
open for the comment of historians, especially foreigners. Nevertheless, I 
believe that this method of researching public American and South Vietnam-
ese records may support continuing environmental research, and this book 
is in some small ways tied to that more activist interest.

Of all the places we visited, one hotspot candidate in particular has 
remained a touchstone for me as I wrote this book. The helipad for the 160th 
Helicopter Group at Camp Eagle is still partially visible as a large asphalt 
rectangle on a hilltop separated by a ravine from the tomb-covered hills of 
Hamlet 5 in Dạ Lê (plate 8). This site, unlike most, is easily accessed by a 
new highway running through the center of the former Camp Eagle. Since 
2012 I have returned to this spot on every visit to Huế as it gives me a link to 
the site’s wartime past and an opportunity to study new constructions, from 
the tombs in the background to new construction across the road and, since 
2016, a grid of acacia saplings planted in evenly spaced holes dug into the old, 
cracking pavement.

Comparing satellite photographs and air photos taken in 1972 with a map 
of base cantonments from the 101st Airborne Museum allowed me to recon-
struct this site’s association with this aviation group (figure 6.2). A composite 
image of these layered sources shows the helipad’s location in the past com-
pared with more recent satellite imagery of the site. This helped pinpoint the 
approximate locations of the Tenth Chemical Platoon, too, as its headquarters 
and depot for drummed chemicals was close to the helipad. This helipad was 
of interest to the province as it supported the sniffer missions, flame drops, 
and defoliation runs of the 101st Airborne. A closer view of this hotspot can-
didate site shows the asphalt helicopter pad as well as stacks of containerized 
materials. At the time these aerial photographs were taken, the US Army had 
already moved most of its troops and aircraft from the facility. The aviation 
depot area with a storage pad for drummed chemicals was one of the hotspot 
candidates (figure 6.3). Air photos from 1972 show the hangars used for air-
craft repairs as well as the rows of metal clad buildings that served as quarters 
for the crews. They also show the perimeter with guard towers and a creek 
that drained runoff from the helipad area to Dạ Lê’s fields below.

Even though scavengers had cleared off most of the buildings here by the 
late 1990s, the footprints of the old buildings and helipad were still visible in 

[[fig 6.02]]

[[fig 6.03]]
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satellite images with little vegetation evident. Using an infrared layer from 
a 2001 satellite frame, we located the outlines of the old helipad by lines of 
weeds growing around its old rectangular form (plate 9).

While as a historian I appreciate the accessibility of this site and its rela-
tively open state, which permit easy mental reconstructions, the lack of 
remediation here points to troubling problems of economic, local, and even 
international politics. A modern environmental cleanup of such a site in an 
industrialized country might run in the tens of millions of dollars for test-
ing, soil remediation, and disposal. Limited resources and tight profit mar-
gins in Vietnam means that local governments must do what they can to 

figure 6.2. Map showing unit cantonments inside Camp Eagle, circa 1969. Source: 
“Camp Eagle Counterattack Plan,” 101st Airborne Division Pratt Museum; Box 3, 
Military Assistance Command Vietnam Construction Directorate, Real Property 
Disposal Files, Record Group 472, US National Archives and Records Administra-
tion, College Park; CORONA Frame DS1117-2038DF144, courtesy of US Geological 
Survey Earth Resources Observation and Science Center. Annotations by author.
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generate new uses from these lands without incurring these costs and simul-
taneously without exposing people to hazardous materials. They do the best 
they can; they keep most of these sites reserved for industrial uses, capping 
them in asphalt or covering them in trees. Like militaries globally, the PAVN 
has also opted to retain many polluted properties as another way of mitigat-
ing liability. The helipad has been left alone, but the property just south of it 
across the highway, the former headquarters for the helicopter squadron, has 
become Ministry of Defense Vocational College 23 (figure 6.4). The PAVN 
has repurposed it for a relatively safe new use to minimize exposures, an 
asphalt driving course. A sign shows the largely paved, impermeable footprint 
of the new college destined to cover the hilltop. With so many potentially 
troublesome properties, states, communities, and militaries have opted to 
literally pave over past problems, capping damaged soils while they wait for 
new technologies or funds to do something about potential hazards in the 
ground.

figure 6.3. Hotspot candidate sites, 1972. Source: “Camp Eagle Counterattack 
Plan,” 101st Airborne Division Pratt Museum; Box 3, Military Assistance Command 
Vietnam Construction Directorate, Real Property Disposal Files, Record Group 472, 
US National Archives and Records Administration, College Park; CORONA Frame 
DS1117-2038DF144, courtesy of US Geological Survey Earth Resources Observation 
and Science Center. Annotations by author.
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This local political debate over approaches to toxic sites also stems in part 
from difficult experiences in the 1990s with discoveries of Agent Orange /  
dioxin-contaminated sites and the negotiation of postwar relations with the 
United States. Foreign researchers and military teams identified major air 
bases of the American spray program as well as more remote hotspots where 
defoliants left concentrated plumes of dioxin in the ground. Publications 
about these sites have drawn extensive international attention, but locally these 
Agent Orange stories have brought problems too. Without tens of millions 
of dollars to clean soil, relatively poor rural governments in mountainous 
areas have few options but to mark off such sites as toxic and keep people out.

The former American A Shau Special Forces Base that was overrun in 1966 
is one of the more famous of these upland sites with an unusually concen-
trated dioxin hotspot. A collaborative research venture between Canadian 
and Vietnamese researchers in the A Sầu Valley resulted in a comprehensive 
analysis of soils, animal tissue, human blood samples, and human breast-
milk.8 Soil tests conducted across the valley confirmed that dioxin sprayed 

figure 6.4. Construction site for Vocational College 23 on top of the former 160th 
Aviation Group site. Photo by author, July 2015.
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from the airplanes had dissipated along the mountain slopes to “background 
levels” comparable with other sprayed lands such as golf courses in indus-
trialized countries. They found levels from nondetectable to five parts per 
trillion. The only sites with highly elevated concentrations were the former 
American special forces bases in the valley where chemicals were likely stored 
in drums. At the former A Shau Special Forces Base, now known as Đông Sơn 
Commune, the team found that sediment in aquaculture ponds filling old 
bomb craters showed dioxin at a highly toxic concentration of 300–400 parts 
per trillion. The joint study recommended focusing attention to these “dioxin 
reservoirs” where the contaminant was moving through duck and fish fats 
into the bodies of people, especially babies in the womb.9

While the research helped to prevent new exposures at the site or via path-
ways of absorption via fish and ducks, this widely known history of A Shau as 
a hotspot has left a problematic legacy. I visited the former airfield and nearby 
Đông Sơn Commune with a group of American students and a Vietnamese 
ecologist in 2015. The visit, coordinated by an office in A Lưới District, featured 
stops at the former runway (figure 6.5), the hotspot site, and the commune’s 
meeting hall.10 Guides pointed our attention to a small infirmary funded by 
foreign and government contributions, and the chairman of the commune 
presented me with a gift of textiles made by the Ta Oi indigenous people who 
were the historic occupants in this part of the valley. He was a member of this 
group, as were roughly half of the people in the commune.

In the chairman’s short welcome speech, he quickly got to the point about 
the Agent Orange and war legacy narrative and more specifically the hotspot 
story that had drawn our group there. Pointing to the infirmary, he said that 
what the commune did not need were more scientists and experts coming to 
draw people’s blood and take it away to write their studies. They had a clear 
enough knowledge, he said, about hotspot locations and how dioxin moved 
through the food chain. The problem he identified as most vital to the com-
mune’s future development concerned affordable or free tests to confirm 
whether people’s land, animals, or perhaps their DNA was now clean. He 
implored me, the ecologist, and the students to develop technologies to effec-
tively map dioxin’s presences and also its absences so that people could work, 
live, and build livelihoods in these areas. Farmers in the commune, he stated, 
despite general assurances from researchers, continued to encounter dis-
crimination at urban markets when buyers asked their village of origin. The 
chairman’s speech illustrated a particular struggle for those generally not 

[[fig 6.05]]
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affected by encounters with dioxin but nevertheless suffering under the 
weight of association with the war’s chemical history.

regreening the militarizeD lanDscaPe

While comprehensive cleanups at bases and sites like A Shau remain limited, 
the economic reforms of the 1990s did set into motion new programs for land 
privatization in the hills that have, especially since 2000, resulted in a wide-
spread return of vegetation in the form of plantation forests. State documents 
and newspapers long derided the problem of “đất trống, đồi trọc” (bare lands, 
eroded slopes), repeatedly using this term as a shorthand for damages blamed 
on US bombings, defoliation, and the war in general. Vietnam first recog-
nized private leases in such lands in 1993 after land clearing during postwar 
decimated forests even further. Vietnam’s total forest cover bottomed out 
at about 25 percent of total area and has since rebounded to over 44 percent, 
albeit almost wholly via plantations. Private investors have reforested an 
incredible area, over 5 million hectares of bare hills and other public lands.11

While this recent expansion in tree plantations is widely lauded in Viet-
namese newspapers and television newscasts, it stems not just from recent 

figure 6.5. Former A Shau runway with bomb craters. Author photo.
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approaches but also continues a legacy of colonial-era schemes to recolonize 
the hills with exotic species. Personalities such as Henri Guibier and Vietnam-
ese foresters who followed him in the 1950s and 1960s continued to advance 
this type of green modernization. Huế’s first postcolonial chief forester, 
Nguyễn Hữu Đính, continued Guibier’s enthusiasm to reforest with exotics 
and worked with new foreign experts from the United States and Australia in 
the 1960s. Đính was responsible for developing new nurseries and plantations 
in secure areas. Later, he supported the National Liberation Front. He retired 
from government service in 1960, survived the Tết Offensive and post-Tết 
reprisals, and stayed in Huế after 1975 to develop a forestry school at Huế 
University. While the fighting in the hills west of Huế reached unprecedented 
levels of destruction by 1973, Đính and many forestry colleagues in both Viet-
namese governments envisioned a postwar future with new regreening 
schemes. After the RVN and the communist PRG agreed to a cease-fire in 
January 1973, Đính sent a public report to RVN and PRG officials in Paris 
suggesting that they work quickly to develop a viable forest policy with fast-
growing species that might support industries such as pulp and paper. He took 
advantage of his retirement status to offer advice to all sides, stating that the 
cease-fire presented an opportunity to “plant trees, make flowers” (make 
peace) and “cease forest destruction” (playing on the term “cease-fire”).12

In some senses, regreening as an industrial enterprise is little different 
from the base-to-industrial-park conversions near Highway 1. Local govern-
ments may enthusiastically embrace development of plantation forests, but 
often when entrepreneurs attempt to stake off “cleared” or “waste” lands to 
regreen, debates arise. The PAVN victory resulted in postwar transfers of 
large parcels of land (the former American bases), producing what anthro-
pologist James Scott calls an “abstract, theoretical kind of place.”13 However, 
military actors have remained active in this postwar enterprise too. Unlike 
in industrialized nations, where national militaries help support a domestic 
high-tech sector producing aircraft, surveillance technologies, and guns, 
armies such as the PAVN raise much of their funds through resource extrac-
tion and public businesses. For example, the largest telecommunications 
company in Vietnam, Viettel, is a military enterprise, building off of the 
military’s radio and telecommunications networks. Like old military salary 
fields, many industrial forest plots, too, are managed by investments from 
military companies or provide jobs to military veterans.
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Just as it’s hard to erase such ghosts of old wars as tanks or trauma sites, 
leaving behind the military-social ties embedded in these landscapes is 
difficult. This is especially so around the former firebases. I learned this first-
hand on a trip with forestry and conservation officials to the former Firebase 
Birmingham on old Highway 547 (now Highway 49). Responding to criti-
cism from conservation organizations about monocropping in industrial 
forests, the local forest service office in collaboration with several nongov-
ernmental organizations set aside this old military parcel as an experiment 
in natural forest regeneration. Even there, where government ownership is 
undisputed, foresters, villagers, and entrepreneurs appeared deadlocked on 
the economics and politics of natural reforestation and public ownership. 
Riding in a forest service jeep, we traveled from Huế on the same old road 
that once connected Camp Eagle with Bastogne. The driver turned the jeep 
off at a bend in the road, and we walked out onto a level bank about two 
hundred meters wide and five hundred meters long, the former runway of 
Firebase Birmingham. The old runway was barely recognizable except for 
some pieces of broken tarmac in the red dirt, buried for the most part under 
a dense thicket of tree saplings and scrub. We hiked down from the runway 
toward a creek crossing the plot. Saplings grew from seeds dropped by birds, 
they explained, and there was no regular plan to thin or selectively cut them. 
Despite the novelty of the “natural” plot and its historic location, the forest-
ers held little hope that the plot would survive a coming round of budget 
cuts. Their bosses in Hà Nội saw the plot as a failure. It wasn’t generating a 
profit, and located so close to a highway and a city, it wasn’t ideally suited as 
a preserve. Area residents passed by carrying bundles of wood for fuel, and 
the NGO representative added that save for the honey harvested from the 
plot, the locals held a similar opinion of natural reforestation to that of the 
bosses in Hà Nội. Then they pointed my gaze to lush stands of acacia growing 
in industrial plots on nearby ridges and suggested that this green industrial 
fate awaited Firebase Birmingham. That model, they wryly noted, worked, 
while the experiment in natural regeneration lacked an easily defended eco-
nomic or political logic.

Demilitarizing lanDscaPe Pasts anD futures

The arc of this history of the central coast’s militarized layers, from the Ô 
Châu Terrible Lands to these postwar zones of industrial development and 
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green capitalism, shows how legacies of militarization from one era often 
become entangled in the next. A core value for an environmental history in 
such a conflict zone rests in its power to challenge the stories that people, 
local or not, tell with respect to the ways land in the past was connected to 
national and international events as well as to the struggles of families, set-
tlers, and farmers. Even in the present, these local and state histories of 
certain lands regularly conflict with one another. Individuals and families, for 
example, must often still negotiate with the state, especially the military, when 
they attempt to visit old tombs or create new ones nearby. As figure 6.6 sug-
gests, this tension between military and nonmilitary uses shows few signs of 
abating, as locals simply ignore new claims to land that traditionally was part 
of the village commons. At the top of a hill overlooking the former 101st Air-
borne’s headquarters at Camp Eagle, a broken sign next to a dirt road warns 
local inhabitants against the old practice of digging graves and burying 
ancestors. A thick screen of acacias screens off the old cemetery, barely visible 
behind the trees.

figure 6.6. Sign in Dạ Lê, Hamlet 5: “Military Area. ProhiBiteD: Building Tombs, 
Burials, Graves.” Photo by author, July 2015.
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A quick ride down the road reveals a few dozen recently renovated tombs. 
Alone at this cemetery and mindful of my appearance as an American on a 
motorbike in a militaty zone, I am reminded of two things. First, the presence 
of broken concrete foundations from old Camp Eagle suggests how mili-
tary claims often outlive the original militaries that established them. At 
this site, the American military lease of the hilltop was transferred in 1972 to 
the ARVN and in 1975 to the PAVN. Each army brought its own real estate 
agents to manage these transfers. Second, the site of new village tombs amid 
the young acacia trees and concrete ruins signals that despite these military 
claims, area residents continue to challenge them just as their ancestors had 
for centuries. They choose when and where to ignore the signs, and they build 
new graves, their own ancestral beachheads marking genealogical histories in 
this place. At least to me, this local choice of when to respect or violate state 
boundaries, carrying on an older and essential ancestral tradition, offers some 
hope. While graveyards are not normally the places people go for hope, the 
increasingly opulent shrines here signify one way that local communities and 
individual families continue to reclaim these lands from a violent past. Tree 
plantations and vocational colleges offer prominent signs of state-centered 
recovery, but these tombs reflect a more personal history. As commercial 
enterprises expand in the hills, highly contentious tomb-moving campaigns 
ensue as gravediggers attempt to clear certain hills. This visual push and pull 
in the hills between cemeteries and industrial spaces is, in my view, a sign of 
hope and also of complex challenges that face people in their attempts to 
reclaim these militarized landscapes from the layers of a troubled past. 
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discussions about the sources and particulars of georeferencing and analysis can 
be found on the book’s companion website, Footprints of War, at davidbiggs.net. 

27 Fernand Braudel, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of 
Philip II, vol. 1 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). For an account of 
Braudel’s time in Algiers see Adam J. Goldwyn and Renée M. Silverman, “Intro-
duction: Fernand Braudel and the Invention of a Modernist’s Mediterranean” in 
Mediterranean Modernism: Intercultural Exchange and Aesthetic Development, 
ed. Adam J. Goldwyn and Renée M. Silverman (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2016), 1–26.

chaPter one: suBterrains

1 Heonik Kwon’s Ghosts of War in Vietnam, 34, pays close attention to the many 
different ways that people relate to this past through the construction of ancestral 
shrines (lăng họ) and the worship of wandering ghosts at former military sites such 
as outposts or bomb shelters. Christina Schwenkel’s The American War in Con-
temporary Vietnam: Transnational Remembrance and Representation (Blooming-
ton: University of Indiana Press, 2009) focuses more on official practices of 
remembrance through war martyr monuments, exhibits, and photography.

2 See Nguyễn Thế Anh, “The Vietnamization of the Cham Deity Pô Nagar,” in 
Essays into Vietnamese Pasts, ed. Keith W. Taylor and John K. Whitmore (Ithaca, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1995), 42–50. “Tháp Mỹ Khánh: Dư địa chí Thừa 
Thiên Huế” [Mỹ Khánh Tower: Geography guide of Thừa Thiên Huế], last 
accessed March 24, 2014, www3.thuathienhue.gov.vn / GeographyBook / Default 
.aspx?sel=3&id=21.

3 Political anthropologist James Scott has become well known for his 2009 study 
of this highlands region that he terms zomia following the work of Willem van 
Schendel. Scott’s work has attracted much debate for various claims, but one 
useful contribution of it concerns his notion that steep, forested slopes produced 
a “friction of appropriation” that challenged coastal peoples from gaining control. 
Like the seas, the highland forests also offered avenues of attack and thus acquired 
a reputation of danger. See James Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed: An Anar-
chist History of Upland Southeast Asia (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 
2009), 198–99. Willem van Schendel by contrast does not argue for consideration 
of zomia as a discrete area in Southeast Asia but rather as a dynamic borderland 
that challenges what he calls the “statist” assumption implicit in area studies. See 
Willem van Schendel, “Geographies of Knowing, Geographies of Ignorance: 
Jumping Scale in Southeast Asia,” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 
20 (2002): 655. This scholarly tension parallels that between the statists and mar-
ginal peoples even at the village level. Military groups from armies to outlaws to 
rebels typically occupied the spaces where state rule ended and “anarchy” began. 
Military forces, along with rebel groups, fought not only over land but also over  
many “non-state” peoples to expand territory and “cultivate” its inhabitants. For 
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much of its ancient history, the narrow strip of villages lining the central coast 
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pelagic histories of the central coast in recently published edited volumes. See 
Michael Vickery, “Champa Revised,” in The Cham of Vietnam, ed. Trần Kỳ 
Phương and Bruce Lockhart (Singapore: National University of Singapore Press, 
2011), 363–420. See also Michael Vickery, “A Short History of Champa,” in 
Champa and the Archaeology of Mỹ Sơn (Vietnam), ed. Andrew Hardy, Mauro 
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1 Interview with Ông Phương, Hamlet 5, Dạ Lê, January 20, 2012.
2 Paul A. Scipione, “Life in Vietnam,” New York Times, December 4, 1983.
3 Interview with Ông Phương, Hamlet 5, Dạ Lê, January 20, 2012.
4 Bảo Ninh, The Sorrow of War, trans. Martin Secker (New York: Riverhead, 1996), 

72–73. 
5 There is an especially robust scholarly literature on issues of the Vietnamese 
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see Ann Marie Leshkowich, “Wandering Ghosts of Late Socialism: Conflict, 
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6 Interview with Mr. Minh, Dạ Lê, January 18, 2012. 
7 Details of the cleanup can be found in Province People’s Committee Decree 272, 

January 26, 2000. More recently, the Vietnamese daily Pháp Luật VN returned 
to the site to investigate alleged cancer clusters around the pollution site. See Thùy 
Nhung, Nghi vấn thảm họa ung thư từ hầm chứa chất độc CS và kho trữ thuốc 
trừ sâu, in Pháp Luật VN, August 18, 2016.
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Tappe (Singapore: National University of Singapore Press, 2013), 186–207.

11 Patrick Meyfroidt and Eric F. Lambin, “Forest Transition in Vietnam and Bhutan: 
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